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ABSTRACT 

Multipath is a major sidereally-repeating error affecting GPS. The repetition of 

satellite-receiver geometry approximately every sidereal day enables filtering to 

minimize multipath. Computing the exact error repeat interval using the day-to-day 

autocorrelation with a 10-hour window yields a consistent and steady value of 

23h 55m 54s. A 2-hour window gives fluctuating lag values with >97% of the optimal 

lag's correlation, suggesting little advantage in using a satellite-specific or time- 

varying lag in double-difference processing. 

GPS data are filtered by stacking at the optimum lag, and applying, either coordinate 

residuals ("coordinate filtering"), or double-difference carrier phase residuals 

("observation filtering"). Coordinate filtering yields better coordinate repeatability 

than observation filtering, but with similar hour-to-hour consistency. The variance 

reduction in a high multipath environment over a 24-hour dataset reaches 73%, using 

a 3-day coordinate-filter in a high multipath enviromnent. However, observation 

filtering requires less processing time to generate and apply the filter. 

As the time gap between the days generating the filter and the applied day increases, 

the variance reduction worsens gradually, reaching zero at a gap of -30 days. The 

optimal variance reduction (61% in a low multipath environment) is achieved by 
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stacking seven days immediately before the applied day, but a stack of 3-9 days is 

acceptable. 

A switched-antenna array system may be adopted instead of continuous GPS for cost 

minimization. According to the used receivers' hardware, the optimum session 

interval to use is 119 seconds, which provides sufficient usable epochs per switch 

interval and is synchronized with the "sidereal" lag. Semi-continuous sidereally- 

filtered GPS is efficient in detecting horizontal and vertical deformations in near- 

static enviromnents with high multipath to the millimetre level. In addition, the 

precision of the deforming stations improved, reaching to a precision better than 5 

mm and 8 mm in the horizontal and vertical plane respectively. Hence, this provides 

the capability of monitoring slow moving deformations using a quick, cost-effective 

and precise GPS technique. 
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CHAPTER ONE 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Monitoring of natural and structural deformations is a vital procedure with many 
benefits, starting with assuring the performance of any structure against its design 

criteria, identifying any abnormalities in the structure's behaviour, or warning against 

geohazards and natural displacements. Also it could be useful for calibration purposes 
to be used later for structural design codes (Ogaja et al. 2001). Structural 

deformations occur either rapidly due to wind or seismic forces, or in the form of 
long-term deformations due to overloading or change in water levels, etc., as in 

deformation of buildings, bridges, dams, reservoirs and embankments. 

Of course, regardless the type of structure, deformation monitoring is often required 

to be carried out as quickly as possible, that is in real time or near real time, for safety 

and stability purposes. This is to avoid collapse of defective structures causing high 

financial liabilities and severe environmental damage (Rutledge et al. 2001). Sudden 

failure of engineering structures will cause major catastrophes, whether economic or 
death of civilians. 

In most cases, the nature of the monitored structure, required accuracy and 

environmental conditions will define the deformation methodology as well as the 

instrumentation used. Several factors have to be taken into consideration regarding 
instrumentation, starting with the required equipment and material, dealing with 

monumentation and how to protect it, in addition to the locating, operation and 

maintenance of the monitoring points (Ali 2003). 
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1.1 SensorsforDeforinationMoiiitoritig 

A wide range of sensors are used for monitoring deformations, which could vary 

according to the scale of the project, density of test stations, cost, manpower required, 

etc. , 
Generally, deformation monitoring sensors can be characterized as 

meteorological, geotechnical and surveying (geodetic) sensors (Hill and Sippel 2002). 

Meteorological sensors are the kind used mainly for the calibration of the other two 

kinds of sensors and not for monitoring structural deformation itself. They are also 

used to monitor atmospheric change, such as temperature, pressure, humidity, etc. 
Geotechnical sensors provide defonnation monitoring in one dimension only, e. g. tilt 

meters, accelerometers, micrometers and plumb lines. The main focus here is on the 

third type of sensor, namely geodetic sensors. These sensors could be categorized by 

their measurement type such as angle, distance and angle-distance, or by the adopted 

technique such as levelling, photogrammetry, laser scanning, Interferometric 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), Pseudolites or the Global Positioning System 

(GPS). 

Comparing the efficiency of geotechnical and geodetic sensors, the former are easy to 

adapt for automatic and continuous monitoring. However, they provide localized 

information that needs to be compared to other independent measurements, resulting 
in relative deformation measurements within the deformable object and its 

surroundings. On the other hand, geodetic sensors provide sufficient redundancy 

required for quality statistical evaluation and detection of errors. They can be used to 

determine absolute displacements relative to a stable reference station or network 
(Erol et al. 2004). 

Angular sensors are mainly electronic theodolites measuring horizontal and vertical 

circle reading (directions) leading to the calculation of horizontal and vertical angles. 

The accuracy here depends on the accuracy of the horizontal and vertical circles, 

which could reach 0.5-1 second. Distance sensors used for monitoring deformations 

are the Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM) devices transmitting visible or near 

infrared radiation to calculate slope distances. The accuracy of the EDM may reach I 

mm +I ppm for short baselines. Lower accuracy is achieved for longer baselines, 
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mainly due to the difficulty in determining the refractive index of the travelling 

media. On the other hand, one type of EDM used to monitor crustal deformations and 

called the two colour (blue and red) EDM, reaches a precision of 0.5-1 mm. The 

difference in travel time between both wavelengths is used to calculate the refractive 
index, which can then be used to calculate the distance from the travel time of one of 
the colours (US Geological Survey 2007). 

The most common type of angle-distance sensor is the total station, which is in 

principle an electronic theodolite and an EDM combined together, fitted with a 

computer, with internal and external memory. The measured horizontal and vertical 
directions, as well as the slope distances, are transformed into three dimensional 

coordinates, which could be related to pre-deformation coordinates and thus produce 

an interpretation of the deforming structure. Another type of these sensors is the 

survey robot, which is generally a total station programmed for continuous 
deformation monitoring. The observed directions and distances are transmitted to an 

office computer through a telemetry link. These sensors are beneficial near high walls 
in open pit mining and slope stability studies, but possess lower accuracy when 

compared to regular total stations. Principally, this is due to the lower accuracy of the 

self-pointing of the device and lack of observation time tagging, which causes 

problems during processing (Radovanovic and Teskey 2001). 

Note that these kinds of angle and/or distance sensors require the formation of some 

sort of frame or reference network, in addition to the test points. Tbdse networks 

provide redundant observations leading to a more reliable least squares adjustment 

and hence achieve high accuracy for monitored points. However, in contrast, these 

sensors are skill and labour intensive with a limited observation rate, and are affected 
by atmospheric refraction. Most importantly, they require intervisibilty between 

reference and monitored test points for pointing purposes. This will confine the 

distribution criteria upon which the choice of reference and monitored points are 
based. In addition, as the use of these conventional sensors generally requires 
intensive post-observation calculations, they are inappropriate for real time 

deformation monitoring applications, which is considered a major drawback. Finally, 
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these sensors require good weather and sometimes daylight to perform properly and 
thus are not suitable for all seasons or even every-day purposes. 

Another type of geodetic sensor is the precise level, which is the most common 

example of a levelling sensor, measuring height differences for deformation test 

points relative to a known elevation benchmark. There are two types of precise level 

used for deformation monitoring, namely the optical and digital levels. The former is 

the old-fashioned type of level but still the most reliable and accurate method, 

observing staff readings relative to a horizontal plane. For approximately 20 rn setups 
between the instrument and the staff, an accuracy of 0.01 mm. can be achieved 
(Schofield 2001), depending on the minimum division of the staff used and the 

magnification of the parallel glass plate of the micrometer., This accuracy degrades for 

longer levelling loops and distance between level and staff. Another helpful factor in 

increasing the reliability of the solution is the material used for the staff, having high 

temperature resistant coefficient, e. g. invar. Recent types of precise level perform an 

automatic levelling process through height and distance readings from encoded 
levelling rods. This, of course, boosts the speed of the process and reduces the need 
for manpower; however there still exists some debate about the obtained accuracy due 

to systematic deviations of the levelling components (Ali 2003). 

Photogrammetric techniques are cost effective in deformation monitoring when large 

areas are to be observed. Aerial photogrammetry is widely used in detecting ground 

subsidence, while terrestrial photogrammetry is used for monitoring the deformation 

of large structures. These techniques have the advantage of monitoring an unlimited 

number of points, providing high density coverage - as is the case with laser 

scanning - in addition to a significdnt reduction in fieldwork time, along with high 

accuracy (US Army Corps of Engineers 2002). Nevertheless, these sensors are not 

suitable for small-scale (limited area) projects, as they will produce a major financial 

burden due to the high cost of the flight mission in the case of aerial photogrammetry 

or even the production of photos. New photogrammetric digital cameras now have a 

GPS receiver fifted, and thus provide coordinated imagery of monitored points in real 

time without the need of photographing ground stations for coordinate referencing. 
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This will decrease the overall cost of the process, due to the reduction in the number 

of photos produced (RICOH 2007). 

InSAR is now a common cost-effective technique used for monitoring deformations. 

It is a remote sensing technique utilizing radar satellite images, used mainly for 

measuring ground movements. The main methodology is to compare the variation of 

the radar signal phases of two epochs covering the same portion of the Earth. This 

will reveal any terrain surface subsidence in the direction of the line of sight occurring 
in this period of time, providing centimetre level of accuracy (Crosetto et al. 2003). 

In brief, GPS is a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) consisting at the 

moment of 31 Space Vehicles (SV) (satellites) transmitting microwave radio signals 

to be observed by GPS receivers (sensors). The main advantage of GPS sensors is that 

station-station intervisibilty is unnecessary and thus there is more flexibility, 

especially in the location of reference stations that need to be in the most stable areas. 
GPS sensors also have the ability to continuously observe night and day, all year long, 

under any weather conditions. In addition, GPS sensors provide three-dimensional 

coordinates with respect to a global reference frame, achieved in real time or near real 

time with less labour. In consequence, GPS can provide fast and continuous 

automated deformation monitoring, in addition to the ability of full integration with 

other sensors. 

Unfortunately, GPS has its drawbacks in deformation monitoring, as false movements 

are detected from time to time due to GPS noise, as well as the resistance facing 

continuous high precision monitoring due to the major sources of errors in GPS in the 

form of cycle slip and multipath error (Roberts et al. 2001 a, b). Slope deformation 

monitoring, e. g. in landslides or open pit mines, is challenged by cycle slips and 

multipath in achieving centimetre level accuracy. This is due to the existence of 

reflecting surfaces near to the monitoring area causing multiple paths for the reflected 
GPS signals, as well as frequent loss of lock on satellites. In addition, sometimes long 

or high rate continuous GPS sessions are required to monitor movements such as 

settlement of buildings, which will lead to higher operational cost. 
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Accordingly, several applications have investigated how to overcome those 
drawbacks, as in Rutledge et al. (2001) where adaptive Kalman filtering was used to 

decrease random noise attributed to GPS observations to monitor landslides, while 

providing a comprehensive internet enabled automatic monitoring system. Teferle et 

al. (2003) investigated the effect of radio frequency interference and multipath on the 

monitoring of land movements at tide gauges in UK harbours. Forward et al. (2001) 

used a multi-antenna array system (connecting multiple antennae to one receiver) to 

monitor steep wall deformations while reducing the overall running cost. 

In general, the GPS monitoring methods differ depending on the monitored structure. 
For bridge monitoring, dual frequency receivers combined with high speed processing 

and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) data links provide real time processing and 

navigation, reaching centimetre accuracy, as in the case of cable suspension bridges. 

Gen-you et al. (2005) applies a single epoch GPS technique, utilizing low cost single 
frequency receivers for monitoring large landslide displacements, reaching centimetre 
level coordinate accuracy as well. Concerning dam monitoring, several studies, as in 

Bock et al. (2001) and De Jonge et al. (2000), were performed, possessing high 

precision but with high cost. The feasibility of the use of GPS for dam deformation 

monitoring will depend on the budget, scale and importance of the project. On the 

other hand, monitoring building deformations is often investigated using geotechnical 

sensors such as accelerometers or terrestrial photogrammetry for large-scale 

structures. 

Lately, the extensive use of GPS in daily life has tempted GPS users and geodesists to 

utilize GPS sensors either as a stand-alone tool or in conjunction with other sensors to 

monitor different types of deformations, e. g. tall buildings under rapid or vibrating 
forces such as wind or earthquakes for long time periods (Ogaja et al. 2000). GPS 

usually provides lower accuracy in vertical positioning than horizontal, although it 

can be efficiently utilized when integrated with other sensors, such as precise levels, 

Pseudo-satellites (Pseudolites) or precise accelerometers. This will enhance the 

deformation monitoring process due to the omission of different types of errors. 
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Pseudolites are ground based transmitters of GPS-like signals, with their location 

being carefully selected. They are used to enhance the satellite geometry constellation 

required to improve the integrity of monitoring deformations where visibility of 

satellites is poor or the satellite geometry is weak, especially in the case of monitoring 
in valleys or deep open-cut mines. Barnes et al. (2003) augmented GPS with 
Pseudolites in order to improve geometrically weak satellite constellations for the 

purpose of monitoring bridge deformations to the sub-centimetre level in both the 
horizontal and vertical components. Erol et al. (2004) used GPS with precise levelling 

measurements to monitor and analyse deformations of a large viaduct. Meng (2002) 

used an integrated sensor system comprising GPS and triaxial accelerometers to 

monitor long term and short-term dynamic deformations, achieving centimetre level 

accuracy. 

The new invention in modem surveying is the smart station, which is simply a GPS 

receiver mounted on a total station. The advantage of using this station is that there is 

no need for terrestrial reference stations to observe and relate the measurements to, or 

even the formation of any kind of network or traverse, as the GNSS/GPS receiver 

provides instantaneous coordinates for all monitored points. Accordingly, the 

monitoring process becomes easier with fewer instrument setups, reducing the time of 
field observations by up to 50%, while reaching sub centimetre or even millimetre 

relative accuracy. However, it must be kept in mind that this station combines the 

characteristics of the total station and GPS along with their attributed advantages and 
disadvantages (Leica Geosystems 2007). 

1.2 State of the Art in GNSS 

GPS is a promising and widely used tool in many engineering projects, mainly due to 

its reliability, accuracy and 24-hour availability. GPS is now a famous utility among 

geodesists and often users, utilizing the non-precise form in navigation and day-to-day 

activities, especially in-car navigation. GPS is highly automatic and not labour 

intensive (Chen et al. 2000). The accuracy of GPS depends upon many factors, e. g. 

the resolution of the unknown integer phase ambiguities (N), in order to obtain 

accurate and reliable phase measurements. Of course, these measurements will still - 
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contain various kinds of systematic and random errors (Leick 2004). On the other 
hand, the main disadvantage of GPS is its high cost and low accuracy in real time 

positioning, although nowadays several investigations are being undertaken in order 

to overcome this latter drawback. 

Due to the continuous need for precision and reliability improvement, frequent 

updates are being introduced in GPS in particular and the Global Navigation Satellite 

System (GNSS) as a whole, aimed at easing the use and improving the accuracy of the 

system. In GPS, new signals are being introduced and codes are being modernized. In 

addition, the new European Galileo system, expected to be fully operational by the 

year 2012, will offer an increase in the number of satellites and new frequencies. The 

Russian GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS) is also continuously 

updating with new satellites, leading to more satellites'being available for the user 
(Kaplan and Hegarty 2006). 

A recent newcomer to the GNSS family is China, which launched its new satellite 

navigation system, called Beidou/Compass, in 2000. China is currently developing its 

system to be called Beidou 2 or Compass Navigation Satellite System (CNSS), which 
is expected to be fully operational by 2008. Recently, the first Compass M-1 satellite 

was launched, having similar characteristics to GPS and Galileo satellites in terms of 
frequency bands (Chen et al. 2007). The Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is a 

new GNSS system developed by the Japanese, covering East Asia and centred on 
Japan. It is mainly designed to enhance GPS services regarding satellite availability 

and accuracy. The first QZSS satellite is scheduled to be launched in 2009 (GPS- 

QZSS Technical Working Group 2007). Lately, India has revealed it may launch its 

own satellite navigation system as well. 

All these modifications and updates will definitely enrich the satellite navigation 

system in different aspects, which will in turn bring increased benefit to the civilian 

user in particular (Lavrakas 2007). Lavrakas recently looked into the future of GNSS 

in 2017 by setting different predictive scenarios. Under the most pessimistic scenario, 

the hybrid user (using all available systems) will not rely permanently on GPS. A rich 
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global capability for positioning, navigation and timing will be available, having 

about 20 satellites in view at any time over all the Earth. 

1.3 Research Motivation 

One of the major uses of GPS is its application in deformation monitoring in various 

aspects, adopting several GPS observation methods. The traditional method is 

continuous static GPS, in which GPS receivers occupy all monitoring stations, while 
logging data continuously for long periods of time. A special case of continuous static 
GPS is episodic GPS, where data is logged per station for a certain time interval e. g. 
few minutes. Then this process is repeated every short time gap, thus ending up with 

semi-continuous GPS data per station. Campaign GPS is also a popular technique 

utilized in monitoring structural defon-nations, where by the data collection and the 

monitoring process for the site area is undertaken for a specific time interval e. g. few 

hour s, and repeated every long period of time e. g. yearly. This is to detect any 

movements or deformations occurring with time, in order to asses on the behaviour of 

the structure. On the other hand, kinematic GPS allows logging of data while moving 

the receiver to different stations, and thus maintaining instantaneous GPS positioning 

at each station. 

In order to accurately monitor deformations, many factors must be considered. The 

first is to use a quick ambiguity resolution technique for instantaneous resolution at 

the desired test deformation points. A single epoch ambiguity resolution technique is 

preferable. Some other previous investigations utilized epoch-by-epoch positioning to 

provide viable alternative to traditional GPS batch processing with a better insight in 

to GPS error sources. Bock et al. (2000) used instantaneous positioning through the 

Geodetics Real Time Dynamic Network software (RTDNet) to resolve the integer 

phase ambiguities using a single epoch of data every 30 seconds, with the ability to be 

used with higher sampling rates reaching to 10 Hz. Thus three-dimensional relative 

coordinates as well as atmospheric zenith delay parameters are estimated over a 12- 

week period for various baseline lengths (50m, 14 km and 37 km). A precision of 

about 10 mm and 75 mm in the horizontal and vertical direction respectively is 
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reached for the 50 m baseline, while the corresponding counterparts are 15 mm and 
I 10 mm for the longest baseline i. e. 37 km. 

De Jonge et al. (2000) further augmented the previous investigation with I Hz GPS 

data achieving similar horizontal and vertical precision. Bock et al. (2001) used a 

more robust epoch-by-epoch software called Continuous Reference Network (CRNet) 

with a2 second sampling interval to reach a horizontal precision of 10 mm and 

vertical precision of 50 mm over an 8 km baseline. This precision can be further 

improved to 4 mm horizontally and 10 mm vertically for baselines less than I kin. 

The approach used in the current research builds on previous studies and uses, like 

RTDNet and CRNet, the double difference observable. The approach applies a 

technique that forms a search volume of possible trial positions, seeking for the 

correct ambiguity set at each epoch independently from any previous epochs. All 

mathematical procedures and methodologies are executed through a previously 

prepared ambiguity software called GPS Ambiguity Search Program (GASP) 

(Corbett 1994; Al-Haifi 1996; Gunasingam. 2003) (see Section 2.6). 

Secondly, although most of the errors affecting short-baseline GPS are eliminated or 

minimized by differencing techniques (Leick 2004), multipath error will remain due 

to the highly site-specific nature of the reflection of GPS signals from nearby 

surfaces. Hence, multipath is often considered the most limiting factor in precise GPS 

positioning, especially in deformation monitoring (e. g. Lau and Mok 1999; Axelrad et 

al. 1996). Short-term positions will be subject to quasi-periodic errors with 

characteristic timescales varying from seconds to minutes depending on the satellite- 

reflector geometry (e. g. Barnes 2000). Long-term position monitoring is also affected: 
if GPS data are processed in 24-hour batches, as is often the case, multipath error 

occurring at the satellite geometry repeat interval can alias into periodic errors close 

to annual and semi-annual periods (Penna and Stewart 2003). 

Fortunately, due to the nearly exact repetition of satellite geometry in the sky above a 

site every sidereal day (nominally 23h 56m 04s), multipath and many other geometry 

repeating errors are highly correlated across subsequent days. This is, of course, valid 

providing the same antenna and reflector environment are maintained. Consequently, 
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it is possible to apply "sidereal filtering" techniques to mitigate this error (Genrich 

and Bock 1992; Nikolaidis et al. 2001). Essentially, these methods subtract a filter 

value from the site coordinates at each epoch. The filter at a given epoch is composed 
from the coordinate residuals of the long-term mean position, at an epoch separated 
by a multiple of the near-sidereal error repeat interval (a multiple of the nominal lag 

86164s). To improve the precision and robustness of the filter, residuals may be 

stacked (averaged) over several sidereal days. 

Recent investigations based on satellite orbit analysis (Choi et al. 2004) have shown 

that the actual satellite geometry repeat interval ("sidereal lag") is slightly less than 

the nominal sidereal period used in earlier sidereal filtering studies. In addition, 
Larson et al. (2007) have discussed the use of cross correlation within the coordinate 

residuals to determine the overall multipath-repeat lag, which was confirmed to match 

the actual satellite geometry repeat interval. Agnew and Larson (2007) computed the 

GPS satellite constellation repeat time using the orbital period or the topocentric 

positions of satellites. The former utilizes the semi major axis parameter and the 

correction to the mean motion in the broadcast ephemerides to calculate the orbital 

repeat time. The latter calculates the period at which the satellite has nearly the same 
direction vector with the observing station using polynomial interpolation. Both 

techniques confirmed, with slight differences, the average sidereal lag being less than 

the known nominal one, fluctuating at the few seconds' level across the constellation, 

with polar observing stations showing greater inter-satellite variability than equatorial 

ones. Interestingly, this work suggested that the multipath signal is most similar only 

on adjacent sidereal days, tending to differ as the time separation increases, and thus 

not repeating endlessly. This criterion is investigated and confirmed later in the 

current study as part of the filter lifetime analysis (Chapter 4). 

Finally, using GPS for monitoring deformations, especially continuous GPS, is of 
high cost, which is basically due to the capital cost of the GPS equipment. 

Accordingly, this was the main motive behind the desire to utilize an alternative 

technique with moderate expense, which could be achieved using episodic GPS in the 

form of a switched multi-antenna array. This procedure has the advantage of 

combining some characteristics of both the static and rapid static techniques. GPS 
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data are not collected continuously at previously fixed points, but for a certain time 

interval at fixed antennae connected to one receiver, without the need to move a rover 

receiver through the monitoring points. 

1.4 Other Multipath Mitigation Techniques 

Several algorithms have been used for the reduction of multipath. At the point of 

measurement, the use of choke ring antennas or special architecture receivers with 
built-in multipath mitigation techniques eliminate much of the code multipath. 
However, carrier phase multipath will still be dominant, as it is more embedded and a 
harder-to-mitigate source of error (Philippov et al. 1999; Van Dierendonck and 
Braasch 1997). Other mitigation techniques reduce the multipath error at the post- 

processing stage. Both code and phase multipath can be minimized through the 

preparation of multipath maps of the GPS antenna environment, provided that this 

environment remains unaltered. These maps contain the multipath corrections for 

each satellite signal depending upon its elevation and azimuth (Cohen and Parkinson 

1991; Haji 1990). Recently, some other techniques have been developed to reduce 

multipath using either wavelet analysis (Satirapod and Rizos 2005), a Vondrak filter 

with cross-validation (Zheng et al. 2005), or weighting the data using the observed 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Lau and Mok 1999). 

The first technique (Satirapod and Rizos 2005) applies wavelet decomposition to GPS 

double difference residuals in order to extract multipath from GPS carrier phase 

observations. Such multipath signatures are then directly applied to GPS observations 

in subsequent days to correct for the multipath effect, thus giving the best unbiased 

least squares solution. The basic concept is the multi resolution analysis of GPS 

signals at different scales by using filters of different cut-off frequencies. Through 

setting a zero baseline (two receivers and one antenna), double difference residuals 

are produced for all satellite pairs representing true GPS observation noise. Such 

residuals are decomposed into low frequency bias and high frequency noise through 

wavelet transformation using three levels of decomposition. Then; the F-test is used to 

compare the standard deviation of real GPS observation noise and those calculated 

from extracted noise components at each decomposition level. The first level of 
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wavelet decomposition produces the best fit to the multipath disturbance signal, 

reducing carrier phase multipath and leaving behind GPS noise. 

The second methodology (Zheng et al. 2005) separates signals from noise at different 

noise levels wherever the noise level is lower than the magnitude of the signal. The 

Vondrak filter produces filter values based on different smoothing factors, while cross 

validation determines the optimal smoothing factor. This removes noise properly from 

useful signals giving the least variances among Easting, Northing and Up station 

coordinates. Both techniques together give a balance between data fitting and 

smoothing. Actual and simulated GPS data 'are used in the filtering process. The 

larger the smoothing factor, the rougher the filtered curve will be and thus more high 

frequency signals remain in the filtered curve. Reliable GPS multipath models are 

produced to reduce multipath effects in subsequent days through day-to-day sidereal 
filtering, resulting in an improvement in the accuracy of about 20-40% of RMS 

values. This technique has the disadvantage in the case of high noise level, where high 

frequency signals tend to be filtered out. 

The main idea of the third technique (Lau and Mok 1999) is to Combine the 

Ambiguity Function Method (AFM) with Signal-to-noise ratio in a Least squares 
Method called CALMS in order to model noise in each observation for multipath 

mitigation. The use of SNR is due to the fact that it determines how well the carrier 
tracking loop in the GPS receiver can track the signals and hence determines the 

precision of carrier phase measurements. Double difference Ll and L2 phase residuals 

are obtained through the AFM, in which the correct position obtained, will act as an a 

priori position for SNR weighted least squares of carrier phase measurements. SNR 

weighting is applied to each receiver and satellite, thus producing the so-called SNR 

cofactor matrix, which is the Variance-Covariance (V-C) matrix of double difference 

SNRs. From such a matrix, the SNR weighted double differences are obtained to be 

used as the weight matrix in the least squares adjustment. A certain shift in the Z- 

direction is embedded to simulate deformation monitoring and calibration of the 

technique, and thus the results of CALMS are tested and compared, as well as its 

integrity through sidereal day-to-day repeatability. CALMS improves the accuracy 

even with a small data set without any averaging or smoothing of the multipath error. 
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However, some differences occurred during results comparison, and it was suspected 
these were either due to weather or the actual lag not being exactly what was used 
(86160s). The main disadvantage here is that the SNR information is not always 

present in a RINEX observation file, which makes it practically inapplicable in all 

cases. In addition, this technique is only suitable for static platforms in severe 

multipath environments, observing short baselines. 

1.5 Research Objectives and Methodology 

Although previous applications used for deformation monitoring were successful and 

accomplished certain goals, most of the results were achieved in a post-processing 
batch mode, where a solution is obtained every certain time period. Thus, these 

techniques required relatively long observatio 
' 
nal periods (24 hours) in order to obtain 

the results and assess them, only after which any action could be taken. Keeping in 

mind the main disadvantages of GPS sensors, the research aim in this thesis will focus 

on using a fast, and more importantly accurate, GPS technique, utilizing a single 

epoch processing approach (cycle slip free), along with sidereal filtering (trying to 

minimize the most limiting factor of multipath error), through which the switched 

antenna array procedure is adapted (reduction of cost with reliable precision), for the 

sake of monitoring structural deformations. This combined methodology could lead to 

the optimum criteria of using GPS in a reliable, precise and cost effective manner for 

monitoring deformations. Accordingly, the current research aims to improve the 

precision as well as reduce the cost of semi-static monitoring of engineering 

structures. 

The first objective arises from the high effect of sidereally repeating errors (mainly 

multipath) on GPS observations. Such consideration of signal multipath is essential, 

especially near buildings, as it is one of the major errors attributed to GPS 

measurements, affecting coordinate precision. At first, it is important to assure the 

value and consistency of the sidereal lag by analysing the periodicity of the coordinate 

and phase residuals in single epoch positioning. Secondly, one must establish whether 

filtering at the coordinate or carrier phase observation level is the most beneficial. It is 

also necessary to check the validity of applying previously obtained sidereal filters in 
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enhancing the coordinate precision of any data set some days later, as well as 
identifying the optimum number of days to stack and apply, in order to produce the 

highest coordinate precision. In deciding the optimal filtering method, one must 

consider not only the improvement in short-term coordinate precision, but also the 

consistency of improvement and the processing time necessary to achieve final 

filtered coordinates. For near-real-time applications, such as landslides, geohazards 

and monitoring of civil engineering structures, these additional criteria are important. 

In addition, one aims to merge both the single epoch processing and sidereal filtering 

technique, in conjunction with a switched antenna array, for monitoring deformations, 

aiming to reduce the overall monitoring cost while achieving reliable precision. The 

switched antenna array technique provides periodic GPS observations from multiple 

GPS antennae. Through a manual or automated switch, one could control (switch) the 

GPS data stream from each antenna every specified time interval. Thus, a reliable 

solution could be obtained using this technique with relatively low cost, satisfying 
both applicability and effectiveness. Accordingly, the switched antenna array can be 

easily adopted for monitoring deformations through the fixation of the required test 

points, upon which multiple GPS antennae - connected to one receiver - are 

mounted. This of course can be efficiently utilized for the assessment of the stability 

of the applied structure (Forward et al. 2001). 

The GPS processing software GASP (Corbett 1994; Al-Haifi 1996; Gunasingam 

2003) operates in a single-epoch mode, unlike the batch mode, and thus would be 

very useful in near real time applications. Each epoch is treated as an entirely 

independent measurement, while conducting a search in ambiguity space for the 

optimal integer values of the ambiguity parameters, using the Ll and L2 phase 

observables. As each epoch is treated separately, there is no possibility for common 

parameters to affect the level of multipath error. GASP processes baselines, either in 

the fully-kinematic mode in which the coordinates of the "fixed" site are determined 

by a code pseudorange solution at each epoch, or in the fixed-base mode in which the 

coordinates of the "fixed" site are specified a priori. The latter mode of operation is 

the one used in the current research. Of course, such a program is updated from an 

older version with certain modifications in order to cope with the nature and objective 
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of this thesis. This single epoch ambiguity resolution technique utilized in GASP has 

the advantage of not requiring long GPS sessions or initialization, as well as 

eliminating the effect of cycle slips and the necessity of continuous lock on satellites 
(Corbett 1994; Al-Haifi 1996; Gunasingam 2003). 

It should be mentioned here that in order to fulfil these objectives efficiently some 

modifications needed to be made to the GPS processing GASP software. The first and 

major modification was the conversion of the program to read RINEX (Receiver 

INdependent EXchange format) data directly instead of reading NXF (Newcastle 

eXchange Format) data. This in turn required the running of a certain previously 

made utility program called RINTONXF (RINex TO NXF) to transform the 

observational data file from the RINEX version to the NXF version, which consumes 
time. Nowadays, RINEX observational data is the most commonly used among a 

wide variety of receiver manufacturers. 

As a further modification, Phase Centre Variation (PCV) corrections are applied 

optionally to all the antennae used, whether these corrections are applied as a fixed 

value to the antenna offset or a variable correction to be subtracted from the phase 

observations depending upon the elevation angle of each satellite. Such variations are 

modelled using the US National Geodetic Survey calibration values (National 

Geodetic Survey 2005). More details on antenna PCV correction can be found in 

Section 2.6.1. In addition, a more precise tropospheric model using the updated 
Saastamoinen model with Niell's mapping functions is inserted, in order to minimize 

the tropospheric error as much as possible. Mathematical expressions and detailed 

explanation about this model can be found in Section 2.6.3. Other modifications were 

applied to the GASP software in order to utilize the single epoch processing 

methodology with the sidereal filtering technique. Detailed explanation of such 

updated software is given in Section 2.6. 

Accordingly, the current research investigates two main topics. The first considers 

sidereal filtering of data, in order to help in the mitigation of the multipath error, 

which will eventually increase the precision of the final obtained point coordinates. 

Tbus, instead of comparing the coordinates of successive epochs, it is possible to 
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compare and study the autocorrelation of point coordinates in each processed epoch 

with its counterpart one sidereal day before. But, of course, this will be done after 

several investigations are undertaken in order to determine first the optimum value of 

the sidereal lag period. Thus, various trial lags are considered ranging around the 

known nominal value of 23 hours and 56 minutes. As closure to this part, the ageing 

of any sidereal filter is investigated using different batches of multiple days, as well as 

the determination of the best possible combination of days to use and form the filter, 

in order to obtain maximum precision for the filtered coordinates. 

For this purpose, two newly established programs are introduced. The first is the GPS 

Autocorrelation Sidereal Filtering (GASF), which is used to determine the optimum 

sidereal lag period based on the maximum value of autocorrelation between 

subsequent epochs. The second program, called Filter Application Program (FAP), 

uses the optimum sidereal lag period obtained from the first program in order to filter 

the coordinates from the multipath error and obtain the final accurate coordinates. In 

addition, the sidereal filtering process is also discussed, while comparing the raw 

phase data of GPS observations between epochs separated by one sidereal day, rather 

than comparing the coordinates themselves. 

The second part of the research deals with the switched antenna array. The 

investigation concerned here is to determine the most appropriate observation session 
length per each fixed antenna before switching to the next one. This is employed 

while considering three main factors. The first is efficiency; that is using a short but 

still reliable session length. The second is how to implement sidereal filtering with 

switched antennae; that is synchronizing the used session length with the optimum 

sidereal lag obtained; and thirdly, to acquire at the end the best possible precision for 

station coordinates. This specific investigation of switch session length is vital, in 

order not to confuse structural deformation with observational errors, which will lead 

to inaccurate interpretation of the obtained results. In the end, after the 

accomplishment of the previous two main research objectives, the reliability and 

efficiency of sidereal filtering was investigated for improving the coordinate precision 

while detecting simulated deformations, using a dual antenna switch array, processing 
I Hz GPS data. 
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Note that due to the high precision required, the use of the navigation message 
broadcast along with GPS signals will be inapplicable, and thus more precise orbits 

must be used. In this case, final precise orbits could be used with an orbital accuracy 
less than 0.05 m but with 13 days latency or even the quicker rapid precise orbits with 

similar accuracy but only 17 hours latency. In addition, half observed ultra rapid 

precise orbits are available with similar accuracy within only three hours, which could 
definitely be regarded as a near real time application. Half predicted ultra rapid 

precise orbits could be also used for real time applications with 0.1 rn orbital accuracy 
(Gledan 2004). For the current study, we use the International GNSS Service (IdS) 

precise orbits, which can be easily downloaded from the IGS website (International 

GNSS Service 2007; Neilan et al. 1997). 

Finally, the current research will adopt several methodologies in order to assess the 

obtained results, s uch as (i) the obtained coordinate accuracy relative to previously 
known static coordinates; (ii) the repeatability (precision) of station coordinates over a 

certain time interval; (iii) the F-test statistic applied to the goodness of fit of the 

residuals to the phase observations (; r'); and (iv) the efficiency of the used technique 

from the precision and processing time point of view. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

This thesis consists of seven chapters and five appendices, briefly detailed as follows: 

Chapter one introduces first the different sensors used for monitoring deformations, 

followed by the current situation of GNSS. The motivation behind the current 

research is outlined, and then pursued by the different techniques used for multipath 

mitigation. The chapter concludes with the main research objectives and adopted 

methodology. 

Chapter two gives a brief introduction to GPS and its constellation, error sources and 

observables. Differencing GPS techniques and ambiguity resolution techniques are 

given next, ending with a detailed description of the utilized GPS software and 

adopted ambiguity resolution technique in the current research. 
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Chapter three provides a full illustration of the two programs used for sidereal lag 

determination and filter application and conclude with the actual geometry repeat lag 

investigations. 

Chapter four introduces the main concept behind sidereal filtering using coordinate or 

carrier phase residual stacking. The actual application of the filter is fully illustrated 

together with a comparison of the two filtering techniques used, as well as an 
investigation into the effect of sidereal lag variations. Finally, investigations into the 

optimum number of days to stack and the sidereal filter lifetime are given. 

In Chapter five, the mechanism of the multi-antenna array system is described. 

Various multi-antenna array system applications are briefly outlined, and then the 
development of the dual antenna switching device is explained. This is followed by 

the optimum session observation interval investigations. The Chapter ends with 

sidereal filter application on periodic GPS data, while considering various precision 
limits. 

Chapter six involves the practical application of the single epoch sidereally filtered 

GPS utilizing a dual antenna switch array for monitoring deformations. The used 

simulating deformation platform is shown first. After that, the application of sidereal 
filtering on periodic GPS data sets, while considering implemented deformations, is 

fully described. 

Chapter seven summarizes the work done throughout the research and the conclusions 

extracted from the results, in addition to the suggestions and recommendations for 

future research in the subject area. 

GASP and GASF initial files are given in Appendix A and B, respectively. Additional 

sidereal filter analysis tables and plots are illustrated in Appendix C and D, 

respectively, while web resources are outlined in Appendix E. 
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GPS 0 VER VIE WAND 

PROCESSING SOFTWARE 

21 Introduction 

Currently, GPS is the dominant fully operational GNSS used for engineering 

surveying and geodetic applications. Although detailed explanations of GPS can be 

found in many publications, this chapter gives a brief background to GPS. At the start, 

a brief introduction to the GPS constellation and its various segments is given, 
followed by an outline of all major attributed errors in GPS positioning. The two main 
GPS observables are explained next, namely the code and carrier phase observables, 

accompanied by their mathematical expressions, after which the three GPS 

differencing techniques are illustrated. A concise overview of the different ambiguity 

techniques is presented. Most importantly at the end, the, main GPS processing 

software used in the current research is fully described. 

2.2 GPS'Constellation 

GPS consists of three segments: the space segment, control segment and user 

segment. The space segment includes the space vehicles (satellites) and the rockets 

used for launching the satellites. The constellation of GPS satellites today consists of 
31 satellites (block II/lIA, IIR and IlR-M satellites), of which some are spare, to be 

used in the case of malfunction of any of the operational satellites. All satellites orbit 

the earth at a nominal altitude = 20,200 km, distributed in six near-circular orbits, 

each inclined at 550 to the equatorial plane, having the earth's centre at one of its foci. 

This inclination is chosen to ensure that the constellation of satellites covers the polar 
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regions. The satellites orbit the earth twice a day, that is, one complete revolution 

approximately every 12 hours (Leick 2004). 

The current satellites transmit radio signals on two carrier frequencies LI and L2, 

having frequencies of 1575.42 MHz and 1227.60 MHz respectively. The wavelength 

of LI= 19 cm, while for L2 = 24 cm. Dual frequency receivers receive both LI and L2 

frequencies, while single frequency receivers deal with LI only. These two carrier 
frequencies are modulatýd with Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) codes and navigation 

messages. The first code is the Coarse/Acquisition code (C/A-code), which is unique 
for every satellite, encoding the transmission time of the signal according to the 

satellite atomic clock. This code is modulated on the LI frequency only, and repeats 
itself every 0.00 1 second. 

The second code is the Precise code (P-code), modulating both frequencies, so that it 

can be used for ionospheric corrections, repeating every week. This code length is 38 

weeks, divided into seven day segments, where each week segment is given a PRN 

number, which is then designated to one of the GPS satellites. Consequently, the P- 

code is unique for every satellite (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 2001). The P-code has 

the same information as provided by the C/A-code but with ten times the resolution 
(Johnson 1997). However, due to anti-spoofing (Section 2.3.1), the P-code is 

encrypted with the W-code (a special encryption sequence), generating what satellites 

actually transmit which is the Y-code (or sometimes referred to as P(Y)-code), 

modulated also on LI and L2 frequencies. Finally, both carrier frequencies are 

modulated with the navigation broadcast message containing satellite information, 

such as orbital elements, clock error correction, etc. 

Note that since late 2005, a programme of modernizing GPS has been taking place 

called GPS III. All GPS III satellites will not carry the degradation capability, known 

as Selective Availability (SA). Although, this degradation was stopped back in May 

2000, this new action eliminates a source of uncertainty in GPS performance 

concerning civil GPS users worldwide (Partyka 2007). Currently, block IIR-M 

satellites (and all future block IIR-M and IIF satellites) transmit the new L2 civil 

signal called L2C, aimed at eliminating the need for semi-codeless tracking 
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techniques to acquire L2 measurements. The L2C signal is easier to track than the P- 

code and thus improves the accuracy of navigation. This signal could become the 

most widely used GPS signal, used for indoor positioning, low cost consumer 

applications and in forest areas (Fontana et al. 2001). This signal has two PRN codes 
imposed on it: the first is the Civil Moderate (CM) code modulated with the Civil 

Navigation message CNAV and the second is the dataless Civil Long (CL) code. The 

CNAV message is an upgraded, more compact and flexible version of the NAV 

message. It has higher precision representation enabling extended week number 

calculation as well as the capability of supporting double the number of satellites than 

the current NAV message. The former message has a new flag to distinguish 

untrusted satellites, important for safety of life applications. 

In addition, since the end of 2006, the new military code (M-code) has been 

transmitted on both Ll and L2 frequencies of block IIR-M satellites, modulating the 

Military Navigation message MNAV. The purpose of this code is, to provide better 

performance. and flexibility than the Y-code, while protecting the military utility of 
GPS (Barker et al. 2000). It is expected that by 2008 the safety of life civil signal LC5 

will be transmitted on the newly launched block IT satellites with a new third 

frequency of 1176.5 MHz. This signal is imposed by two PRN codes, the in-phase 

code (15-c6de) and the Quadra-phase code (Q5-code). It has an improved noise 

performance at the receiver level as well as signal structure of higher power and wider 
bandwidth with an aeronautical radio navigation service band (Pullen and Enge 2004). 

Also, the Ll civil signal LIC will be transmitted on the Ll frequency in the future. 

Certainly, this multiplicity of signals will allow a new level of accuracy e. g. offering 

new techniques in removing the ionospheric delay (Enge 2003). However, it is 

expected that not until 2011 will manufacturers' receivers be able to track the L2C 

signal and the M-code in full on all available satellites, while it is anticipated that LC5 

signals will be transmitted on all satellites by 2015. 

The second segment of the GPS system is the control segment. Recently in September 

2007, the US Air Force underwent a major upgrade of the GPS control segment, 

referred to as the Architecture Evolution Plan (AEP). This is aimed to modernize the 

control stations with new technology, in order to implement new capabilities, such as 
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the next generation of block IIF satellites (US Coast Guard 2007). The control 

segment consists of one master control station, four monitor stations and ground 

antennae, as well as six newly installed National Geospatial-intelligence Agency 

(NGA) monitor stations. The master station is located at Falcon Air Force Base in 

Colorado Springs, Colorado. It is mainly responsible for the overall management of 
the whole system, maintaining the functionality of the system and transmission of 
data to satellites. Other monitoring stations are located at Hawaii, Ascension Island in 

the Atlantic Ocean, Diego Garcia Atoll in the Indian Ocean and Kwa alein Island in 

the South Pacific Ocean. The role of these monitoring stations is to determine the 

position and health of all satellites in their respective orbits. Then all this information 

is sent to the master control station, to calculate the orbital elements and clock 

corrections and upload the data to the satellites. 

Finally, the third GPS segment is the user segment. This segment is considered as the 

most influential segment because it is user interactive. It consists of either fixed or 

moving GPS antennae connected to receivers, utilized by the user and located at 
desired points for position determination. The term user includes both military and 

civilian users, where military users have the advantage of accessing higher accuracy 

than their civilian counterparts. That is to say, military users have full access to the 

C/A-code and the highly accurate P-code, while civilian users can fully access the 
C/A-code only, while accessing the P-code with degraded signal to noise ratio. 
Interaction between the user segment in terms of the civil user and the control 

segment in terms of the United States (US) GPS authorities is possible through the 
Civil GPS Service Interface Committee (CGSIC). This is a recognized worldwide 
forum, part of the US Department of Transportation (DOT), comprising members 
from the civil sector, government, and industry. The responsibility of this committee 
is to exchange GPS information with the civil GPS user community, concerning 

navigation, timing, and positioning (US Coast Guard 2006). 

2.3 GPS Errors 

The journey of the GPS signal, starting from the satellite and ending at the GPS 

receiver, is subject to different kinds of errors. The main sources of GPS errors may 
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be due to the control segment (such as: anti-spoofing), the space segment, (such as: 

satellite clock errors, orbital errors, system delays, etc. ), the user segment, (such as: 

receiver clock error, phase centre variation, measurement noise, receiver delays, etc. ). 

Errors can also result due to the atmosphere through which the signal propagates, (e. g. 
troposphere and ionosphere). In addition, the observing environment will also affect 
the GPS signals (e. g. multipath). Some of those errors can be eliminated by 

mathematical models. Others can be eliminated or at least minimized by using certain 

observation techniques such as relative positioning. However, some-effors will still 

remain and propagate into the observations. The following three subsections will give 

an explanation of the types and sources of errors in GPS observations, which are 

classified as satellite, receiver and atmospheric errors. 

2.3.1 Sat'ellite Errors 

Anti spoofing was implemented on 31' of January 1994, whereby flie characteristics 

of the P-code are changed by mixing it with the 50 bit per second (bps) eijcrypted W- 

code, resulting in the Y-code. This security encryption denies receivers full access to 

the P-code measurements. However, many receiver manufacturers have developed 

proprietary techniques, providing GPS receivers with special decryption circuitry to 

make P-code measurements possible with only a small addition of noise (Leick 2004). 

Orbital errors are basically the differences between the predicted brcadcast satellite 

orbits and the actual perturbed orbits. Those errors are caused by the non-spherecity 

of the Earth (i. e. oblateness), additional gravitational forces by the sun and the moon, 

solar radiation pressure, etc., causing the deviation of the satellite from its orbit (Leick 

2004). This error cannot be entirely eliminated by relative positioning and its effect 
depends mainly on the baseline length. The reason behind this fact is that a different 

component of the orbital error will be embedded in the measurement at each end of 

the baseline. Accordingly, the difference between these components increases as the 

baseline increases, causing a greater effect from this error source. An error of I rn in 

the satellite's estimated position produces an approximate error of 0.05 ppm in the 

baseline (Leick 2004). Note that the precise orbits are the ones used in the current 

research, which are similar in principle to the broadcast orbits. but with higher 
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accuracy, where this error - although existing - is negligible, for applications 
discussed here. 

Satellite clock error is due to the imperfection of the atomic clock in the satellite, 

causing error in the calculated time and consequently in the obtained range. In GPS 

point positioning, this kind of error can be modelled to within one nanosecond using 

the clock parameters included in the broadcast ephemerides (Leick 2004). In addition, 

this error can be almost eliminated by adopting differencing techniques. 

The satellite configuration error, or in other words, the geometric configuration of 

satellites with respect to the GPS antenna, is measured by the Dilution of Precision 

(DOP). In general, the smaller the value of DOP, the better the configuration of 

satellites, leading to higher observational accuracy, and vice versa. One aspect of 

DOP is the Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP), which is a measure of the 

geometric configuration (Figure 2.1 ). 

Figure 2.1 Good and poor geometric configuration of satellites. 

By definition, GDOP is the ratio between the positional accuracy and the 

measurement accuracy, i. e. the accuracy in the geometrical position (3D position and 

time), and is given through the following expression: 
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where a, a, a,, are the formal errors of the receiver coordinates in the local system 

e, n, u, respectively, and is calculated through mathematical manipulation from the 
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actual receiver coordinates x, y, z and time t. c is the speed of light in vacuum, 

which is equal to 299792458 m/s, while a, and or, are the formal errors of the 

receiver clock bias estimate and measured range. 

Another measure of the quality of the geometry of satellites surrounding the antenna 
is the Positional Dilution of Precision (PDOP), defined as the accuracy of the three 

dimensional position, and is given by the following equation: 

, 
F2 
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PDOP(a) =qe an 2.2 

As the value of the PDOP decreases, the positional formal errors also decrease, which 

means an improvement in the positional accuracy. It should be mentioned here that 

the impact of the satellite geometry is of more concern in navigation and kinematic 

surveying than in static positioning. These geometry effects could be minimized by 

averaging in static positioning. In most GPS receiver manuals, satellite geometry 
having a GDOP or PDOP value of less ýhan 6 is acceptable while greater than 10 is 

considered very poor; however, a value of less than 5 or 4 is always desirable for 

precise GPS positioning (US Army Corps of Engineers 2003). 

23.2 ReceiverlAntenna Errors 

Receiver clock error is caused by the lack of synchronization between the receiver 

clock and GPS time due to the low accuracy of the quartz clock used in receivers. 

This kind of error can be estimated as an additional parameter or mostly eliminated 

through differencing techniques. 

The reason for the antenna phase centre variation is the non-coincidence of the 

electrical phase centre of the receiver antenna to which the radio signal is referred and 

the actual physical antenna centre due to the non-spherical pattern of the antenna, 

reaching as much as several centimetres (Leick 2004). This offset is not constant, as 

the antenna's sensing point location will vary according to the direction of the 

incident signal depending on the azimuth and elevation of the observed satellite. This 

error can be modelled by applying certain satellite elevation dependent corrections to 
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the observed phases, and varies according to the type of antenna used (National 

Geodetic Survey 2005). 

Electronic measurement noise results from imperfect generating and recording 

mechanisms in the receiver. The value of the measurement noise error ranges between 

1-3 m for C/A-code, 10-20 cm for P(Y)-code and 3-10 mm for the carrier phase 

noise (Lachapelle et al. 1992). These errors are random and thus can be estimated 

through various tests, such as the zero baseline test (two receivers and one antenna). 

Multipath error (Figure 2.2) occurs due to the existence of reflecting surfaces near the 

receiver causing the arrival of the signal via more than one path. The resulting signal 

will be a combination of the direct signal from the satellite and the signal reflected 

from nearby surfaces (Pratt 1991). The reflected signal arrives at the antenna with a 

phase delay relative to the direct signal, due to the extra path travelled, causing 

distortion of the signal's amplitude and phase, depending on the wavelength of the 

signal. The reflected signal is always weaker due to the attenuation at the reflector. 

This attenuation will depend upon the nature of the observing environment, in terms 

of the height of the antenna above the ground or its distance from any vertical barrier. 

material of the reflector, the incident angle of reflection, polarization and the receiver 

hardware and firmware (Lau and Cross 2007). 

GPS sateRite 

GPS ant, 

Figure 2.2 Multipath error. 
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In general, reflections of signals from satellites with low incident angles are less 

attenuated at the reflector, which explains the well known fact that low elevation 

satellites produce higher multipath because they generate stronger reflected signal 
(Leick 2004). Reflections from smooth surfaces are called specular multipath, 

producing highly correlated, slowly varying errors that are difficult to deal with. On 

the other hand, reflections from rough surfaces produce diffuse multipath, having a 

more random property, which could be filtered out (Barnes 2000). 

Numerous techniques are used to reduce code and carrier phase multipath, keeping in 

mind that the latter is small when compared to code multipath error (Ray 2000). At 

the measurement stage, using antennae with special ground plates, such as choke ring 

antennae, will reduce the pseudorange multipath error (Philippov et al. 1999). Also, 

given the nature of the GPS signal being right-hand circularly polarized (RHCP), 

which in theory becomes left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP) after reflection from 

an ideal conducting surface, provides some protection against multipath signals. GPS 

antennae are designed to accommodate for RHCP signals with much lower sensitivity 
to LHCP signals and therefore attenuate signals of the opposite polarization (Schupler 

and Clark 1991). In addition, several receiver technologies were developed to reduce 

the code and carrier phase multipath, e. g. filtering out multipath having large 

additional path length caused by the reflection of signals from distant reflectors (Lau 

and Cross 2007). However, these are applicable only to medium and long-delay 

multipath and not short delays caused by nearby ground reflectors (Barnes 2000). 

At the post processing stage, code multipath can be considerably reduced by 

smoothing the code using the carrier phase, but this fails if there are cycle sl ips (i. e. 
loss of lock on satellites) (Eueler and Goad 1991; McGraw 2006). Carrier phase 

multipath can be modelled through various ways, such as mapping the multipath 

environment surrounding the antenna (Cohen and Parkinson 1991; Bilich and Larson 

2007). Using closely spaced GPS antennae with a carrier phase multipath model, 

carrier phase multipath error can be reduced on single difference data in the static 

mode by 70% or more (Cannon 1998). Other multipath mitigation techniques at the 

post processing stage are explained in more detail in Section 1.4. 
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Assuming a single horizontal large reflector located at a distance H beneath the 

antenna phase centre and a plane wave GPS signal having an angle of incidence equal 

to the angle of reflection e, the direct carrier phase signal voltage SdJ from point A 

to satellite j is given by the following expression (Georgiadou and Kleusberg 1988): 

Si '- jj d -'- Vj COS Oj 2.3 AAA 

while She reflected signal voltage SrJ is given by: 

ýIZ,. J = aj Vi (cos 0,1 + 0,1), 2.4 AA 

where VAJ is the signal voltage amplitude, OA' is the carrier phase signal, aAJ is the 

antenna gain pattern or, in other words, the factor of attenuation of the signal after 

reflection (05 a: 5 1) and OAJ is the phase shift between the direct and reflected signal 

given as follows: 

41rH sin e OAjj =A 2.5 

Note that the extra atmospheric propagation delay due to the reflected path is ignored 

as well as the phase and polarization changes which might occur on reflection 
(El6segui et al. 1995). Accordingly, the signal received at the antenna is the sum of 

the direct and reflected signal given by the following equation: 

SJ = Sdj + SrJ =, fl Vi (cos OAj + VIAJ), 2.6 AAAA 

in which fi is the change in the signal voltage and is given by: 

fi= 
(1+2aAj 

COS OAj + aAj 
2 

r2 

, 2.7 

and VAJ is the amplitude of the carrier phase multipath error (the dominant multipath 

error in the current research) given in radians by the following equation: 

tan-' aj sin Oj (1+aý 

COS 01) 
2.8 

Considering aAj <<<I and neglecting squares of aAJ, Equation 2.8 can be 

approximated as follows: 
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VAJ =aJsinOAj 2.9 

Thus, the amplitude of the carrier phase multipath depends mainly on the signal 

strength of the reflected signal, having maximum value when the reflected signal is 

not attenuated, that is aA=l and OAI = 90* or 270'. Accordingly, the maximum carrier 

phase multipath error is equal to quarter of the wavelength of the signal, reaching 

about 4.8 cm and 6.1 cm. for the LI and L2 frequency respectively (Georgiadou and 
Kleusberg 1988). 

As long as the GPS receiver remains static in the same environment, the multipath 

effect will mainly depend upon the position of the satellite in the sky, i. e. its azimuth 

and elevation angle. The multipath error increases as the satellite elevation decreases. 

This effect cannot be eliminated by adopting any kind of differencing technique even 

at short distances, although it will repeat itself over time. Thus, temporal filtering 

could result in the reduction of multipath as well as any other geometry repeating 

trrors. This is one of the main objectives of this research. 

Z3.3 Atmospheric Errors 

Neutral atmospheric delay is due to the refraction of the GPS signal as it passes 

through the neutral atmosphere (troposphere, tropopause and stratosphere), extending 
from the earth's surface to a height of about 50 kin. This delay is often referred to as 
the tropospheric delay. Figure 2.3 illustrates the different layers of the Earth's 

atmosphere. The troposphere contains 75% of the mass of the neutral atmosphere, in 

which the meteorological parameters such as temperature, humidity and pressure are 
the dominant factors. The velocity of the GPS signal passing through the troposphere 
is affected by two main factors. The first will be the atmospheric conditions 

surrounding the observing point, as well as the height of the point above mean sea 
level. 
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Figure 2.3 Layers of the Earth's atmosphere. 
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The second is the direction of propagation of these signals through the troposphere. 

Consequently, GPS signals transmitted from highly elevated satellites are less 

affected by the tropospheric delay than those signals from low elevated satellites near 

the horizon (Leick 2004). because the distance travelled by the signal through the 

troposphere is reduced. This distance is approximately given by the following 

expression: 

d(0), e D/cos0, 2.10 

where d is the distance travelled by the signal in the troposphere layer, D is the 

thickness of the troposphere and 0 is the incident angle of the satellite signal 

(0= 90 -Z). Z is the elevation angle of the satellite. 

Tropospheric delay is modelled in this research through the application of the 

empirical Saastamoinen model to calculate the zenith tropospheric dry (90%) and wet 

delay (Saastamoinen 1973; Saastamoinen 1972). Niell's mapping functions are used 

to relate the tropospheric delays at the zenith to its values at different elevation angles 

(Niell 1996). Consequently, the computed tropospheric delays correct the observables 

of each satellite depending on its elevation angle (see Section 2.6.3). However, in 

order to apply this model, the meteorological data at the receiver should be known, 

either through standard models or ground observations. An error of I mm in relative 

zenith delay creates an error of about 3 mm in the height component (Santerre and 
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Beutler 1993). Fortunately, this kind of error can be minimized through relative GPS 

positioning over short baselines, with a small height difference between the two end 

points, as the atmospheric conditions and signal paths will be almost the same. 

The source of the ionospheric delay is the refraction of the radio signal as it passes 
through the ionosphere, leading to inaccurate determination of signal travel time. The 

ionosphere is a spherical shell surrounding the earth, starting from a height of about 
40 kin to 1,500 km. It consists of a significant number of free negatively charged 

electrons generated through the impact of solar ultraviolet radiation on the 

atmospheric gases. Positively charged atoms also exist. Both cause delay of the 

propagating GPS signals (Leick 2004). Although it is called a delay, the ionosphere 

delays the arrival of the code modulation while, on the other hand, it advances the 

carrier phase by the same amount for the same frequency. 

The main factors affecting this error are the frequency of the radio signal and the 

ionospheric refractive index. This index is a function of the number of free electrons 
in a square metre column along the signal path (also known as the Total Electron 

Content, TEC). The ionospheric delay is given by the following' approximate 

expression (Hoffman-Wellenhof et al. 2001): 

Sion ; te ±40.3 
TEC 
7 2.11 

where is the ionospheric delay in meters, which is added in the case of the 

pseudorange or subtracted in the case of the carrier phase. f is the frequency of the 

signal in Hz. From the previous equation, the code delay and the phase advance are 

proportional to the inverse of the frequency squared. Therefore, the code delay or 

phase advance on the L2 frequency is greater than its counterpart on the LI 

frequency. Typically, the TEC values range from 1016 to 1018 electrons per square 

metres at the zenith, and thus considering for example the LI frequency, the 

ionospheric delay for satellites at the zenith, ranges between 0.16 rn to 16.24 ra 

respectively (Leick 2004). 
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Accordingly, the ionospheric delay is one of the major error sources in GPS 

observations, and must be eliminated or at least reduced. This could be done through 

one of the following three methodologies. The first is by using the broadcast 

coefficients in the navigation message to compute the ionospheric delay. This is 

widely used when employing broadcast orbits or single frequency receivers. The 

second methodology uses differencing techniques, reliable for baseline lengths of less 

than 10 km, in which the remaining ionospheric errors will be negligible. The last 

methodology is to use linear combinations of LI and L2 phase observables, especially 
for baseline length greater than 10 krn. The general expression for the linearized phase 

. combination is given as follows: 

(DLI, LZ ": ý M(DLI + n2qDL2 
p 2.12' 

(DLI, L2 is the linear phase combination, while tý and n2 are arbitrary factors to be 

determined according to the type of linear combination. For the wide-lane 

combination, nj =I and n2= -1, while for the ionosphere-free, M=I and n, fL I 
Note that ýLj andAL 2 are the frequencies of the LI and L2 carrier waves respectively. 

24 GPS Observation Equations and Differencing 

GPS observables are actually ranges, which are calculated either from the measured 
travel time of GPS signals called code pseudoranges or from phase differences called 

carrier phases. The pseudorange is obtained by comparing the actual satellite signal 

and the receiver generated signal. Consequently, it is calculated from the time 
difference between transmitting the signal and receiving it using two clocks, one 

atomic clock in the satellite, and a quartz clock in the receiver, which is less accurate. 

For the carrier phase, the satellite signal is mixed with the receiver's replica carrier 

signal, producing the carrier beat phase, which is equal to the difference in phase 
between the two signals. Nevertheless, recording the fractional phase difference is 

still not sufficient, as the initial ambiguous integer number of cycles from the satellite 

to the receiver has to be solved for, by adopting what is called ambiguity resolution 

techniques. While tracking the satellite, this integer number remains constant and 
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added to the measured fractional and complete cycles, providing continuous lock on 

the satellite (no cycle slips). 

However, these ranges and phase differences are biased by the inherent existing errors 
during GPS positioning. Many biases existing in these two types of observables are 

correlated over short baselines. Therefore, most of these errors can be eliminated or at 
least reduced by adopting certain differencing strategies. The two observables used in 

GPS positioning are described first, each with its observation equation, followed by a 
brief discussion of the three GPS differencing techniques. 

Z4.1 Code Pseudorange Observable 

The measured quantity here is the time difference between the emission of the signal 
from the satellite and the receptionof this signal at the receiver. The mathematical 

model defining the relationship between the observed pseudorange at any epoch t, 

and the 3D unknown receiver Cartesian coordinates, as well as accompanied errors, 

can be expressed as follows (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 2001): 

t 
Ri (t) = pi (r), + c. ( t6i (t, ) - (t +t3,, (t) + 5,,. (t) + t3, ',,. b 

(t) 

+8hardware +& +5 (t) + C5 (t) 
, 2.13 i hanhvare P... pi" 

in which R,! (t) is the measured code pseudorange between the observing unknown 

point i (more accurately its antenna) and the satellite j at epoch t. p/ (t) is the 

geometric distance between points i and j, represented as: 

A, Q) ý-- 
V(xi 

(e) - X, (o), + (Yj (e) - Yi (o), + (zi (e) - Z, (o) 
292.14 

where Xj(ti), Yj(tt), Z . (tt) are the known 3D coordinates of the satellite position at 

transmission time t' according to the satellite clock when the signal was transmitted, 

while X, (t, ), Y(t, ),, Z, (t, ) are the unknown 3D coordinates of the observing point at 

received time t,. according to the receiver clock when the signal was received. 8, Q') 

and i5J(t') are the receiver and satellite clock offset with respect to GPS time, 

respectively. The latter is determined from the broadcast navigation message and 
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enables the minimization of this error. but does not eliminate it totally. (5,,, P(t) 
is the 

tropospheric error, 9,,. (t) is the ionospheric delay, ý,,, Q) is the orbital error for 

satellite j. g, hardware and are the receiver and satellite hardware delays 

respectively, 5P (t) is the code multipath effect, while '5P (1) is the receiver noise. 

Note that epoch time (t) is somewhere between transmission time (I') and received 

time (tr) 
' 

2.4.2 Carrier Phase Observable 

The carrier phase is the difference between the phase of the received satellite carrier 

signal and the phase of the reference carrier generated in the receiver. Ideally, the 

carrier phase observable would be the total number of full carrier cycles and fractional 

cycles between the satellite and the receiver at any instant. This is determined by 

measuring the fractional phase and tracking the changes in the full number of cycles. 

Unfortunately, the initial integer number of cycles between the satellite and the 

receiver at the instant of locking onto the satellite cannot be determined during the 

observation process. The number of unknown cycles is known as the integer phase 

ambiguityN, and shall be considered as an additional parameter to be determined 

(see Figure 2.4). 

Time (0) 

Time (i) 

Ambiguity 

Ambiguity 

Phase Measurement 
Counted Cvcles 

Phase Measurement 

Figure 2.4 Integer phase ambiguity. 
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The mathematical model expressing the relationship between the carrier phase 

observed quantity and the unknown point 3D Cartesian coordinates is given in units 

of length by the following expression: 

5 43 
j A. (Di(t)=p, J(t)+c. (c5i(t,. )-o5J(t'))+ANiJ+161rop(t)- ton(t)+ oirb(t) 

+ghardware + gj g 2.15 i hardware + gOmill (t) + 0. ". 
(t) 

(D, J(t) is the measured carrier phase observable between the observing point 1 and the 

satellite J at epoch t in cycles, A is the carrier signal wavelength, and N/ is the 

integer phase ambiguity. All other terms are as previously defined. 

The precision of the pseudorange measurements depends on the precision of 

correlating the incoming satellite signal with the generated receiver signal. In other 

words, it is the precision of determining the difference between the transmission time 

of the signal relative to the satellite clock, and the signal received time relative to the 

receiver clock. This time difference precision is about one nanosecond. On the other 
hand, the precision of carrier phase measurements depends on the precision of 
determining the phase difference between received and generated signal, that is the 

precision of the carrier beat phase. This measurement precision is about 1/100 of a 

wavelength, leading to an accuracy of about 1.9 mm for Ll and 2.4 mm for L2 

(Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 2001). Accordingly, carrier phase measurements are more 

precise than code range measurements, and thus are usually employed in precise GPS 

positioning. 

2.4.3 GPSDifferencing Techniques 

In GPS geodesy, the reduction of errors is always desired so as to obtain the most 

accurate results possible. Consequently, utilizing certain differencing techniques 

between receivers and satellites will eliminate or at least reduce most of the common 

errors at both points, except for site specific random errors such as multipath and 

receiver noise. This error reduction applies of course under the condition of moderate 

separation between receivers ranging from 10-20 km, depending on the error source. 

0 
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The first case of receiver-to-receiver differencing is the single difference. Two GPS 

observations taken simultaneously from two ground receivers i and m, to the same 

satellite j at epoch t, are differenced. Using Equation 2.15, the new single difference 

observation equation will be as follows (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 2001): - 

AA 
ij (t) = Pj (t) +c( t5. (t, ) - gi (t, ) ) +A. NiJ. (t) + 45(Dw» (t) 9 im Im 2.16 

where (DJ. (t) p (t) and NJ. are respectively the difference between the measured IM IM 
carrier phase observable, geometric distance and integer ambiguity at points i and m. 
From Equation 2.16 it can be seen that single differencing has the advantage of almost 

eliminating the satellite clock error and reducing satellite orbital error and hardware 

biases, assuming the signal transmitted from the satellite to each of stations i and m 

at the same transmission time t' and position XJ(t), Yj(t'), Zj(t'). In addition, 

atmospheric errors at both stations are considered similar, and thus cancel out each 

other, providing reasonable short baseline length (less than 10 km). 

The second kind of differencing is the double difference technique, which is adopted 
in this research. It is simply differencing two single difference equations to two 

satellites i and k at epoch t. Accordingly, the equation for double difference is 

given by the following expression: 

, 
Z. (D, k (t) jk 

- 
(t)+g pjk + A. N 2.17 Im Im id 

This leads to the cancellation of the receiver clock errors as well, assuming the signal 

arrived at both stations at the same received time t,. This verifies the importance of 

this differencing technique and the reason behind its regular use in differential GPS. 
The last technique is the triple difference, where two double difference equations are 
differenced, with GPS observations collected at two different epochs t, and t2. The 

triple difference equation is expressed as follows: 

AA ' (t k (tl 
2) +g(D_I, (t) 

im 12) =Aj. 2.18 

in which t, 
2 =t2 -t, 'One can see that, in addition to the elimination of both receiver 

and satellite clock offsets, the involved ambiguities will also disappear, providing 
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continuous lock on satellites between epoch t, and t2. This technique has the 

disadvantage of being noisier and thus less accurate, due to the accumulation of 

errors, and therefore is not frequently used in practice; however, it is mainly used for 

cycle slip detection. Figure 2.5 illustrates all three differencing techniques. 

i 

., b. ýDotibleDitTereilce-Tecluýqtie c)TiipleDiffeiejiceTecla&jue 

Figure 2.5 CPS differencing techniques. 

25 Ambiguity Resolution Techniques 

As mentioned earlier, carrier phase measurements are commonly used for GPS 

positioning, usually adopting double differencing for the cancellation of many of the 

various errors previously discussed. One of the major problems in carrier phase 
double differencing is the estimation of the integer phase ambiguity. This estimation 
is essential for instantaneous accurate positioning using phase data. Several 

techniques could be used to recover the ambiguity, whether static or kinematic. Static 

techniques include static initialization of baselines over a short time period, 

occupation of a known baseline, antenna swapping, etc. 

Static occupation of baselines requires simultaneous observations at both end stations 

of the baseline (one fixed and the other unknown) for a certain time interval 

depending on the length of the baseline. This allows for the geometry of the satellite 

constellation to change significantly so that the ambiguities can be correctly estimated 
(Rizos 2007). However, the disadvantage of this technique is that it requires long time 

to solve for the ambiguity, i. e. 5-20 minutes. Similar methodology is adopted for the 

technique of occupying a known baseline, where both end stations' coordinates are 

fixed. Accordingly, a shorter observation period is required to solve for the ambiguity 

ii 
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by comparing the obtained coordinates of one of the stations with its already known 

fixed coordinates. The basic idea behind antenna swapping is to force a change in the 

geometry of the satellites, instead of waiting for a long observation period. This is 

performed by collecting data on two stations separated by 5-10 meters for about 1-5 

minutes. Then the receivers are swapped between the two stations without losing lock 

on satellites and another data set is collected. Then at the end, the receivers are placed 
back to their initial position for the last data set, after which the ambiguity is resolved 
(El-Rabbany 2006). 

Note that, all previous techniques are suitable to be used preceding any static, rapid 

static or kinematic GPS surveying. However, if loss of lock occurs during any of these 

techniques, the solution for the ambiguity fails, which is considered a major 
disadvantage in these static techniques. Accordingly, those, static techniques require 

relatively long observation periods, 'and thus they are not considered suitable for 

kinematic positioning or in our case here of monitoring deformations, where the test 

point is assumed to be moving. In addition, the occurrence of loss of lock during 

observations will require re-initialization. Consequently, in such a case, On The Fly 

(OTF) ambiguity resolution techniques may offer a solution (e. g. Hatch 1990; 

Remondi 1991). 

Ambiguity resolution techniques especially OTF resolution provides centimetre level 

accuracy in real time positioning. This accuracy is affected by many factors; 

geometric configuration of satellites measured through PDOP value, number of 

satellites in view, as well as the search algorithm itself. The more satellites, reference 

stations and better geometry, the greater the reliability of the OTF ambiguity 

resolution, resolving the ambiguity successfully using only a single epoch or a few 

epochs. OTF techniques should maintain the following properties: fast computations 

and successful operation with a small number of epochs to be suitable for real time 

applications; high reliability for correct ambiguity resolution; and quality control for 

unmodelled biases and cycle slips. 

Any OTF ambiguity resolution technique will adopt two main procedures in order to 

solve for the unknown ambiguities. The first will be the determination of an initial 
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approximate solution for the unknown receiver, which should lie close to the actual 
true value within a ýertain range of search volume. This is considered a vital step for 

phase ambiguity resolution and improves the processing efficiency (Hatch 1990). The 

second step will include a least squares estimation of the correct real valued 

ambiguity combination, having a minimal estimated variance factor calculated using 
the adjusted carrier phase residuals. Nowadays, many OTF techniques are being used 
for the resolution of integer phase ambiguity. The most common resolution techniques 

are: the Fast Ambiguity Resolution Approach (FARA), Least Squares Ambiguity 

Search Technique (LSAST), Fast Ambiguity Search Filter (FASF), Modified 

Cholesky Decomposition (MCD), Ambiguity Function Technique (AFT) and Least 

squares AMBiguity Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA). 

In FARA, the algorithm used to obtain the final set of ambiguities can be divided into 

four main steps (Frei and Beutler 1990; Erickson 1992). The first involves a float 

carrier phase adjustment to obtain real values for the double difference ambiguities, as 

well as some statistical information. These statistics are used in the second step to 
form a search range of different ambiguity sets. The third step performs a Least 

Squares Adjustment (LSA) process using fixed ambiguities for each chosen ambiguity 

set. Thus, for each set, the adjusted baseline component and the a posteriori variance 
factor are known. In the last step, the solution with the smallest variance factor is 

statistically tested for the null hypothesis using the F-test, to ensure its significance 

over all tested ambiguity sets. This multi-epoch technique has two main 
disadvantages, one of which is that it is affected by cycle slips, and the other being the 

small number of tested ambiguity sets, which will affect the outcome of the final 

solution. 

The LSAST was developed by Hatch (1990) based upon the idea that ambiguities of 
two groups of satellites are correlated. At first, the search size is determined from the 

standard deviation of an approximate code solution. Then, the observed satellites are 
divided into primary and secondary satellites. The primary satellites consist of four 

satellites of highest elevation angle and good geometry, which are used along with the 

initial fixed position to calculate three primary double difference ambiguities, and 

then form a search volume of different ambiguity sets based on the search size. The 
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secondary satellites consist of all remaining satellites, which are used first to eliminate 
false ambiguity sets through the calculation of a phase residual vector passing a pre- 
defined threshold. For the remaining ambiguity sets, the solution obtained from the 

primary satellites is updated using the set of ambiguities and observations from the 

secondary satellites. Finally, the computed variance factor for each set is tested 

against a predefined threshold. The 
* 
correct solution should be the only one passing the 

test, and if not, then the whole epoch is discarded. Note that the GPS processing 

software used in the current research utilizes a similar concept for ambiguity 

resolution, except for using the AFT for determining passing ambiguity sets to be 

tested. 

FASF, developed by Chen (1993), determines the phase ambiguity through least 

squares adjustment with some constraints, adopting a special ambiguity search 

procedure called the Recursive Computation of the Search Range (RCSR) for every 
double difference ambiguity set. Briefly, the size of the search range deCreases with 

time, while still containing the true solution, due to accumulation of data and change 
in the satellite geometry. When the ambiguities -are fixed, a baseline solution is 

computed. If the ambiguities at any epoch cannot be fixed due to ineffective change in 

the satellite constellation, then they could be estimated as real values using Kalman 

filtering. FASF only applies to multi-epoch solutions and its efficiency depends on the. 

environment dynamics (kinematic or static). 

Eueler and Landau (1992) developed the MCD technique. Here, the effect of different 

ambiguity sets on the sum of the squared residuals is tested using constrained least 

squares adjustment, applying the mathematics of Cholesky decomposition. The search 

space is calculated through matrix manipulation of the least squares adjustment, 

producing various numbers of trial positions. The best position is accepted based on 

the following criteria: 'the ratio between the sum of squared residuals of the second 
best solution to its counterpart of the best solution must be greater than 2. 

The ambiguity function technique (AFT) was initially developed by Counselman and 
Gourevitch (1981) and then updated by Remondi (1984). The principle behind this 

technique is to use complex numbers in order to separate the initial phase ambiguities 
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and the fractional phases. The derivation of the AFT algorithm can be found in many 

publications, such as Leick (2004). The major advantage of this technique and the 

reason for its wider use over other OTF techniques is that every -epoch is processed 
independently from the previous one. In other words, if the ambiguity is not resolved 
in any epoch, the solution in subsequent epochs will not be affected. In addition, this 

technique does not require continuous lock on satellites, so it is unaffected by cycle 

slips and thus has no need for initialization. Special emphasis on this technique is 

given in Section 2.6.5. 

Finally, the main idea of the LAMBDA technique is that GPS carrier phase 

ambiguities are highly correlated during a short time span of ineffective satellite 

constellation change (Teunissen 1993). An elongated integer search space defined by 

the covariance matrix can stretch to a considerable range of cycles as a result of low 

precision in each of the ambiguities. Therefore, the multi-dimensional confidence 

ellipsoid remains extremely elongated due to the high correlation between ambiguities 

states. At first, a short observational period is undertaken, and the mai ,n ambiguities 

are resolved through any of the OTF techniques. These ambiguities are then 

transformed through a Gauss transformation, so that the correlation between 

ambiguities is minimized (decorrelation). This transfonnation should maintain the 
integer ambiguities, preserve the volume of the multidimensional confidence 

ellipsoid, and reduce the number of ambiguity sets. This results from the reduction in 

the product of the ambiguity variances, which is considered the main advantage of the 
LAMBDA technique, and makes it appropriate for real-time applications (Teunissen 

1993). After that, a sequential conditional least-square based search follows. 

However, the reliability is limited by the effectiveness of the test used to select the 

single correct set of integer ambiguities' 

2.6 GPS Ambiguity Search Program (GASP) 

The main GPS processing software used in this thesis is an in-house program called 
GPS Ambiguity Search Program (GASP), written in the C programming language. 

This program is a modified and updated author's version of the original used by 

Corbett (1994), Al-Haifi (1996) and Gunasingarn (2003). The program operates with 
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double difference observables, resolving the integer phase ambiguities at each epoch 
independently. Processing involves one unknown (moving or fixed) station, one base 

known station (moving or fixed) and up to 9 known fixed stations. The following 

subsections will explain in detail the methodology of the modified GASP program 
developed for this research. 

Z6.1 Initialization andAntenna Phase Centre Variation 

At the start, some input information is necessary in order to run the program, and thus 

a set of initialization data is either directly input from the keyboard or read from a file. 

This information includes the name and location of the fixed and unknown receiver 
RINEX (receiver independent exchange format) files, epoch interval, etc. A sample of 

the initial file is given in Appendix A. If the antenna phase centre variation (PCV) 

correction is applied according to the initial file - then these corrections, whether 
fixed or variable corrections are read from another file, depending upon the antenna 

model used for the unknown and fixed receivers. Fixed corrections are added to the 

antenna offset directly, while variable corrections depending on the elevation angle of 

the satellites are subtracted from the phase observations. 

The fixed PCV corrections are given in topocentric format and thus should be 

transformed to their Cartesian coqnterparts, since the mathematical manipulation in 

the software deals with Cartesian coordinates during processing. Such transfon-nation 

expressions are given as follows (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 2001): 

AZ=ANý<coso+AUxsino 2.19 

AXY=AUxcoso-ANxsino 2.20 

AY = AExcos A+ AXYx sin A 2.21 

AX = AXYxcosA-AEx sin A 2.22 

AE, AN, AU are the fixed phase centre variation corrections to the antenna offset in 

Easting, Northing and Up directions, respectively. AX, AY, AZ are the fixed phase 

centre variation corrections to the antenna offset in the geocentricX, Y and Z 

directions, respectively. Elevation- and azimuth-dependent PCV corrections are 
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subtracted from the carrier phase observables measured from satellites to known and 

unknown receivers during processing. After applying phase centre variation 

corrections, all the initialization data are written to screen as a check, as well as in the 

header of the output file. Note that all the following procedures of the software are 

repeated for every processed epoch. 

2.6.2 Reading RINEX Observation and Navigation Data 

One of the major advantages of the modified and updated software is that all the older 

versions of the software, required the RINEX observation data format to be converted 

to the NXF (Newcastle eXchange Format) data format through a separate program 

called RINTONXF (RINex TO NXF). This of course was far from efficient as being 

time consuming, and needed to be modified. This was done and the RINEX 

observation files of the unknown and known receiver(s) are now read continuously, 

until synchronization with the start processing GPS time specified in the initial file. If 

any of the unknown or known receivers are static, then their fixed coordinates are 

given in that file. During the reading of the RINEX files, a filtering process is carried 

out to eliminate satellites in each epoch, either specified to be ignored in the initial file 

or those having zeroes in the existing code or phase observables. Consequently, only 
healthy satellites are processed. The number of common satellites between all 

receivers is checked, to ensure that this is greater than or at least equal to four, in 

order to be able to process the epoch. If not applicable, then GASP proceeds to the 

next epoch by increasing the GPS time by one interval, specified in the initial file (one 

second for this research). 

The approximate coordinates of the unknown receiver are obtained, either from the 

RINEX header or directly through the initial file or from the previous epoch. As for 

the coordinates of the satellites, the navigation broadcast message is read, if using 
broadcast orbits, and thus satellite coordinates are interpolated from the broadcast 

Keplerian elements. The other option is to read a precise orbit file and thus the 

coordinates of satellites, the range rate, satellite clock error and transmission time are 
interpolated according to the epoch time from the precise ephemerides. As done 

before, bad satellites having incorrect satellite clock information are omitted. After 
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reading observation and navigation files, the distance and elevation angle of each 

satellite with respect to each receiver are calculated using the previous coordinates. 
Then the common satellites between unknown and known receiver(s) are sorted from 

higher to lower according to their elevation. During this process, satellites of elevation 

angle lower than the elevation mask angle, which is set in the initial file, are removed. 

2 6.3 Application of Tropospheric Model 

The tropospheric model used in the updated software is the m6dified Saastamoinen 

model using Niell's mapping functions. All mathematical expressions for this 

tropospheric model and mapping functions are given (Niell 1996; Saastamoinen 1973; 

Saastamoinen 1972): 

p,, (I - 0.0000226H) 5.225 
31 2.23 

where p is the atmospheric pressure at the observing point, p,, is the standard 

atmospheric pressure at mean sea level (1013.25 mbar) and H is the height of the 

observing point above mean sea level in metres. Note that the geoid widulation value 
that needs to be added to the GPS ellipsoidal height in order to obtain the height 

above mean sea level is specified by the user in the initial file. 

T=T, - 0.0065H, 2.24 

in which, T is the atmospheric temperature at the observing point and T,, is the 

standard atmospheric temperature in degrees Kelvin at mean sea level ('C +273.15), 

, 5(h, T) =hw exp(-37.2465+0.213 166T - 0.000256908T 2), 2.25 
100 

where 5 is the water vapour pressure at the observing point, while h,, is the humidity 

at the observing point and is given by: 

h,,, = h,,,, exp(-0.0006396H) , 2.26 

where hwo is the standard humidity at mean sea level (50 O/o), 

(p, 0, H) = 
0.0022768p,, 

2.27 
I- 0.00266cos2o - 0.00028X (H / 1000) 
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and, 

, q. (h,,, T) = 0.0 122+0.00943 x S(h, T) 1, 2.28 

p, is the zenith hydrostatic delay in metres, ý is the latitude of the observing point 

and u,, is the zenith wet delay in metres. Finally, the total slant delay ( pr ), that is the 

atmospheric correction to be subtracted from the phase observables, is given by: 

PT = "I, x mjý + P,, x M,,, 2.29 

such that mh and m,, are the mapping functions for the hydrostatic and wet zenith 

delay, respectively, taken from Niell (1996). The hydrostatic mapping function is 

given by: 

a l+ 
ah 

b l+ 
bh 

mh (Z) = 
I+c Hx1- I+ch 

2.30 
cosz + 

cosz +ab 

1000 cosz cosz + 

cosz + 

a. 
bh 

cosz +c% cosz+Ch 
, 

in which z is the zenith angle (90 - elevation angle) taken for every satellite to each 

receiver. The interpolated values of a, b, c are given through the following 

expression: 

a= a'-ap x cos(2; r x 
DOY - DOY. 

365.25 
2.31 

DOY is the current day of the year and DOY,, is given as 28 for the northern 

hemisphere and 211 for the southern hemisphere. Similar expressions can be written 
for b and c. On the other hand, the wet mapping function is given as follows: 

1+ a,, 

1+ 
b,,, 

M. (Z) = 
c", 

- 3ý 2.32 
COSZ+- 

aw 
b 

Cos z 
cosz+cw 
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where a, b,,, c,,, are the coefficients for the wet mapping function. All coefficients 

a', V, c', ap , bp, cp, ah Ibh 5Ch, ab,., c,, can be found in tables in Niell (1996), as a 

function of the latitude of the observing point 

Z6.4 Determination of Initial Position and Search Volume 

Construction 

The initial approximate coordinates of the unknown receiver can be optionally 

obtained by three methods: (i) given directly in the initial file, obtained from previous 

calculations or (ii) computed from a code double difference least squares estimation 

procedure (with options to choose the type of code data) (Al-Haifi 1996) or (iii) 

obtained from the previous processed epoch providing that the epoch is successful and 
the unknown point is static. Accordingly, the search size in terms of cycles is either 

given in the initial file or is calculated, depending on the mode through which the 

initial position was obtained. If the initial coordinates were given, then the search size 
is taken as the value given in the initial file. Alternatively, if the initial position is 

calculated from the code observations, then the search size is computed from the 

formal errors of the initial position coordinates though the following expression 
(Gunasingam 2003): 

IX(ý2+0-y+ 2) 2, 

-! 
ýz , 

ceil (Sx xfl), 
F- 

-3 c 
2.33 

where 8 is the search size in cycles, while ceil is the function required to round the 

resultant real number to the nearest higher integer. S is a scaling factor (normally 
2 ar, 2 22 

are the a posteriori variances of the taken= I), or. is the unit variance, ', or; 9, cz 

initial coordinates in all three directions and f, is the LI carrier frequency. On the 

other hand, if the initial coordinates are obtained from the previous successful epoch, 

then the search size is obtained from Equation 2.33, but from the formal errors of the 

final coordinates of the previous epoch. The latter methodology is the one mostly used 
in the current research, although the maximum search size is given in the initial file. 
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Then the highest satellite is chosen as the reference satellite and the position dilution 

of precision (PDOP) is calculated for the constellation containing the reference 

satellite and all combinations of three satellites among the available observed 

satellites for both receivers. This process will output the best constellation of four 

satellites with the best PDOP, which are used to estimate the initial ambiguities 

through their LI phase observables only. These estimated initial ambiguities are then 

rounded to the nearest integer value, and a search volume is constructed using the 

obtained search size and LI observable. 

For example, a search size of 5 with three initial double difference phase 

ambiguitiesN, that is N,, ±5 for each double difference ambiguity, will produce 

1331 (11 x 11 x 11) trial ambiguity sets. Trial positions are computed for each trial 

ambiguity set, implying that the search volume is constructed as a cube having the 

initial position in its centre. This volume has to be within ± 1.2 m of the correct final 

position, as previously investigated by Corbett (1993), in order to obtain correct 

ambiguity resolution using the software, which shows the importance of accurate 
deten-nination of the initial position. Note that if the search size calculated from 

Equation 2.33 is greater than the default search size predefined in the initial file, then 

the search volume is constructed using the default search size. 

2.6.5 Calculation ofAmbiguity Function Value 

The GASP program utilizes the ambiguity function technique (AFT) for resolving the 

phase integer ambiguities. The ambiguity function value (AFV) for each trial position 
in the search volume is calculated through the following expression (Counselman and 
Gourevitch 1981): 

F 
, 

1: [cos(2zVA(D 2.34 AFV (x,, y,, z, ) =IL 
M-1 

LI) + cos(2; rKVA(DL2)], 11 2L(M- 1) 
h-I j-1 

where AFV is the ambiguity function value for each trial position (i). L is the 

number of reference fixed receivers, and M is the number of common observed 

satellites and VA(D is the double difference phase residual at each trial position, given 
by the following expression: 
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VA(D = VA(Dýbs - VA(D. Ic 9,2.35 

K is a weighting factor applied to L2 phase residuals in order reduce the contribution 

of L2 residuals in the calculation of AFV (typical value = (f, / f2)'= 1.7, to account 

for lower power of L2, ionospheric errors and increase in tracking noise due to anti- 

spoofing) (e. g. Gunasingam 2003; Leick 2004). Each candidate position having an 
AFV greater than the ambiguity threshold specified in the initial file is passed to the 
least squares adjustment procedure and the F-test statistic to obtain the final correct 

position and accompanying ambiguity set. On the other hand, trial positions of AFV 

below the threshold are eliminated and not taken into further account. 

Considering all trial positions, if the AFV for at least one of the trial positions does 

not reach a maximum ambiguity threshold, also specified in the initial file, then the 

search size is increased by one and a new search volume is constructed as before. This 

continues until either the AFV of one of the trial positions becomes greater than or 

equal to the maximum ambiguity threshold, or the maximum allowable search size is 

reached. In the latter case, the solution from this epoch is considered unreliable and 

the existence of the correct true position within the formed search volume is not 

verified. In addition, from Equation 2.34, it is clear that the accuracy of* the AFT in 

single epoch positioning depends mainly upon the number of observed satellites and 
the number of total observations (e. g. if using more than one reference fixed receiver). 
In other words, a good solution is obtained, given a large number of observed 

satellites: say six satellites or more and the maximum possible' number of 

observations. 

This technique has two disadvantages. The first is its lack of any statistical 

information required to test the positions obtained, and therefore the F-test statistic is 

used here to test the candidate positions to infer the correct position. The second is 

that more than one candidate position can pass the statistical test. In this case, a single 

correct final position cannot be distinguished. This could be avoided with more 

satellites in view and more observational epochs. Notwithstanding, the technique has 

proven to be useful and efficient in reducing the computation time, as well as 

checking for the quality of the data. Previous trials, e. g. Corbett (1994) and Al-Haifi 
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(1996), showed this technique is successful in almost all circumstances for single 

epoch ambiguity resolution using unbiased dual frequency phase data from at least 

five satellites over short baselines (less than 10 km). 

2.6.6 Least Squares Adjustment and Statistical Testing 

A least squares estimation procedure is performed using each candidate position as 
the a priori position, in order to obtain the correction residuals for this position. This 

is done while weighting the double difference carrier phase observables according to 

the elevation angle of the satellites. The LI and L2 frequencies are used 
independently, forming twice the number of observation equations i. e. more 

redundancy in least squares adjustment. The weighted residuals are calculated for 

each candidate position least squares adjustment - assuming independent 

observations - using the following expression (Cross 1990): 

A2 (VTWV) 
Co 51 

n-m 
2.36 

A2 

where a. is the a posteriori variance factor and V is the vector of correction 

residuals of the observables. W is the weight matrix, n is the number of double 

difference equations in each processed epoch from LI and L2 data and m is the 

number of unknown parameters (in this case here m=3, corresponding to the three 

coordinate components of the unknown receiver). Consequently, the candidate 

position having the minimum variance is the most likely position. 

However, in order to verify this position, the F-test is performed in order to test the 

solution with minimum residuals against other candidate positions, through the 
following equation (Cross 1990): 

A2 

F= 
ao(min) <FDOF, I-a ý 2.37 A2 

co(i) 

A2 

given that a,, (. in) is the minimum value of the a posteriori variance factor among all 
A2 

candidate positions and cr , (, ) is the a posteriori variance factor for every other 
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candidate position i. FDOF,, 
-,,, 

is the critical percentile extracted from the F- 

distribution table that corresponds to the number of degrees of 
freedom(DOF=n-3), while a" is the significance level (taken here as 5%). In 

Equation 2.37, if the null hypothesis is rejected, that is the candidate position passes 
the F-test, i. e. satisfying the equation, then the candidate position of minimum 

residuals has come from a different population and thus corresponds to the correct 

ambiguity combination (Al-Haifi 1996). If more than one position passes the F-test, 

then the position with minimum variance is considered to be the final correct position 

although it is insignificantly differentiated from the other passing positions. 

2.6.7 Results Output and Miscellaneous Information 

The results of the processed epoch are written to the output file, in the form of the 

coordinates of the unknown receiver in Cartesian and/or ellipsoidal and/or topocentric 
format along with their formal effors, depending on the output format stated in the 
initial file. Also the output of each epoch includes the number of observed common 

satellites, PDOP value, number of positions passing the ambiguity function value test 

and F-test, error ellipsoid for the final position and the time taken to process this 

epoch. 

Another simpler format of the output results is written to two different output files in 

the form of either X, Y, Z or N, E, U coordinates. In addition, two other output files 

are provided. The first includes the phase residuals accompanied by the PRN numbers 

of each double difference formed in each epoch, along with some miscellaneous 
information. The second file includes an array of indicators of all the satellite pairings 

existing through the whole processing campaign. All these files are used later as input 

files for sidereal filter investigations (see Chapters 3 and 4). 

At the end of processing the epoch, the synchronized epoch time between known and 

unknown receivers is increased by the interval value provided through the 

initialization data, and the same methodology is repeated. Processing terminates either 
due to reaching the last common epoch between all receivers, or reaching the end 

processing time given in the initial file. Note that other modifications of the GASP 
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software include the ability to apply filtered Ll and L2 carrier phase residuals to 

update and correct the carrier phase residuals during GASP processing (explained in 

Section 4.2). In addition, GPS data can be processed across the GPS boundary week, 

which was not the case in the older version. 

In summary, this chapter discussed the GPS constellation and its different kinds of 

observables. Errors affecting GPS positioning were also explained in addition to the 

differencing techniques, which can be adopted for the reduction of these errors. 
Different OTF ambiguity resolution techniques were briefly summarized. Then, the 

main GPS processing software (GASP) was explained in details. Figure 2.6 shows a 
flowchart of all steps and methodology adopted in the GASP software. The next 

chapter will discuss the two other pro grams required for geometry repeat period 
determination and the application of sidereal filtering, followed by the extensive 
investigation, -, of the geometry repeat lag. 
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SIDEREAL FILTERING SOFTWARE AND 

GEOMETRYREPEATINTER VAL 

3.1 Introduction 

The satellite constellation geometry with respect to a fixed antenna and constant 

reflector will nominally repeat every sidereal day (23h 56m 04s). Accordingly, 

various kinds of attributed GPS errors could be minimized. However, although it is 

expected that the satellite geometry repeat period and the sidereal day will be the 

same, it is necessary to measure the lag of repeating errors in the data, not the 

geometry period or the sidereal day. For sidereal periods for short baselines, the actual 

remaining errors are multipath and noise. 

Due to the Earth's shape, a secular nodal drift is produced affecting the ground track 

repeat of the GPS orbit. Consequently, to compensate for this motion of the orbital 

plane, the average semi-major axis of the GPS satellite orbit is set slightly lower, 

leading to a faster orbital period. This prevents the satellite geometry from repeating 

sidereally and causes a shift in the satellite approximate geometry repetition interval 

(Choi et al. 2004). Earlier studies by Genrich and Bock (1992) and Georgiadou and 
Kleusberg (1988) were the first to show that the satellite geometry repetition occurs at 

near-sidereal intervals (i. e. not exactly sidereal). Accordingly, several recent 
investigations have been performed to determine the correct time interval between 

successive satellite constellation geometry repetition, whether using the orbital period 

extracted from the broadcast ephemerides using the semi-major axis and the 

correction to the mean motion, or using the topocentric vector positions of satellites, 

or interpolating the precise orbits to the time of equator crossing (Agnew and Larson 

2007; Axelrad et al. 2005). 
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Accordingly, it is vital to revisit and investigate the satellite geometry repeatability, 

while approaching it from a different perspective compared to previous investigations, 

through the use of the autocorrelation technique for determining the actual error 

repeat lag. Sidereal filtering is then applied using two different methodologies. 
Essentially, filtering the data sidereally is the method of subtracting a filter residual at 

each epoch, which is composed of one or more residuals at epochs separated from the 

application epoch by multiples of the lag. 

The main aim of this chapter is to test the repeat interval of multipath-dominated 

errors, i. e. those at near sidereal periods for short baselines, hereafter referred to as the 

"sidereal lag". There is also a check for the short- and long-term variability of the lag. 

The chapter starts with a detailed explanation of the two main programs required for 

sidereal filter studies that were developed by the author, starting with sidereal lag 

determination and followed by sidereal filter application. The process of collecting the 

primary and secondary data sets (April and December 2005) is described, with a brief 

explanation of the test stations and instruments used, the data handling and 

processing. The methodology adopted for the error repeat lag investigation is given 

next, followed by the initial analysis and results concerning the lag value and its 

variability. 

3.2 Sidereal Filtering Software 

Sidereal filter investigations were performed with the aid of two programs, both 

developed by the author. The next two main sections will fully describe the main 
ideas and methodologies of these two programs. 

3.21 GPSAutocorrelation Sidereal Filtering (GASF) 

As mentioned earlier, multipath error is one of the inevitable errors in GPS 

positioning that cannot be mitigated through any differencing technique. On the other 
hand, since this error is mainly dependent on the positions of the satellites with 

respect to the antenna and nearby reflectors, it should repeat whenever the same 

geometry of satellites occurs with respect to a static antenna and fixed reflectors. 
Assuming the removal of other errors through either differencing or observing short 
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baselines (less than 10 km), one can use the approximate geometry repetition of 

satellites roughly every one sidereal day to minimize the multipath error. 

Unfortunately, the value of the multipath repeat interval, or the so-called sidereal lag, 

is not exactly predetermined because it repeats on the actual satellite orbits, although 
it is known to be in the region of 23 hours and 56 minutes (the sidereal day). 

Accordingly, the GASF program was established as a preliminary step to determine 

the optimum value of the "sidereal" lag before applying the sidereal filtering 

technique on the results from the GASP program. For this, the autocorrelation 

methodology is used, which is defined mathematically as the correlation of a variable 

with itself over successive time intervals. Autocorrelation is often calculated for time 

series data to determine how the correlation between data values varies with the 
distance or time lag between them. This will detect non-randomness in the data, as 

well as identifying an appropriate time series model in non-random data. In other 

words, for a variable Y with sample size N, the autocorrelation R at a lag value K 

is calculated as follows (NIST/SEMATECH 2005): 

N-K 
(yi 

--Y)(Yi+K 

R(K) N 
(y, 2 

3.1 

This autocorrelation value is computed for all valid epochs, for a range of chosen 

sidereal lags and variations of window size (number of considered epochs). The 

maximum autocorrelation value will correspond to the optimum value of the lag. The 

following three subsections will examine the methodology of the GASF program. 

3. Z1.1 Initialization and Reading of Epochs 

The program starts by reading the initialization data from a file. This file includes the 

name of the input data file (the results file of the GASP program), name of the output 
file, time of start epoch, number of epochs considered (window size), minimum (start) 

value of trial sidereal lag (r) in seconds, number of lags to be tested, approximate 

station coordinates, as well as the formal error and coordinate tolerance for accepting 

any epoch as valid. A sample of such an initial file is shown in Appendix B. After 
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initialization, all epochs in the input file are read; each epoch line will contain the 

week number, time of epoch (GPS seconds), coordinates (x, y, z), formal errors 

(a., ory, or., ), number of candidate positions passed by the ambiguity function value 

and F-test, number of observed satellites, PDOP, maximum ambiguity function value, 

minimum VT WV and number of degrees of freedom. During the reading process, all 
bad (unhealthy) epochs, that is with formal errors or a coordinate difference from the 

approximate coordinates greater than the tolerance limits (specified in the initial file), 

are excluded. 

3. Zl. 2 Averaging and Weighting 

The weighted average coordinates X., Y., Z,, are calculated for all good epochg in the 

input file using the following expression: 

X0= 
Px, X XI + Px2 X X2 + PX, x xi . .......... +px. Xx, 3.2 

p +P X, x2........... 
+ Px ................ 

+ PX. 

with similar expressions for the Y and Z coordinates, where n is the total number of 

good epochs in the input file, X,, is the weighted average coordinate in the X 

direction, while x, and P,, are the coordinate and weight of the i' good epoch in the 

input file respectively. Then, the input file is rewound in order to read the epochs one 
by one. According to the lag and start epoch time tag specified in the initial file, the 

first epoch is read from the input file. Reading of epochs continues, until reaching the 

epoch that is separated from the start epoch by the sidereal lag (, r ) in question. When 

the two epochs are matched, the weight in each coordinate component of each of the 

two epochs is calculated through the following formula: 

lyax2 
Y 3.3 

and similarly for they and z weights. Then, the combined formal error is computed 

according to the following expression: 

3.4 
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where uX. is the combined formal error, ax, is the formal error of the first epoch, and 

ax, +, 
is the formal error of the second epoch r seconds later. Again, similar 

expressions could be written for y and z. 

3. ZI. 3 Autocorrelativn and Sidereal Lag Determination 

The final step of the program is to calculate the autocorrelation among matching 

epochs. At first, the autocovariance function C between those two matching epochs, 
defined as the measure of the degree of similarity between a time series and itself at 
different shifts or lags, is computed in each direction through the following 

expression: 

C(x, t, r) = (xt - X. ) x (xt� - X. ), 3.5 

where x, and x,,., are the x -coordinates of the two matching first and second epochs, 

respectively. Also, the variance function V for each of those two epochs, defined as 

the autocovariance function at zero lag, is calculated as follows: 

V(x, t) = (xt -X. ), 3.6 

V(X, t,. r) = (xl+,. _X0 3.7 

Again, similar expressions can be written for y and z. Then, the 3D weighted value 

of the autocovariance function is computed for those two epochs at time (t) and 
(t +r), using the following equation: 

x C(X, t, r) + px, x C(Y, t, r) + P,, x C(Z, t, r) C, 3.8 
+ px + P,, 

where P,,,, P, are the weights of the combined formal errors in the x, y, z P 

directions, respectively, computed using Equation 3.3. Similarly, the weighted value 

of the variance function for both epochs is calculated by: 

Pttt x V(X, t) + py, x V(Y, t) + P., x V(Z, t) 
V(t) =. x 

P, ' + py, + P't 
3.9 
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P (+f t+T l+T ' XV(X, t, T)+py xv(X, t, T)+P. ' xv(X, t,. r) V(t�r) = P., +f + PYI+t + PI+t 
.93.10 

and finally, similarly for all three directions, the weighted variance function is given 

as follows: 

V= V(t) + V(t, 'V) 3.11 

Recalling Equations 3.8 and 3.11, the values calculated here for the autocovariance or 

variance function are for those two epochs only, and consequently the whole 

procedure should be repeated a number of times depending upon the desired window 

size (m), i. e. number of considered epochs stated in the initial file. At the end, the 

M 
summation of autocovariance function J: C, and variance functionj: V, for the 

i=1 1=1 
current specified sidereal lag can be calculated. Since the value of the autocovariance 

or variance functions depend on the units of x, it is more useful to use the 

autocorrelation value over the whole window, which is computed from the following 

equation: 
mm 

R(t, r, m) = 

1=1 

3.12 

where RQ, r, m) is the autocorrelation, noting that it has no units and is limited 

(-I: ý R(t,, r, m):! ý I). After calculating this value for all considered epochs, it is written 

on the screen and in the output file along with the sidereal lag period and the number 

of actual processed epochs. The program is run all over again, for all lag values to be 

considered. A summary is then written on-screen and in the output file, giving the 

time of the start epoch, the optimum sidereal lag (F) accompanied with its maximum 

autocoffelation value and the number of processed epochs. Figure 3.1 shows a 
flowchart of all procedures 6f the GASF software. 

It should be noted here that another version of the GASF program was established in 

- order to perform sidereal lag determination, but dealing with the double difference 

carrier phase residuals instead of the output station coordinates. The methodology of 
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this version is the same as mentioned earlier, but instead of matching the coordinates 

separated by a specified sidereal lag, the program matches all double difference LI 

and L2 phase residuals of the two epochs' common satellites. Then the program 

calculates a weighted average autocovariance and variance function, and consequently 

the autocorrelation value. Of course, the main output of this program's version will be 

the same as before, being the optimum sidereal lag having maximum autocorrelation. 
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3.2.2 Filter Application Program (FAP) 

The second program, called FAP. is applied to the results output from the GASP 

program using the optimum sidereal lag obtained from the GASF program, in order to 

filter the coordinates and diminish the multipath error. The main methodology 

adopted in the FAP program is explained in the following subsections. 
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3.2. Z] Initialization and Weighting 

Initially, the program reads the initialization data from a file, which contains the name 

of the input data file (results of GASP program), which could be either in the X, Y, Z 

or E, N, U format, the name of the output file containing all epochs whether 

processed or not, the name of the result file containing the processed healthy epochs 

only, the name of the information file containing stacked residuals as will be 

explained later, the time tag in weeks and seconds of first and last stacked epoch, the 

time tag of first and last applied epoch (upon which the filter is applied), approximate 

station coordinates, tolerance limits as before and, of course, the most important 

value, which is the optimum sidereal lag period using which epochs are matched, 

stacked and filtered. The format of this initial file is similar to the initial file of the 

GASF program shown in Appendix B. After the initialization process, all epochs in 

the input file are read one by one in the same manner as in the GASF program, again 

excluding all bad epochs. 

3. ZZ2 Stacking Methodology 

Stacking is the process of averaging coordinates at epochs separated by the optimum 

sidereal lag value, over a predefined number of days or even weeks. The process starts 
by winding the input file until reaching the start stacking epoch, then reading a 

number of epochs equal to the sidereal lag. These are referred to as "day P. The next 

step is to wind the input file to the first epoch after the dayl epochs, and continuously 

read epochs, while matching each with the corresponding epoch of dayl, that is the 

epoch separated by a multiple of the sidereal lag. During matching, a weighted 

average coordinate using the formal errors is calculated for each stacked epoch. 

When reaching the last stacked epoch specified in the initial file, the difference 

between the weighted average coordinates of each stacked epoch and the overall 

weighted average coordinates obtained from Equation 3.2 is calculated in each 

coordinate component through the following formula: 

Mi = Xi -X., - 3.13 
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where AX, is the so-called correction residual at any particular stacked epoch and X, 

is the weighted average coordinate of the stated epoch. Again, similar expressions can 
be given for the Y and Z coordinates. These correction residuals, as well as the 

number of stacked points for each epoch, and the time of each stacked epoch in weeks 

and seconds, are written to the information file, to be used by another program called 
APPLY, which will be explained later. - 

ZZ3 Application of Filter 

After averaging coordinates over all stacked epochs, the final stage of the program 
involves the application of the filter in order to obtain accurate and reliable 

coordinates almost free from multipath error. The input file is wound until reaching 
the first applied epoch specified in the initial file, after which all following epochs are 

read until reaching the last applied epoch. Each read epoch is matched with its stacked 

counterpart of correction residuals some days or weeks ago. The corrected (filtered) 

coordinates of any applied epoch are computed through the following expression: 
corr Xi"W 

ý -ý. +pre _M, 31 3.14 

with similar expressions for the Y and Z coordinates, and where Xne is the 

original x-coordinate of'the epoch matching with the i' stacked epoch of dayl 

residuals n sidereal days ago, X7' iltered x-coordinate of such is the corrected f 

epoch, and r* is the optimum value of the sidereal lag used. The final step of the 

program includes printing out the obtained filtered coordinates to the output and result 
files. If the applied epoch is bad (according to the gross coordinate check or formal 

error limit) or if no averaged epochs were considered, then the relevant information is 

printed out in the output file only, indicating the situation of this epoch. On the other 
hand, if the epoch is good and matches one of the healthy stacked epochs, then the 

results, including the three dimensional filtered coordinates in terms of X, Y, Z or 

E, N, U coordinates, as well as the epoch time and number of stacked points at the 

epoch, are printed in both the output and result file. 

a 
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As a final remark, another program called APPLY was established for efficiency 

purposes. This program applies any previously formed correction residuals on another 

part of the data or even on another data set without having to re-run the FAP program. 

This program has proven to be useful for investigating sidereal filter performance and 

lifetime, which will be discussed at a later stage in Chapter 4. Figure 3.2 shows a 

flowchart of all procedures of the FAP program. As was the case with the GASF 

program, another version of the FAP program was established that uses double 

difference carrier phase residuals instead of coordinate residuals. The difference is 

that the output of this version, being the stacked carrier phase residuals, must be 

applied through the GASP program while reprocessing the raw data. 

Read initial data from Read all epochs in input file and 
initial file remove bad epochs 

Read new stacked Start stacking Read 11 sidereal 
epoch Tq process Dayi'lepochs 

Read Day I stacked epoch Calculate cumulative (Tdayl) until epochs match weighted coordinates T= Tdayl + nr" 

Calculate average 
coordinates from all good 

and healthy epochs 

Wind the input file to the 
first stacked epoch 

Last stacked epoch 
reached 

YES 

Wind input file for Print coordinate residuals in infbmiation file first applied epoch 

Print bad applied 
epoch in output file 

Read new applied 
epoch(Tapp) 

Bad applied >-NO-ý Read Dayl 
epoch I stacked residuals 

Calculate coordinate residuals 
for Dayl stacked epochs by 

differencing coordinates 
from weighted averaged 

coordinates 

Matched epochs ' 
Tapp = Tdayl + nrol 

YES 

End and Exit 4 YE Last applied epoch Print fiftered coordinates 
reached in resutt files 

Figure 3.2 FAP software flowchart. 
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3.3 Sidereal Filter Strategies Data Collection 

Four stations on the Newcastle University campus were chosen, two on the roof of the 

Drummond building, a relatively low multipath environment. named DRMN and 
DRMS, and two on the roof of the Bedson building, a higher multipath environment. 

called SN02 and NEWC. The latter is part of the "Active GPS Network" of the 

Ordnance Survey of Great Britain (OS). Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the locations of the 

stations and the environment of the Drummond and Bedson buildings respectively, 

while Figure 3.5 show the relative location of the Drummond and Bedson buildings 

on the university campus map. For sidereal lag investigation and filter application. 

two I Hz data sets were collected with a 5' elevation mask angle, in order to include 

low elevation satellites, which generally cause higher multipath error as it is desired to 

test the robustness of the sidereal filtering. 

Figure 3.3 Relative location of the two Drummond stations (DRMS and DRMN). 
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Figure 3.4 Relative location of the two Bedson stations (SN02 and NEWC). 

Figure 3.5 Relative location of the Drummond and Bedson buildings. 
(acknowledgement of the Newcastle University campus map) 
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3.3.1 April 05 Data set 

The first data set was collected in April 2005 at all four stations for four continuous 
days. Table 3.1 summarizes the data collection parameters of this data set. 

Table 3.1 Data collection parameters of the April-05 data set for all four stations. (GPS Week 
1317) (star (*) indicates actual processing start and end times) 

Station DRMN DRMS SN02 NEWC 

Start Time 04 Apr 2005 04 Apr 2005 04 Apr 2005 04 Apr 2005 
(GPS Time) 14: 07: 50* 13: 46: 57 11: 16: 35 11: 00: 00 
End Time 08 Apr 2005 08 Apr 2005 08 Apr 2005 08 Apr 2005 

(GPS Time) 14: 47: 50 14: 43: 38 14: 25: 05* 17: 59: 59 
LEICA LEICA LEICA LEICA 

Receiver Type GX1230 GX1230 GX1230 RS500 

Antenna Type LEIAX1202' LEIAX1202 LEIAX1202 ASH700936E- 
SNOW 

Pillar Type Concrete Concrete Steel Steel 

Baseline length --------- 11.27 349.29 339.59 
from DRMN (m) 

3.3.2 December 05 Data set 

The second data set was collected in December 2005, eight months after the first data 

set. The main aim of this data set is to test the long-term variation in the sidereal lag 

and verify the results and conclusions obtained from the April-05 data set. Table 3.2 

shows the data collection parameters of the December_05 data set using the same type 

of receivers and antennae, occupying the same stations as shown previously in Table 

3.1. Note that in the data set supplied by the OS, NEWC contained some missing data 

in each day of the whole five days of data. 

Table 3.2 Data collection parameters of the December_05 data set for all four stations. (GPS 
Week = 1353) (star (*) as before) 

Station DRMN DRMS SN02 NEWC 
Start Time 13/12/2005 13/12/2005 13/12/2005 13/12/2005 

(GPS Time) 12: 35: 05* 12: 20: 50 11: 05: 44 00: 00: 00 
End Time 17/12/2005 17/12/2005 17/12/2005 17/12/2005 

(GPS Time) 14: 05: 31 14: 16: 20 13: 43: 12* 23: 59: 59 
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3.3.3 Environment Characterization 

Multipath analysis was performed in order to characterize the multipath environment 

at each of the four stations, using the UNAVCO software TEQC (Translate, Edit and 
Quality Check). MP1 and MP2 code multipath proxy values (Estey and Meertens, 

1999) were extracted on the Ll and L2 frequencies, respectively, from the observation 

and navigation files of all site stations over the whole data period. Then, the Root 

Mean Square (RMS) errors of MP I or MP2 within 3" bins of the sky were computed. 
Note that although a different receiver is used at NEWC having a different receiver 

smoothing factor, the MPI and MP2 code multipath proxy values are still roughly 

comparable based on the performance of high elevation satellites. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 

represent these RMS values for MP1 and MP2 for all four stations using 5" and 15" 

minimum elevation angles, respectively, laid upon the mean and RMS value over the 

entire sky. In addition, Table 3.3 shows the overall mean and RMS value over the 

entire sky for both P and 15* elevation mask angles. From Figures 3.6 and 3.7 and 
Table 3.3, it is evident that both Drummond building stations, DRMN and DRMS, 

sustain high multipath for very low elevated satellites only. Whereas NEWC suffers 
from high multipath all over much of the sky, and SN02 has high multipath for a 

certain part of the sky. It is suggested that this multipath is due to the high wall close 

to this station. 

3.4 Data Handling 

Data Collected from receivers at the three stations DRMN, DRMS and SN02 were 

downloaded to the LEICA Geo Office 2.0 software (Leica Geosystems 2005), after 

which files were transformed into RINEX observation format. For ease of handling, 

the RINEX files were concatenated into either 6- or 24-hour files and synchronized 

with the same start and end time for each station. A very small part of the April 05 

data was missing. This is from 08: 31: 06 to 08: 32: 00 (GPS Time) on 5 th of April, 

2005, and from 09: 14: 08 to 09: 14: 18 and 15: 11: 21 to 15: 11: 26 (GPS Time) on 6 th of 

April, 2005. As can be seen, it is a very small period of time and thus negligible and 

will not affect the assessment of the sidereal lag value or the sidereal filtering 

technique for multipath reduction. 
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Table 3.3 Multipath parameters for all four stations for both 511 and 150 elevation masks. 

Elevation Multipath Stat ion 
mask proxy 

Value (m) 
DRMN DRMS SN02 NEWC 

MPI Mean 0.30 
1 

0.29 0.27 0.35 

50 RMS 0.65 0.68 0.59 0.48 

MP2 Mean 0.41 0.39 0.36 0.34 
RMS 1.01 _ 0.94 0.78 0.47 
Mean 0.19 0.18 

- 
0.23 0.35 

0 
MPI 

RMS 0.30 0.27 0.53 0.46 15 
Mean 0.23 0.3 0.33 MP2 

L- RMS 0.37 0.71 0.43 

3.5 Sidereal Lag Investigation 

This section will explain first the data processing stage, followed by the different 

criteria used for sidereal lag investigation, along with the obtained results, figures and 

analysis. 

3.5.1 Data Processing 

Baselines DRMN-DRMS, DRMN-SN02 and DRMN-NEWC were processed, holding 

DRMN fixed using final precise orbits (hereafter each baseline is referred to by its 

unknown station). The use of the latter orbits having the utmost accurate satellite 

coordinates was essential for the satellite geometry repeat interval investigation. As 

can be seen from Table 3.1, the length of these baselines (up to a few hundred metres) 
is sufficiently short that all atmospheric, orbital, and clock errors may be assumed to 

be removed by double differencing. Hence, the results will be influenced by receiver 

noise and multipath error only. The GASP software was successful in distinguishing 

the correct epoch coordinates in almost all considered epochs for all processed 
baselines. Following this, in order to give an idea about the correlation between 

coordinate components among subsequent sidereal days, Figure 3.8 shows two Up 

coordinate component time series for each station over a 24-hour period separated by 

one sidereal day (86164 seconds). This figure indicates the resemblance of the 

coordinate time series over sidereal periods as well as visualizes the higher noise and 

multipath of NEWC compared to SN02 and DRMS. 
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3.5.2 Sidereal Lag Analysis 

The April_05 data set GASP output results of each unknown - 3D coordinates and 

miscellaneous information - were input to the GASF program, and several trials 

were executed searching for the optimum sidereal lag (maximum autocorrelation 

among station coordinates). A C-shell script was written to perform the required task 

in an efficient way, through the investigation of different window sizes (number of 

considered epochs) starting from a 30 second and up to a 10 hour window, as well as 

considering different start times at hourly intervals. In each investigated window size, 
60 lag values were considered, ranging around the nominal lag, i. e. from 23h 55m 30s 

(86130 seconds) until 23h 56m 30s (86190 seconds), with one second separation. The 

output from the GASF program will be the optimum sidereal lag for all window sizes 
(from 30 seconds to 10 hours) at each hourly start time within each window, based on 

the maximum autocorrelation value. Although several window sizes were 
investigated, results for 30 seconds up to 30 minutes window sizes display very large, 

apparently random fluctuations in the optimal sidereal lag. Therefore, only the 0.5,1, 

2,3,4,8 and 10 hour window sizes are shown. Figures 3.9,3.10 and 3.11 illustrate 

the optimum value of the lag as a function of time among the considered first three 

days of data, for SN02, DRMS and NEWC, respectively. 

U, 

a C-) 

a, 

co 

86190 

86185 

86180 

86175 

86170 

86165 

86160 

86155 

86150 

86145 

86140 

86135 
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O. Sh 
1h 
2h 
3h 
4h 
Sh 

4.10h 

44000 180000 216000 252000 2aI3000 324000 

GPS Seconds 
00 

Figure 3.9 Optimum sidereal lag for different window sizes over a 3-day period (SN02). Dashed 
line indicate nominal lag of 86164 seconds. 
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Figure 3.10 Optimum sidereal lag for different window sizes over a 3-day period (DRMS). Line 
attributes as before. 
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Figure 3.11 Optimum sidereal lag for different window sizes over a 3-daY period (NEWC). 
Line attributes as before. 

From the previous figures, it can be seen that the 0.5 and I hour window sizes again 

show high fluctuations from one hour to the next, and thus will be excluded from any 
further investigations. It can also be easily concluded that increasing the window size 
decreases the apparent variability of the sidereal lag, which over the whole data set 

tends to a steady value of around 86154 s (23h 55m 54s), i. e. not quite sidereal. This 

conclusion was previously reported by Choi et al. (2004) based on the mean satellite 

orbit repeat period. On the other hand, looking at Figure 3.11, one can see that the 

value of the sidereal lag does not always completely stabilize, even using a 10-hour 

window. This could be attributed to the higher noise and multipath environment 

surrounding the NEWC station as illustrated in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, which causes 

frequent receiver loss of lock leading to data gaps and thus increasing the random 
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noise. However, analysis will continue using NEWC in order to fully verify the 

success of the sidereal filter. 

Based on the results illustrated in the previous figures, it can be seen that as the 

window size increases, the sidereal lag tends to a steady value, as shown through the 

10 hour curve for all three stations (Ragheb et al. 2007b). Accordingly, an important 

question arises as to whether the apparent variation in optimum sidereal lag for the 

shorter window sizes in the previous three figures is real and due to the variability in 

individual satellite ground track repeat times and its interaction with the local 

multipath reflectors (Larson et al. 2007). or is an artefact of the small sample size. 

More relevantly, it must be questioned as to whether such minor variations in the 

optimum lag have a significant impact on the performance of the sidereal filter, when 

using a double difference processing method. To investigate these criteria, Figures 

3.12,3.14 and 3.16 represent the variation of autocorrelation with each lag at each 

hourly start time, for a 2-hour window at SN02, DRMS and NEWC, respectively. 

Figures 3.13,3.15 and 3.17 represent the same quantities for the 10-hour window. 

These figures show that the maximum autocorrelation values fluctuate highly for the 

2-hour window, whereas they become more homogeneous for the I 0-hour window, as 

the corresponding images tend to be smooth. This again indicates the benefit of 

increasing the window size for the determination of the optimum sidereal lag. The 

44striping" in Figures 3.12,3.14 and 3.16 strongly suggests that there are times at 

which the sidereally-repeating signal is weak or incoherent, perhaps due to a 

beneficial satellite geometry for which there is temporarily little or no multipath error. 

I:: 
j 04 

141 

GPS 3--d. 

Figure 3.12 2-hour window autocorrelation Figure 3.13 10-hour window autocorrelation 
over a 3-day period (SN02). over a 3-day period (SN02). 

1-1- 2 1ý 12- 

GPS S-d. 
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Figure 3.14 2-hour window autocorrelation 
over a 3-day period (DRMS). 

(75 

GPS Sec-d. 

trii 

GPS S-o,, d. Ill 
Figure 3.15 1 0-hour window autocorrelation 

over a 3-day period (DRMS). 

AC AC 

Figure 3.16 2-hour window autocorrelation Figure 3.17 10-hour window autocorrelation 
over a 3-day period (NEWC). over a 3-day period (NEWC). 

To distinguish those epochs where the maximum autocorrelation is less well 

determined, as opposed to those where the autocorrelation is simply weaker, Figures 

3.18,3.20 and 3.22 show the sidereal lags having an autocorrelation equal to or 

greater than 95%, 97% and 99% of the maximum autocorrelation value at each hourly 

start time for the 2-hour window for all three stations, in which the 10-hour window 

optimum lag is overlaid. It can be seen that the optimal 10-hour lag nearly always lies 

within the 99% threshold, implying that the longer-term estimate of sidereal lag is 

never significantly worse than the short-term one. 

Conversely, Figures 3.19,3.21 and 3.23 represent the same threshold limits but for the 

I 0-hour window, with the 2-hour window optimum lag overlaid. Although the 2-hour 

lag shows greater fluctuation when compared to the 10-hour one, these fluctuations 

are always within the 97% threshold of the latter. In other words, the short- and long- 

window lag values are consistent, and use of the longer-window lag value (or even a 

constant value) should not appreciably worsen the filtering, especially in double 

difference processing. This is mainly due to the fact that the resultant repeating 

GPS 3--d. 
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19 
-M .- 

GPS S-nds 

Figure 3.18 2-hour window thresholds 
(SN02). Values are expressed as a percentage 

of the maximum autocorrelation. The solid line 
shows the optimal lag for a 10-hour window. 

19 

GPS Sý-d. 

Figure 3.20 2-hour window thresholds 
(DRMS). Shading as before. 

Figure 3.19 10-hour window thresholds 
(SN02). Values are expressed as a percentage 

of the maximum autocorrelation. The solid line 
shows the optimal lag for a 2-hour window. 

fl ISO 

Figure 3.21 10-hour window thresholds 
(DRMS). Shading as before. 

GPS S-d. 

Figure 3.22 2-hour window thresholds 
(NEWC). Shading as before. 

Figure 3.23 10-hour window thresholds 
(NEWC). Shading as before. 

multipath will arise from the combination of the stations and satellites included in 

double differencing, which will in turn produce lower autocorrelation values with 

broader peaks when compared to previous investigations where a specific value of the 

lag is obtained for each satellite using point positioning. In addition, the effect of the 

multipath environment is well illustrated when comparing Figures 3.18 and 3.20 or 

Figures 3.19 and 3.21: the limits for SN02 are larger than the limits for DRMS, due to 

21 ID" -2DOO I .. D- 360WO 

GPS S-.,, d. 

GPS S-d. 

I-- 212DOG 1. - 11-- IIODOO 

GPS S--d. 
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the overall higher multipath surrounding SN02. Note again the effect of noise and 

multipath of NEWC on the homogeneity of the autocorrelation as represented in 

Figures 3.16 and 3.17 as well as on the threshold limits in Figures 3.22 and 3.23. 

On the other hand, since all previous results are based on a short data span, that is four 

days, the December_05 data set was therefore processed in the same manner in order 

to visualize the long term variation in the sidereal lag and to confirm previous results 

and conclusions. The coordinate results of the GASP program were input to the GASF 

program, with only two window sizes for sidereal lag determination (2 and 10 hours) 

being investigated. The optimum hourly lag for both window sizes for SN02, DRMS 

and NEWC are shown in Figures 3.24,3.25 and 3.26, respectively. These figures 

verify the results obtained before from the April_05 data set, as the average value of 

the lag is 23h 55m 54s and the 10-h window gives more steady and uniform values of 

the lag throughout the whole data set. 
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Figure 3.24 Optimum 2- and 10-h window sidereal lag for December 
- 

05 data set over a 3-day 
period (SN02). Dashed line indicate nominal lag of 86164 seconds. 
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Figure 3.25 Optimum 2- and 10-h window sidereal lag for December 
- 

05 data set over a 3-day 
period (DRMS). Line attributes as before. 
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Figure 3.26 Optimum 2- and 10-h window sidereal lag for December 
- 

05 data set over a 3-day 
period (NEWC). Line attributes as before. 

Once again, NEWC shows higher variability for the lag, caused by the higher 

multipath environment surrounding the NEWC station, or even perhaps due to the 

considerably large amount of missing data. As before, Figures 3.27,3.29 and 3.31 

show the sidereal lag threshold limits for the 2-hour window for SN02. DRMS and 

NEWC, respectively, while Figures 3.28,3.30 and 3.32 show the same. but for the 10- 

hour window. Consequently, as illustrated from all December_05 data set figures, the 

same conclusions are reached regarding the lag value and its variability. 

Looking at all previous hourly sidereal lag plots, autocorrelation variation maps and 

sidereal lag threshold limits, it is concluded that the optimum avera e value of the 9 

sidereal lag across the satellite constellation is 23h 55m 54s, i. e. 10 seconds less than 

the nominal sidereal lag previously used in many GPS applications. This 

independently confirms the results obtained by previous investigations using a wide 

range of baseline lengths and localities (e. g. Agnew and Larson 2007; Axelrad et al. 

2005; Choi et al. 2004; Larson et al. 2007), with very slight differences, mainly 

because these studies were based on orbital information, taking a minimum 15' 

elevation angle and applying box filtering for noise reduction in most cases, whereas 

this study was based on the autocorrelation of coordinate and phase residuals, taking a 

minimum 5' elevation angle and without the application of any noise reduction filter. 

However, it is seen here that variations within ±5 s of the optimal lag do not 

appreciably worsen the autocorrelation when using double difference GPS techniques. 
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Figure 3.27 2-hour window thresholds (SN02, Figure 3.28 10-hour window thresholds (SN02, 
December_05 data set). Shading as before. December_05 data set). Shading as before. 
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Figure 3.29 2-hour window thresholds (DRMS, 
December-05 data set). Shading as before. 
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Consequently, the sidereal lag value obtained will be used further in the filtering 

process, in order to obtain filtered coordinates. Also, it should be noted that NEWC 

shows a higher fluctuation for the lag when compared to the other two cases, for 

example, SN02. This indicates higher multipath, although both are located on the 

same building, but still the corresponding lag obtained from NEWC lies within at 

least 97% of the threshold limits. 
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3.6 Lag Investigation Conclusions 

A long window size (8-12 hours) is recommended for the determination of the 

optimum sidereal lag, for a more consistent, steady and uniform value throughout the 

whole data set. Alternatively, a usable value can be obtained using a shorter window; 
for example, in the used data sets here, a 2-hour window nearly always has an 

autocorrelation with at least 97% of the optimal longer-term value, despite showing 

greater fluctuation. In addition, short-term variations in the optimum lag appear to 
have little effect, at least for double-difference processing. 

In summary, the two programs used for sidereal lag determination and filter 

application were fully described in the current chapter, followed by an illustration of 

the site test stations, different collected data sets and environment characterization. At 

the end, all investigations concerning sidereal lag were explained in detail. In the next 

chapter, the obtained optimum lag will be used for various sidereal filter studies. 
Coordinate and observation filtering are used to filter the data from sidereally 

repeating errors, while comparing between these filtering techniques from the 

precision and efficiency point of view. The effect of sidereal lag variation is also 

considered. In addition, the optimum numbers of days' residuals to stack and apply is 

investigated, as well as the lifetime of any previously stacked filter, in order to 

achieve highest possible precision. 
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SIDEREAL FILTER STRATEGIES, 

PERFORMANCE AND LIFETIME 

4.1 Introduction 

After the determination of the "sidereal" lag and verification of its variability through 
different data sets, this chapter is concerned with all the practical work applied to test 

the methodology of sidereal filtering. At first, a more detailed overview is given of the 

two different filtering methodologies, namely coordinate and observation filtering. 

This is followed by the practical application of these two filtering techniques using 
the April-05 and December_05 data sets. The efficiency of both methodologies is 

investigated further, in terms of reliability, precision and computational time. 

Following this study, a deeper investigation is carried out into the competence of 

sidereal filtering in the case of long data sets and with different data sets. That is 

sidereal filter application with a varying time span between the filter and the applied 
day. The collected data sets for this investigation (March 

- 
06 and July_P6) are 

discussed first. After which, two main questions are posed in terms of the 

performance of sidereal filtering: the optimum number of days to stack (average) and 

apply, and the lifetime over which any sidereal filter is valid. 

4.2 Sidereal Filter Application Methodology 

The fundamental idea behind applying sidereal filtering involves differencing the 

residuals of a station at two epochs separated by a multiple of the sidereal lag. Thus 

with the repeated geometry of satellites for those two epochs, any repeating error such 

as the multipath effect will be similar, and consequently removed, or at least greatly 

reduced. Regarding the type of residuals to be used, two different methodologies will 
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be adopted. The first, called here the coordinate filter, includes stacking the output 

coordinate residuals from the GASP program at the optimum sidereal lag over one or 

more days using epoch-by-epoch weighted coordinate residuals. These residuals are 

obtained with respect to the long-term weighted mean coordinate of each site. 

Filtering is then applied by subtracting these residuals from the processed coordinates 

at the corresponding epoch of the applied data in question (matching by multiple of 

sidereal days). 

The second methodology, referred to as the observation filter, includes two main 

steps. The first is to run the GASP program with respect to a fully-fixed solution with 
fixed ambiguities rounded to the nearest integer (without ambiguity search or least 

squares adjustment), and thus leaving only sidereally repeating errors with multipath 

and noise being the dominant errors. In this solution, both ends of the baseline have 

coordinates fixed to their a priori or long-term mean values, outputting biased double 

difference phase residuals of all satellite pairings. These residuals are then passed to 

the FAP program, which stacks only these residuals without weighting due to the 

identical geometry of satellites in each double difference among sidereal days. The 

second step includes a re-run of the GASP program with ambiguity search on the 

applied data only. During this process, double difference phase LI and L2 observables 

are adjusted with the stacked filtered phase residuals at the corresponding epoch in 

order to output final filtered coordinates. 

4.3 Coordinate v. Observation Filtering 

Considering the April_05 data set first, since the data available are for four days, it 

was decided that the filter process would be applied always on the fourth day, while 

stacking a combination of the previous three days: either one day, two days, or all 

three days together. In essence, the stacking process will include six cases, three for 

stacking each day of the three days individuall , called Case Dayl, Case Day2 and 
;y 

Case Day3, respectively, two for stacking two days together, named Case Dayl, 2 and 
Case Day2,3 and finally stacking all three days together, called Case Dayl, 2,3. Figure 

4.1 shows the coordinate time series of NEWC (the highest multipath) in the Easting, 

Northing and Up directions for the unfiltered case and for each of the filtering 
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methods based on three-day stacking. The significant improvement in all three 

directional components after filtering using either stacking methodologies is well 

illustrated, even with the high multipath environment surrounding the NEWC station. 

The main criteria used to assess the efficiency of the filter will be the repeatability 

(precision) of station coordinates over a certain time interval, through the calculation 

of the standard deviation. These standard deviations can be compared to their 

unfiltered counterparts, through the calculation of the percentage of variance 

reduction using the following expression: 

2 
aýlller )Xloo, 

aw, fillered 
4.1 

2 
where 8 is the percentage of variance reduction, is the 24-hour filtered 

variance of the applied day based on any one of the stacked filters and is the 011, 

24-hour unfiltered variance. In addition, the F-test statistic is used to test the 

significance of improvement and the level of consistency in the filtered solution. The 

standard deviation of the coordinates is calculated once every hour and once for the 

whole 24-hr of data for the filtered and unfiltered coordinates of the applied fourth 

day. 

4.3.1 Coordinate Filter Methodology 

Considering the coordinate filtering method in which coordinate residuals relative to 

the long term average are stacked, Figure 4.2 represents the hourly Easting standard 
deviation throughout the applied day for all six cases, at the three applied stations. 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 represent the same statistic, but for the Northing and Up standard 
deviations respectively. In the Easting, Northing and Up directions for all six cases, 

the standard deviation after filtering becomes smaller, more consistent and 
homogeneous in almost every hourly window, indicating the improvement in 

coordinate precision (Ragheb et al. 2007b). The case of stacking three days together 

Dayl, 2,3 achieved maximum precision among all six cases. Here, the standard 
deviation becomes significantly smaller at the 95% confidence level, decreasing to a 

roughly similar value for all three stations, regardless of the unfiltered standard 
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Figure 4.2 Hourly Easting coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the 
coordinate filter. Dotted lines are for the standard deviations of unfiltered coordinates. Solid lines 

represent the standard deviations of filtered coordinates. 
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Figure 4.4 Hourly Up coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on coordinate filter. 
Line attributes as before. 
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deviation or multipath environment. The hour-to-hour consistency of the precision of 

the filtered coordinates again confirms what has been concluded from the previous 

chapter. Namely, the short-term variations in the optimum lag are relatively 

unimportant for sidereal filtering when adopting a double-differencing processing 

strategy. Note that the apparent periodicity in the Northing standard deviations in 

Figure 4.3 is mainly due to a satellite geometry effect. 

Table 4.1 shows the Easting, Northing and Up coordinate standard deviation values 

over the entire applied fourth day for all six study cases against the unfiltered values, 

while Table 4.2 shows the corresponding percentage of variance reduction. The latter 

table indicates that the percentage of variance reduction is similar in most cases in all 

three directions for each station, and thus using the 3D standard deviations will 

represent the overall coordinate precision. Accordingly, Table 4.3 presents the 24- 

hour 3D standard deviation for all six cases. Tables 4.1,4.2 and 4.3 shows that the 

daily standard deviation dropped significantly after filtering, especially in the Up 

coordinate component. 

In addition, the effect of multipath environment is well illustrated in Figures 4.2,4.3, 

4.4 and Table 4.3, as the unfiltered standard deviation, whether hourly or daily, is 

almost always higher for NEWC than SN02, and both are higher than the 

corresponding values for DRMS. The hourly or daily filtered standard deviation 

decreases to a similar value for all three stations, disregarding the multipath 

environment surrounding each station. This confirms the efficiency of sidereal 
filtering using the optimum lag period, which is valid even with low elevation 

satellites and high multipath areas, as is the case for NEWC. 

Utilizing the December_05 data set to verify the results obtained, the April-05 

optimum lag value is used to stack the coordinate residuals and apply them on the 

fourth day of this data set for the six study cases to produce final filtered coordinates. 
Following this the hourly and daily standard deviations were calculated. Figure 4.5 

illustrates the hourly 3D standard deviation for all six study cases, each containing the 

three applied stations. A more'detailed hourly Easting, Northing and Up standard 
deviation plots are shown in Figures D. 1, D. 2 and D. 3 respectively in Appendix D. 
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Table 4.1 24-hour coordinate standard deviations in three directions for all six cases based on the 
coordinate filter for the April-05 data set. 

SD CASE Station (mm) Unfiltered a1 Da 2 a2 Da 3 Da 3 Dayl, 2 Dav2,3 l 23 3 
E 2.3 

r 

1.9 1.9 1.8 1.6 . 1.6 

rl 

115 
SN02 N 3.3 f, 3.0 2.9 2.8 

T 

2.6 2.5 2.4 
u 5.6 5.1 4.8 4. 7 4.3 4.2 4.0 
E 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.7 6 1. 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 

DRMS N 3.3 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.3 
u 5.3 4.6 4.4 4.4 4.0 3.9 3.7 
E 2.9 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 

NEWC N 4.3 3.0 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.5 2.3 
U 8.0 5.2 4.9 4.8 4.4 4.3 4.0 

Table 4.2 24-hour variance reduction in three directions for all six cases based on the coordinate 
filter for the April_05 data set. 

3 CASE Station t (%) 
- 

Dayl Day2 Day3 Dayl, 2 Day2,3 Dayl, 2,3 
E 31.8 31.8 38.8 51.6 51.6 57.5 

SN02 N 17.4 22.8 28.0 37.9 42.6 47.1 

u 17.1 26.5 29.6 41.0 43.8 49.0 

E 19.9 19.9 29.1 37.7 37.7 45.7 

DRM§ N 33.1 33.1 37.9 47.1 47.1 51.4 

U 24.7 31.1 31.1 1 43.0 45.9 51.3 

E 57.1 57.1 61.5 65.6 69.6 73.2 
NEWC N 51.3 54.5 60.6 66.2 66.2 71.4 

I u 57.8 
1 

62.5 1 64.0 69.8 1 71.1 1 75.0 

Table 4.3 3D coordinate standard deviations over a 24-hour period for all six cases based on the 
coordinate filter. 

i 3D S (mm) CASE Stat on Unfiltered Dayl DaY2 DaY3 Dayl, 2 Day2,3 
_Dayl, 

2,3 

SN02 6.9 6.2 6.0 5.8 5.3 5.1 4.9 
D 6.5 5.6 .4 5.3 4.9 4.8 4.6 u 
NEWC 9.5 6.3 6.0 5.3 5.2 

I u 
4. T 
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Figure 4.5 3D hourly coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the coordinate 
filter for the December_05 data set. Line attributes as before. 
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Table 4.4 is formed in the same manner as Table 4.3, while the comprehensive Table 

C. 1 in Appendix C is formed similarly to Table 4.1 for the standard deviations of all 
three components. These figures and tables indicate that the filtered standard 
deviation, whether hourly or daily, decreases after filtering over the whole data set, 

while the highest precision is achieved in the case of stacking three days together, i. e. 
Dayl, 2,3. Accordingly, the results obtained from the December_05 data set validate 
the results and conclusions extracted from the April-05 data set regarding the sidereal 
lag detennination - revealed in the previous chapter - as well as the robustness of 
sidereal filtering in multipath error reduction. 

Table 4.4 3D 24-hour standard deviations for all six cases based on the coordinate filter for the 
December_05 data set. 

3D SD (mm) CASE 
Station 

Unfiltered Dayl I DaY2 DaY3 Dayl, 2 DaY2,3 Dayl, 2,3 
SN02 7.4 7.0 7.0 7.2 6.2 6.1 5.8 

DRM 6.7 6.7 6.5 6.5 5.8 5.6 5.4 
NEWC 9.7 7.8 7.9 1 7.7 7.0 7.2 6.6 

4.3.2 Observation Filter Methodology 

In the observation filter, stacked double difference Ll and L2 carrier phase residuals 

obtained relative to a fixed baseline GASP solution are applied during a normal re-run 
of the GASP program. Figures 4.6,4.7,4.8 and Table 4.5 are formed similarly to 

Figures 4.2,4.3,4.4 and Table 4.3, in order to show the effect of this methodology on 
the final coordinate output. The hourly standard deviation tends to be homogeneous 

and steady after sidereal filter application over almost the whole applied day in all 
three directions. Again the most precise case is for stacking 3 days, when the 24-hour 

3D standard deviation after filtering decreases significantly. 

Moreover, from Figures 4.2 to 4.8, some peaks do exist in the filtered standard 
deviation in one or two directions. This could be attributed to the fact that the 

coordinates of some epochs within any hour may be off the optimum value by about I 

or 2 cm, and thus cannot be entirely excluded as outliers prior to filtering and should 
be taken into consideration. However, this will cause these undesirable peaks which 

affect the homogeneity of the standard deviation of the filtered applied day. Again, 
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Figure 4.6 Hourly Easting coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the 
observation filter. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure 4.7 Hourly Northing coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the 
observation filter. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure 4.8 Hourly Up coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the observation 
filter. Line attributes as before. 
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Table 4.5 3D 24-hour standard deviation over a 24-hour period for all six cases based on the 
observation filter. 

S i 3D SD (mm) CASE tat on Unfiltered Dayl Day2 DaY3 Dayl, 2 DaY2,3 Dayl, 2,3 
SN02 6.9 6.4 6.4 6.2 5.6 5.4 5.1 

DRMS 6.5 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.1 5.1 4.8 
NEWC 9.5 6.7 6.4 1 6.2 5.6 5.4 5.1 

Table C. 2 in Appendix C shows the 24-hour standard deviation of the applied day 

after the observation filter for all three directional components. 

A closer inspection of Figures 4.2,4.3,4.4 and Table 4.3 of the coordinate filtdr for 

all six cases and their corresponding counterparts, Figures 4.6,4.7,4.8 and Table 4.5 

of the observation filter, clearly shows that sidereal filtering reduces the multipath 

effect on GPS data. Accordingly, it also improves the overall precision of the final 

station coordinates. As can be seen from Figures 5.31 and 5.32, the population of the 
data sets used is normally distributed, and thus the F-test statistic can be used. At the 

95% confidence limit, coordinate filtering gives better precision than observation 
filtering, as evidenced by the 24-hour coordinate standard deviations, but with similar 
hour-to-hour consistency of the filtered coordinates (Ragheb et al. 2007b). This higher 

precision could be attributed to the direct stack and apply procedure of the FAP 

program on the output coordinates from GASP in the case of the coordinate filter. 

On the other hand, in the case of the observation filter, the biased phase residuals 
(obtained from ambiguity fixing without ambiguity search and least squares 

adjustment) are stacked only in the FAP program without weighting and then those 

residuals are imbedded during a re-run of GASP to modify the observed LI and L2 

phases. They then undergo least squares adjustment before outputting the final filtered 

coordinates. In this latter methodology, some errors due to unweighted averaging of 
biased residuals propagate into the solution before reaching the final outcome, causing 

a relatively lower precision compared to the first methodology. However, the 

homogeneities of the hourly coordinate-filtercd and observation-filtered coordinate 

standard deviations (i. e. the variances of the hourly coordinate variances) cannot be 

distinguished using the F-test statistic with 95% confidence (similar hour-to-hour 
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consistency), while both are more homogeneous and significant when compared to the 

unfiltered hourly standard deviations. In other words, either method results in a 

coordinate time series with more uniform noise characteristics than the unfiltered 

series, but the degree of uniformity is similar in both filtered cases. 

Yet again, confinning all previous results and conclusions, the X2 statistic can be 

extracted from the least squares adjustment results of the GASP re-run. in the case of 

the observation filter through the following expression: 

Z2(V, a) =VTWV, 4.2 

where V is the vector of double difference residuals (v) for all satellite pairings in 

each epoch, while W is the weight matrix of the double difference phase observables, 

given as a function of the observables formal errors a. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 

illustrates the improvement in the hourly Z' mean value and standard deviation after 

filtering for all six study cases respectively, where they both became more 
homogeneous after filtering. Once more for verification purposes, Figures DA, D. 5 

and D. 6 in Appendix D together with Figure 4.11, Table 4.6 and Table C. 3 in 

Appendix C are formed similarly to Figures D. 1, D. 2, D. 3,4.5, Table 4.4 and Table 

C. 1 respectively, for the application of observation filter methodology using the 

December 
- 
05 data set. From these figures and tables, the same conclusions can be 

extracted. 

4.3.3 Comparison of Computational Efficiency 

As previously stated and proven statistically, the coordinate filter gives higher 

precision than the observation filter. However, one area in which the observation filter 

is clearly superior is in the CPU time required for filter generation and application. In 

coordinate filtering (considering the case of stacking 3 days using the April-05 data 

set Dayl, 2,3), GASP is run once with ambiguity search and least squares adjustment, 

to output unfiltered coordinates for each of the three "reference" days. This is 

followed by the stacking of the coordinate residuals in FAP and the application of the 

filter to the fourth day. 
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Figure 4.9 Hourly mean values for all six cases based on the observation filter. Line attributes 
as before. 
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Figure 4.10 Hourly X standard deviations for all six cases based on the observation filter. Line 
attributes as before. 
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Figure 4.11 3D hourly coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the observation 
filter for the December-05 data set. Line attributes as before. 
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Table 4.6 3D 24-hour standard deviations for all six cases based on the observation filter for the 
December_05 data set. 

3D SD mm) /CASE 
Station 

Unfiltered Dayl I Day2 Day3 Day12 Day23 I Day123 
SN02 7.4 7.4 7.6 7.6 6.5 6.5 6.1 

DRM 6.7 7.3 7.1 7.0 6.3 6.1 
_5.8 NEWC 9.7 8.8 8.8 9.7 7.5 7.9 7.0 

However, in the case of the observation filter, GASP must be run first for the three 

"reference" days using fixed baseline coordinates, while fixing the ambiguities but 

with no least squares adjustment and without* ambiguity searching, to output biased 

residuals. This is followed by the stacking of the carrier phase residuals in the FAP 

program, and then the fourth day is processed while applying the stacked residuals. 

Because GASP performs an ambiguity search at each epoch of the unfixed solution, 

these coordinate-fixed runs are very much faster than a normal run (about 57 s 

compared with 444 s for a 24-hour dataset). Likewise, the processing of the fourth day 

with filtered phase observations renders the ambiguity search procedure much faster, 

because acceptable ambiguity values are found within a smaller search volume. Table 

4.7 and Figure 4.12 illustrate the times required for each phase of both filtering 

methodologies up until the final filtered coordinates are reached for all three stations. 

From Table 4.7 and Figure 4.12, it can be seen that the total processing time required 

to apply the observation filter is significantly less than for the coordinate filter for any 

of the three stations (Ragheb et al. 2007b). In addition, for the case of NEWC when 

applying coordinate filtering, the time required to run GASP regularly for the three 

reference days is extremely high, mainly due to the multipath environment of the 

NEWC station which affects the ambiguity-searching performance. Conversely, in the 

case of observation filtering, the processing time required to produce final filtered 

coordinates is almost the same for all three stations regardless of their multipath 

environment. Again, this confirms the usefulness of sidereal observation filtering to 

reduce the ambiguity search time during the GASP re-run, even in a high multipath 

environment. 

Note that, although an independent epoch-by-epoch algorithm such as GASP 

represents an extreme case of computation time reduction, 'the observation filter 
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Table 4.7 GASP processing times for each step of both filtering methods for all three stations on 
a Linux workstation. 

Method Procedure -] SN02 DRMS NEWC 

3 Days processing 22m 12s 19m 54s 42m 24s 

Coordinate Processing 4th day 7m 32s 6m 40s 14m 33s 
Filter and filter application 

L1 1 Total Time J I 29m 44s 1 1 26m 34s 56m 57s j 
3 Days processing 2m 51s 2m 59s 2m 36s 

Observation Processing 4th day 7m 08s 7m 08s 6m 26s 
Filter and filter application 

--J 
j Total Time 09m 59s 1 Om 07s j 09m 02s 

E 
QO E 
F- 

Coovdhiatc Filter Observation Fdtci- 

NEWC 
DPM 

SNO2 

Figure 4.12 A bar chart showing GASP processing times on a Linux workstation for each step of 
both filtering methods for all three stations. 

approach will reduce processing effort to some extent for non epoch-by-epoch 

methods. This is particularly true in high multipath and reduced-visibility 

environments, where frequent loss of lock can be expected. As a final remark, the 

decision whether to use the more precise and homogeneous methodology of 

coordinate filtering, which takes longer time (especially if an epoch-by-epoch 

ambiguity searching algorithm is used), or observation filtering with reduced 

precision, depends on whether coordinate precision or computational time is the over- 
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4.3.4 Effect of Sidereal Lag Variation 

In Chapter 3, it was concluded that slight changes in the optimum value of the lag, or 

even the use of a constant value, will not affect the efficiency of sidereal filtering, 

especially for double difference processing. Hence, another important use of the 

December_05 data set is to prove this conclusion statistically. Coordinate and carrier 

phase residuals were stacked in 3-day batches, once using the nominal lag of 23h 56m 

04s (86164s) and then using the optimal lag of 23h 55m 54s (86154s). These stacked 

residuals were then applied to the fourth day, from which the 3D coordinate standard 
deviations could be computed. 

Table 4.8 shows the 3D 24-hour coordinate standard deviations of all three stations 
for both methodologies using the nominal and optimal lag values, against the 

unfiltered standard deviation. This table confirms the precision improvement in the 

station coordinates using the optimum sidereal lag compared with the nominal lag. 

However, the statistical difference when using the different lag values is insignificant 

at the 95% confidence limit when compared with the unfiltered case. This once more 

shows that minor variations in the adopted lag do not impact greatly on the final 

filtered coordinates. Note that a total of 28 satellites were available in the April-05 

data set (SV7, SV12 and SV17 missing) and 29 in the December_05 data set (SV12 

and SV31 missing), i. e. they have very similar but not identical constellations. 

Table 4.8 3D coordinate standard deviations over a 24-hour period, for both methodologies over 
different lags for the December-05 data set (3-day filter stacking). 

3D SD (mm) / Lag / Methodology 

Station 
23h 55m 54s 23h 56m 04s 

(Optimal Lag) (Nomi al Lag) 

I 

Unfiltered 
Coordinate 

Filter 
Observation Coordinate Observation 

Filter Filter Filter 

SN02 7.4 5.8 6.1 6.0 6.3 

DRMS 6.7 5.4 5.8 5.7 6.1 
J _ I 9.7 6.6 7.0 6.9 7.4 
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4.4 Sidereal Filter Performance 

The previous section showed the capability of sidereal filtering, whether using the 

coordinate or observation filter, in reducing the multipath error and reliably achieving 
high precision. However, there still exist two main questions that need to be answered 
in order to demonstrate fully the overall efficiency of sidereal filtering. The first is to 
determine the optimum number of consecutive days to stack to produce the highest 

and most consistent precision, after which further stacking will produce similar or 

even worse precision. Secondly, determining how long a filter established from a 

previous data set will last when applied to a different data set collected sometime later 

and yet still yield precision improvement. In other words, it is necessary to determine 

the filter's lifetime or age during which it can be used to enhance coordinate 

precision. 

4.4.1 Filter Performance Data Collection and Processing 

The current investigation is applied using only the two Drummond building DRMN 

and DRMS stations shown in Figure 3.3. The collection of the first data set used to 

test filter performance (the March 
- 
06 data set) started at 14: 21: 20 (GPS Time) on 

Wednesday 22 nd of March 2006, with data logged continuously for one month until 
14: 52: 17 (GPS Time) on Friday 21s' of April 2006. The same type of receivers and 

antennae were used as before. Another data set (Julyj6) was collected on the same 
two stations for four continuous days starting at 08: 42: 11 (GPS Time) on Sunday 2 nd 

of July 2006, until 11: 42: 17 (GPS Time) on Thursday 6h of July 2006. Again, all data 

collection criteria remained the same. 

The RINEX files of the March_06 and July_06 data sets for both stations were 

processed through GASP, while fixing DRMN as before using rapid precise orbits. 
The reason for using rapid precise orbits rather than the more precise final orbits is the 

fact that sidereal lag variability is no longer questioned, as well as comparing sidereal 
filtering techniques' precision or performance, which required the use of the best 

available orbits. Here, the efficiency of sidereal filtering with time is being 

investigated, and thus it is desirable to use quick but still reliable precise orbits, 
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obtained in near real time. 'The last day of the March_06 data set was chosen to be the 

day upon which all different stacked filters will be applied sidereally, in order to 
investigate the two questions mentioned earlier. 

4.4.2 Sidereal Filter Optimum Da Stacking YS 

The search for the optimum number of stacked days was performed using the 
March_06 data set only. An increasing number of days' coordinate and carrier phase 

residuals were stacked and applied to form sidereal filters, starting with a one day 

stack, then two days and so on up to 21 days of stacked residuals. Note that whatever 
the number of stacked days, all filter stacks are just prior to the applied day mentioned 

earlier. For each applied filter, the 24-hour standard deviations of the final filtered 

coordinates are obtained, and then compared to their unfiltered counterparts, through 

the calculation of the percentage of variance reduction given by Equation 4.1. 

As the variance reduction in Easting, Northing and Up coordinates is homogeneous, 

Figure 4.13 represents the 24-hour variance reduction for all 21 cases in the 3D 

component, for both filtering methodologies. From this figure, it can be seen that as 

the number of stacked days increases, the 24-hour variance reduction increases; that is 

an overall precision improvement. This effect continues until stacking 7 days 

together, after which the variance reduction starts to decrease, i. e. variance increases, 

until the total 21 days stacked. That is to say, stacking a week before the applied day 

will result in the best precision, after which stacking any more days will have lower 

precision improvement; that is decreasing the overall coordinate precision (Ragheb et 

al. 2007a). This can be attributed to slight changes in the constellation which will 

accumulate with stacking increasing number of days and affect the coordinate 

precision, or due to the fact that the multipath signal is most similar on adjacent days, 

becoming different as the time separation increases (Agnew and Larson 2007). Table 

4.9 shows the minimiun standard deviation achieved and percentage variance 

reduction in Easting, Northing, Up and 3D components, for both filtering 

methodologies for the optimum number of stacked days (7-day filter). 
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Figure 4.13 Percentage of 24-hour variance reduction of the applied day for both filtering 
methodologies (optimum stacked filter). 

Table 4.9 24-hour standard deviations and variance reductions for the optimum 7-day filter for 
both filtering methodologies. 

Case 
Unfiltered 

SD (mm) 

Coordinate Filter 

SD (mm) 
19 (%) 

Observation Filter 

SD (mm) (5(%) 
E 2.03 1.35 55.8 1.43 5 0.4 
N 3.39 2.02 64.5 2.29 5 4.4 

5.65 3.54 60.7 3.95 51.1 
3D 6.89 4.29 61.2 4.79 1 51.7 

The F-test statistic was again used to test the significance of the results. Except for the 

first four days where the filter precision increases rapidly, adding one day at a time to 

the stack does not improve the precision significantly (at the 95% confidence level). 

All stack sizes of 3 days or more are significantly better than the unfiltered case. 

Stacking between 5 and 8 days gives practically identical precision. Statistically, the 

optimum (highest precision) 7-day stack is significantly better than a 3- or 4-day 

stack, as well as any 10-day or longer stack. The conclusion obtained here is that the 

7-day stack is the optimum stacked filter, despite the fact that the 21-day stack still 

produced precision improvement. 
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4.4.3 Optimum Sidereal Filter Lifetime 

All available data sets were used in the filter lifetime investigation (April-05, 

December_05, March_06 and July-06 data sets). Figure 4.14 shows the time scale of 

all these data sets. Coordinate and carrier phase residuals of 3-day batches were 

stacked and applied using the optimum lag value used previously. More than one 

sidereal filter stack is formed, either 3 days prior to the applied day (that is the first 

day of the stack is three days away from the applied day used earlier), 5,12,19,26, 

30 days (end of March_06 dataset), 72 days (July_06), 128 days (December_05) and 

381 days (April_05). This was to allow a wide range of filter combinations and 

latencies to be tested. Note that all stacking trials included stacking three days only in 

order to benefit from and use the April_05, December_05 and July-06 data sets. In 

addition, the special aim of the July_06 data set was to fill the gap in the lifetime 

analysis with a stacked filter obtained around two months after the applied day. 

April is : D"emler 05 mank 06 J* 
(4 dep) (30 dayi) (4 dk") (4 days) 

0 50 100 ISO 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 

hne (Days) 

Figure 4.14 Time scale of all used data sets for the sidereal filter lifetime. The filter applied day is 
marked with a larger symbol. Zero days is set at 4t' of April 2005. 

Figure 4.15 illustrates the percentage of variance reduction for 3D coordinate 

components for all filter stacks based on coordinate and carrier phase residual 

stacking. It is seen that as the time gap between the produced stacked filter and 

applied day increases, the precision of the applied filter decreases gradually. This 

occurs until about 30 days from the applied day for the coordinate filter and 23 days 

for the observation filter, at which time the same precision is achieved as with the 

unfiltered case. Thus adding further days either after or before the applied day, will 

produce a lower precision when compared to the case with no filter (Ragheb et al. 

2007a). Note that a negative value of variance reduction means the filtered case 

produced lower precision than the unfiltered one, i. e. the filtered case degraded the 

precision rather than improving it. More importantly, for the case of the 72-day-old 
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stack, the observation filter variance reduction follows the same trend as other 

observation filter stacks - as expected - while in the case of the coordinate filter the 

variance reduction decreased even more than expected. Accordingly, the produced 72- 

day-old coordinate stack has a lower variance reduction than the 128-day-old 

coordinate stack as well as its observation filter stack counterpart. 
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80 

60 

Q 

-20 
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äg 

-80 

-100 

19 

26 

72 128 

-0--Coordinate Filter 

Filter Lifetime in Days 

-*-Observation Filter 

381 

Figure 4.15 Percentage of 24-hour variance reduction of the applied day for both filtering 
methodologies (different satellites processing). Numbers indicate age of filters. 

After the previous investigation, the reason for such illogical behaviour was found to 

be the processing of the July_06 data set (72-day-old stack) two months later with a 
different satellite constellation, having SV6 missing. This discrepancy again shows 

another advantage of the observation filter: in addition to its faster processing time 

over the coordinate filter, the observation filter was not affected by the change in 

constellation. During phase residual stacking of the July_06 data set, the filter did not 

include any satellite double difference pairing of SV6. Thus when it is reapplied while 

processing the last day of March_06, all residuals of SV6 pairings were not updated 

or corrected. This was then followed by a full least squares adjustment, which tends to 

distribute these uncorrected errors. 
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However, this is not the case in coordinate filtering, as the coordinates of the July-96 

data set were processed and stacked without SV6 being involved. These coordinate 

residuals are then applied directly - without least squares - to the coordinates of the 

applied day, which had SV6 included during processing. The application of 

coordinate residuals based on a different constellation and geometry causes a drop in 

precision due to uncommon satellite processing, which was not seen for observation 
filtering. 

Accordingly, all four data sets were re-processed but the five uncommon satellites 
(SV6, SV7, SV12, SV17, SV31) were ignored and the filters were formed as before. 

Figure 4.16 shows the filter lifetime plot using all re-processed data sets for both 

methodologies, which follows the same path as Figure 4.15, but with the expected 

trend in the region of the 72-day-old filter. In addition, Table 4.10 shows the 

minimum standard deviation achieved (maximum precision) and percentage variance 

reduction in Easting, Northing, Up and 3D components, for both filtering 

methodologies for the optimum 3 day-old filter. Note that the maximum filter lifetime 

for the coordinate filter decreased to 26 days instead of 30 days as before, which is 

due to the use of fewer satellites during processing leading to lower precision. 
However, the value did not alter significantly for the observation filter as it is not 

affected by whether processing is with different or common satellites, which again 

shows the superiority of the observation filter from this point of view. 

4.5 Sidereal Filter Conclusions 

The use of sidereal filtering minimizes the multipath effect on GPS data and 

accordingly improves the overall precision of the final station coordinates. 
Statistically, coordinate filtering gives slightly better precision than observation 
filtering, but with similar hour-to-hour consistency. However, coordinate filtering 

requires significantly longer processing times, especially if an epoch-by-epoch 

ambiguity searching algorithm is used. This may outweigh the relatively small 
difference in the precision of the final coordinates. In the end, one has to decide 

whether to use the more accurate and homogeneous method of coordinate filtering, 
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Figure 4.16 Percentage of 24-hour variance reduction of the applied day for both stacking 
methodologies (common satellites processing). 

Table 4.10 24-hour standard deviations and variance reductions for the case of optimum filter 
age for both filtering methodologies. 

Unfiltered Coordinate Filter Observation Filter 
Case 

SD (mm) SD (m m) 
1 

(5 (%) SD (m m) 
1 5 (%) 

E 2.16 1.45 55.2 1.56 47.8 
N 3.53 2.16 62.6 2.44 52.4 
u 5.97 3.80 59.6 4.26 49.1 

___LD 
7.27 J I 4.60 59.9 1 1 5.15 L 49.8 

which takes a longer time, or the observation filtering with worse accuracy but less 

processing time and better robustness to constellation changes (Ragheb et al. 2007b). 

Stacking more days will increase the overall precision of the final filtered station 

coordinates. A 7-day stack results in the best precisions, with 61% variance reduction 

for coordinate filtering and 52% for observation filtering, after which stacking more 

days degrades the overall coordinate precision. As the lifetime of any stacked 

"sidereal" filter increases, the efficiency of the filter decreases up to 30 days 

difference for coordinate filtering and 23 days for observation filtering, at which point 
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the same precision as the unfiltered case is achieved. Any stacked filter of a longer 

time gap, formed after or before the applied day, will produce lower precision with 

respect to the unfiltered case. During coordinate filtering, common satellite processing 

among the stacked and applied data sets is essential to achieve reliable results, while 

in observation filtering, any previously stacked filter can be directly applied to any 

data set without the need for re-processing. This can lead to major time-savings in 

processing effort (Ragheb et al. 2007a). 

In summary, the current chapter started with an introduction to sidereal filtering, 

followed by a comparison between coordinate and observation filtering. All sidereal 
filter applications were depicted next, while considering different view points. The 

chapter ended with an investigation into sidereal filtering performance and efficiency 

rega rding optimum stacked days and filter lifetime. In the following chapter, the 

determination of some switch antenna observation criteria and the application of 

sidereal filter on semi-continuous GPS data are investigated. A brief background is 

given on the switch multi-antenna array, along with some previous applied studies. As 

well, the switch dual antenna device adopted in the current research is illustrated. 

Several switch observation trials are carried out, regarding session observation length, 

number of epochs to use and the adequate geometry repeat lag. Then, the coordinate 
filter is applied on periodic GPS data, observed through the developed switch device, 

while setting different measures of precision and epochs to consider per switch. 
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GPS SWITCHED ANTENNA ARRAY 

5.1 Introduction 

Continuous GPS positioning has been commonly utilized in monitoring deformations. ' 
However, one of its major drawbacks at present is its high cost due to deployments 

required throughout the sites to be monitored, especially in projects of large areas and 
limited budget. When monitoring the deformation of a large number of stations, the 

overall cost of the whole process will be high due to the usage of multiple, 

permanently operating GPS equipment required to cover each monitoring station 
(Chen et al. 2000). Each receiver-antenna setup will include a receiver, antenna, 
hardware, software, power supply (batteries or mains operated) and additional spare 

power. Fortunately, cost effective and adequate precision can be achieved using a 
GPS multi-antenna array system, observing GPS data periodically for each antenna 

occupying the monitoring station. 

In this case, multiple GPS antennae are connected to a main master receiver recording 
data continuously while switching between antennae periodically. In this set up, one 

single GPS receiver acts effectively as multiple receivers to monitor multiple stations 
(Ding et al. 2000). This will, of course, reduce the overall cost of the whole 

monitoring process significantly, due to the reduction in the number of receivers used, 
these being replaced by a number of GPS antennae. GPS multi-antenna systems 

represent an economical and precise technique for deformation monitoring especially 
for large scale networks (He et al. 2005). In addition, although this technique is used 
basically for cost minimization, it is also adopted where security and space issues 

dictate that the installation of many continuous GPS receivers is not feasible (Forward 

et al. 2001). 
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This chapter starts with an overview of the general switched antenna array technique, 
followed by a brief outline of previous multi-antenna array system investigations. The 

development of the switch device adopted in the current research is described next, 

after which the test area and data collection process are explained. Then, the 
investigation for the optimum session observation length regarding precision, 

reliability and adequacy is illustrated. At the end, the application of sidereal filtering 

on periodic GPS data is presented in detail. 

5.2 Mechanism of Multi-Antenna Array 

The switch antenna array system connects multiple GPS antennae to a single GPS 

receiver. Each antenna is mounted on the required test station, and the periodic 

observation of each antenna is controlled through a switch mechanism (consisting of 

multiple input channels and a single output channel). This mechanism could be either 

manual or controlled via software. The main task of this switch is to allow each 

antenna sequentially to log its signals to the main receiver for a certain interval of 
time, thus producing periodic GPS data for a network of monitoring stations (He et al. 
2004a). Of course, for relative positioning, another base receiver must be fixed at a 

station with known coordinates. 

The use of the multi-antenna array system should be carefully investigated regarding 

cost, accuracy and time, as on the other hand, continuously operating GPS receivers 
have many advantages when compared to episodic positioning, especially in 

deformation monitoring. One of these advantages is the high temporal resolution, that 
is the estimation of deformation movements from a short data time span (Forward et 

al. 2001). Continuous GPS also mitigates systematic errors, as well as the automation 

of the overall process as it requires less manpower when compared to episodic GPS 

and thus reduces gross errors and data outliers. It should be mentioned here that short 
data spans from each antenna are applicable in the current research due to the use of a 

single epoch approach for ambiguity resolution. 
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5.3 Previous Multi-Antenna Array Investigations 

The concept of a multiple antenna array has been discussed previously in several 
investigations with a different perspective. One of the earliest investigations in GPS 

multi-antenna array systems was done by Santerre and Beutler (1993). In their 

research, multiple antennae were linked to a GPS receiver aiming to improve height 

determination for baselines of a few kilometres in length. This is done by trying to 

eliminate relative receiver clock parameters in single difference observations, as well 
the reduction of the tropospheric error, as they are both highly correlated with 
baseline height componený. With the proposed method, the effect of tropospheric 

errors becomes smaller, through the introduction of a relative tropospheric zenith 
delay parameter. Accordingly, the height standard deviation improves by a factor of 

about three compared to standard GPS data processing. 

Forward et al. (2001) developed a GPS switched antenna array system, recording data 

from different stations quasi-continuously for steep wall deformation monitoring at 
Mount Keith, Western Australia. The system was automated; all monitoring stations 

are connected to a computer and processed automatically. The system comprised four 

antennae located along the open pit deforming mine wall, in addition to two 

continuously operating reference stations at I Hz. Multiple antennae were connected 
to the master receiver through 300 m long, low-loss coaxial cables fitted with dual 

frequency amplifiers and lightening protectors. Data were logged for 15 minute 

periods for each antenna. Then, the data were transferred to the main processing unit 
through spread spectrum radios, providing real-time positioning. Furthermore, the 

effect of the cable length on the resultant signal strength and quality degradation was 

examined here. The project operated continuously for 8 weeks, and with average 

coordinate precisions for all deformation stations of 4 mm. in plan and 10 mm in 

height being obtained over the whole period, 31) deformations of 2 mm/week were 
detected. This proposed configuration proved to be viable and a cheaper alternative 

than using a separate receiver and antenna for each monitoring station. 

Chen et al. (2000) and Ding et al. (2000) tested a GPS Multi-antenna System (GMS) 

to monitor common deformations such as landslides or unstable slopes. This work 
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used 6 channel GMS switch box employing two antennae only to test the concept. 

This multi-antenna GPS system has three software components. The first is to switch 

between antennae, while the second is used for data logging and outputting GPS 

observations. The last component is responsible for processing, analyzing and 

managing the GPS data through an application software, with an option of being in 

fully automatic mode without user assistance. The observation session for each 

antenna was 16.5 minutes with receiver sampling at 15 seconds, transferring data to a 

data processing and analysis centre providing real-time or near real-time monitoring. 

The results obtained reached centimetre precision, which is near to the typical 

accuracy achieved using conventional GPS surveying systems. 

He et al. (2004a, b) used a more developed prototype of GMS with eight channels 

called GMAS (GPS Multi-Antenna System) for monitoring the Xiaolangdi dam on 

the yellow river in China. Raw GPS data were collected at three stations using GMAS 

with a 15 minute switch interval with 20 seconds sampling interval for two hours. 

Average post processing precision of baselines over the whole observation period 

reached around 1-2 mm. The same methodology of GMAS was applied in He et al. 
(2005) on the Xiaowan dam on the Lanchang River in Yunnan province, China, 

where the use of conventional GPS monitoring methods is limited due to the steep 

slopes near the arch of the dam. The application included 16 monitoring stations 

connected to two GPS receivers - eight antennae connected to each receiver - and 

two base stations with two receivers. The session observation rate was 10 minutes, 

with a sampling interval of IS seconds. An overall accuracy of 3 mm in the horizontal 

direction and 7 mm in the vertical direction were achieved. 

Recently, Ding et al. (2007) used GMAS for monitoring landslides over the Heihe 

reservoir in Xi'an, China as well as monitoring roadside slopes. The technique was 

tested using five concrete pillars where a three directional moving device was used for 

simulating various deformations. Then the actual application was performed by 

setting four switch antennae on the landslide connected to one receiver in addition to 

another fixed receiver, with five seconds interval and 30 seconds session observation 

rate. Data logging was divided into three main campaigns, each being 3 hours, getting 

an average solution every campaign and comparing it. to the overall average 
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coordinates. Roadside slope monitoring was executed using eight switch antennae, 

again with the same sampling interval and I minute session interval. For each 

antenna, an average coordinate is calculated every 30 minutes, one hour and three 

hours. For the latter case, an accuracy of -2 mm can be achieved in all three 

coordinate components under typical slope site conditions. The authors concluded that 

the established GMS and its updated version of GMAS were stable, easy to use and 

operate. They provide cost effective and accurate episodic GPS positioning for 

deformation monitoring of constructed and natural structures such as dams, slopes and 

landslides. This can play an important role in decreasing the risk of property damage 

due to deformations and accordingly save lives. 

Note that, all previous trials used different kinds of cable lengths and material for data 

transfer between the switch antenna and the receiver. As a general requirement, the 

length of the coaxial cable between the antenna and the switching device should be 

less than 30 metres, in order to maintain the signal-to-noise ratio to a reasonable 

threshold. However, longer cables can be used, by either fitting the cables with low- 

noise signal microamplifiers to compensate for the loss of signal strength through the 

cables, or by using cables of certain materials, which maintain the signal-to-noise 

ratio, such as a system of fibre-oPtic cables. In the latter case, commercially available 

units are used to convert GPS radio-frequency signals into light wave for transmission 

along a fibre-optic cable and also to convert back into radio-frequency before input to 

a GPS receiver (Ding et al. 2000). In either case, longer cable lengths can be used 

reaching up to I km (He et al. 2005). On the other hand, data can be either processed 

on site, or transmitted to a processing centre through mobile-phones, radio, internet or 

using wireless data communication through General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). 

The latter is very effective especially when transferring large volumes of GPS data to 

the processing centre (Ding et al. 2007). However, using special kinds of cable length 

or material is not of concern in the current research as data cables used are considered 

short in length (20-30 m). In addition, data transferred to receivers are processed on 

site and thus no special communication is needed for data transmission. 
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5.4 Development of Dual Antenna Switch Device 

The switch device used in the current research is a modified device previously 

developed and used by Kreutzfeldt (2001). It is originally a dual switch box dealing 

with one receiver and two antennae, noting that what is applied on two antennae can 

be expanded to be used with multiple antennae. The box shown in Figure 5.1 contains 
four connections, two for the two antennae, one connection to the receiver, while the 

box is connected to the Personal Computer (PC) through a parallel interface. Another 

serial port can be connected from the receiver to the PC. In addition, the switch box 

contains a 9-12V Direct Current (DC) power socket, manual switcher and two LED 

indicators to show which antenna is active. All described connections are 

schematically shown in Figure 5.2. 

Figure 5.1 The employed switch box. 

LEICA 1200 
Receiver Not used 

I 

Power 
Supply 

................. 
r 

AntennaCable 
Parallel Cable 
Power Cable 

Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of switch antenna array connections. 
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Although the switch between the used antennae could be done manually, an updated 

version of a software written using the Visual Basic language called RINEX Antenna 

Switch program (RASP) is used in order to control the data stream from the receiver 

to each antenna (Kreutzfeldt 2001). The new modified version of the software is now 

called Dual Antenna Switch Program (DASP), dealing with LEICA instead of 

ASHTECH receivers. An important role of the program is to synchronize the PC 

clock with the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) in order to accurately set the 

switch time relative to GPS time in the RINEX file of each antenna. This is done 

through logging the PC to the internet and synchronizing the PC clock with a 

networked timeserver using an independent utility program for Windows called 

Tardis 95. Figure 5.3 shows the main interface of the Tardis 95 utility program. 

The time has been corrected by -0.004 seconds Apply 
S etvet 

SNTP IntpO. ncl. ac. uk 
Time/udp 

Clear Help 
Time/tcp 
Proxy server Proxy setup Set time 
NTP Broadcast 
Kallisto GPS GPS setup 

Options Time services 
Max correction j Anything goes SNTP 
How often -i Every minute Time/udp 
W Hidei(minimized F- Reject unsynchionizedNTP Time/tcp 13 r- Start minimized F Automatic server change 
FV Set time F%07 Tips r- Watch for dialup F- NTP B/cast 

Clock drift 1.862 seconds/day Last time correction M on J ul 16 10: 04: 47 2007 

Figure 5.3 Main interface of Tardis 95. 

The switch program starts with a reminder to synchronize the program clock with 
GPS time instead of PC time, taking into consideration the number of GPS leap 

seconds. The main interface includes the identification of the starting antenna, the 

number of sessions for each antenna, the start time in hours, minutes and seconds as 

well as the observational interval per antenna. Figure 5.4 shows the main interface of 

the DASP program. 
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Antenna settings 

lAntenna 1 Starting Antenna 
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Time settings 
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09: 59: 06 

Running 
Cancel / New 

-- 

I 

Figure 5.4 Main interface of DASP program. 

5.5 Investigation ofAntenna Switching Interval 

The switch device is to be utilized for further applications of sidereal filtering while 

monitoring structural deformation. Accordingly, several constraints needed to be 

identified to achieve the best possible organization of the switching operation in a 

cost-effective and time-saving manner. An important factor to be investigated here is 

the optimum session observation interval per antenna, producing reliable precision 

while testing its validity for the application of sidereal filtering. 

5.5.1 Data Collection 

Three stations on the roof of the Drummond building (DRNIN, DRMS and DRME) 

were chosen for the investigation of the optimum session observation interval for each 
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antenna. This observation interval should be sufficient enough for each station before 

switching to the other antenna, not only for the receiver to regain full lock on healthy 

satellites, but to track reliable observations from these satellites to produce 

consistently accurate solutions. Two LEICA receivers and three antennae were used, 

where one receiver was connected directly to the antenna at the base station DRMN. 

Another receiver was connected to the two unknown antennae on DRMS and DRME 

through the switch device. Figure 5.5 illustrates the relative location of all three 

stations, as well as the storage area next to DRME, causing higher multipath relative 

to the other two stations. 

Figure 5.5 Relative location of the three Drummond building stations. 

At first, a primary data set was collected normally at DRMS and DRME without 

switching, in order to compare the multipath environment at the two unknown stations 

using TEQC (Estey and Meertens 1999). Figures 5.6 and 5.7 represent the MPI and 
MP2 RMS values for both stations using 5' and 15' minimum elevation mask angles, 

respectively. From these two figures, it can be seen that DRME suffers from very high 

multipath for low and medium elevated satellites, especially when the storage next to 

the station is involved, which also obstructs satellites in certain parts of the sky. On 

the other hand, DRMS suffers from relatively lower multipath. Note that an 

illustration of the multipath environment for DRMN can be seen from Figures 3.6 and 

3.7. 
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Afterwards, four different 48-hour datasets were observed at the three stations, with 

various session observation intervals for the multi-antennae system, from one minute 

to ten minutes. Table 5.1 shows the observation criteria of each of the observed data 

sets. For each observed data set, after observing the whole session for both antennae 

and the base station, the DBX (Direct Branch eXchange) files are used and run 

through a script called MASS (Multi-Antenna Switch Script) established by the 

author. This main script includes sub-scripts required to automate the whole 

processing solution through setting out some common variables. At first, the DBX 

files for both base and switch receiver are transformed into RINEX files using TEQC. 

Table 5.1 Observation criteria for all four observed data sets. 

Data set I Data set 2 Data set 3 Data set 4 
Start Time 09: 36: 01 11: 34: 01 10: 15: 01 13: 46: 01 

(GPS Time) 01/11/2006 08/11/2006 11/11/2006 15/11/2006 
End Time 09: 37: 01 11: 36: 01 10: 20: 01 13: 56: 01 

(GPS Time) 03/11/2006 10/11/2006 13/11/2006 17/11/2006 
Session Interval 1 -2 5 10 (minutes) 

Sessions / antenna 1440 720 288 144 

This is done by extracting a separate RINEX file for each switch antenna depending 

on the start time, session observation interval and number of sessions per antenna. In 

addition, other relevant infonnation such as the antenna height, station narne, etc. is 

modified using simple TEQC commands. This is followed by the automatic extraction 

of rapid precise orbits from the IGS website using FTP, depending on the observed 

week number(s). Processing4 then executed through the GASP program twice, once 
for each antenna, while fixing DRMN and setting the observation variables 

automatically in the GASP initial file. 

5.5.2 Optimum Session Observation Interval 

The main aim here is to investigate the optimum switching time between antennae to 

produce reliable results. For our investigation here, the main script was run for all 

available four switching sessions without applying sidereal filtering, in order to 

determine the optimum session observation time. An automated sub-script is used to 
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analyse the data and calculate various statistics for each repeating switch interval per 

antenna. These statistics include the Easting, Northing, Up and 3D discrepancies from 

the average known coordinates, as well as discrepancy percentiles calculation. 
Subsequently, all resultant statistics are plotted automatically for each switch session, 
in addition to the 50th, 95h and 99h discrepancy percentile for each epoch of any 

switch interval. Figure 5.8a, b shows the 3D discrepancy per each epoch for all switch 
intervals overlaid upon each other for all switch sessions for both antennae at DRME 

and DRMS, respectively. Figure 5.9a, b illustrates the 3D discrepancy values which 

are greater than 50%, 95% and 99% of all switch epochs at any instance. 

Looking at Figure 5.8, one can see that the discrepancy of all epochs per switch 
fluctuates highly among all sessions from tens or sometimes hundreds of metres at the 

beginning of the switch session up to the centimetre level at the end of the session 
interval. On the other hand, Figure 5.9 of discrepancy percentiles for all switch 
intervals for both stations, especially the 50th percentile, indicate that a certain time 

interval is required in order to achieve centimetre accuracy for 50% of the data, which 

can be attributed for the utilized receiver hardware. This time interval averages 

around 40 seconds from the start of the switch interval. Accordingly, the one minute 

switch interval could not provide a sufficient number of accurate epochs before 

switching to the other antenna (-- only 15-20 seconds). This will lead to fewer epochs 
being provided over the total number of sessions. Therefore, the one minute switch 
interval will be discarded along with its accompanied analysis and results due to the 
lack of reliability caused by the small amount of data provided. As a result, more 

attention will be paid to the two, five and ten minute switch intervals in order to 

assess the efficiency among them from the precision and applicability point of view. It 

should be noted here that previous conclusions are mainly cable, receiver and site 
dependent, and thus may change slightly with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the 

receiver, receiver configuration or multipath environment. 

In addition, it is well illustrated from the previous figures especially the discrepancy 

plots, that the collected data is divided among two populations with very little overlap 

and thus using a certain cut off value to filter the data from outliers will result in a 

more precise population. For this purpose, the data are filtered to within a certain 
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Figure 5.9 3D discrepancy percentiles for all switch intervals. Order as before. 
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acceptance limit to determine the accuracy of the epochs per switch after removing 

obvious outliers, in order to assess each of the switch intervals used. 

Keeping in mind that the main purpose is to use the dual antenna switch array for 

deformation monitoring. A primary acceptance limit of 50 cm from the long term 

average coordinate value was suggested to allow for displacements detection when 

using the switch for monitoring applications. This acceptance limit is necessary, 
because in a weak satellite geometry, some epochs will pass the AFV threshold while 
having low formal errors but still considered unreliable. Accordingly, all remaining 
three switch interval data sets are filtered with this 50 cm limit and then the 3D 

discrepancies and percentiles are calculated once more for all remaining epochs (less 

than 50 cm). In addition, the percentages of observed epochs and epochs classed as 

good (passing epochs) are calculated. 

Figure 5.1 Oa, b shows the percentage of observed and passing epochs for the two 

minute switch interval for both antennae. Again, the multipath environment is well 
illustrated in this figure where the number of passing epochs for DRN1S is greater than 

those of DRME, indicating higher precision for, DRMS. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 are 
formed in the same manner as Figures 5.8 and 5.9 after removing bad epochs having 

discrepancies greater than 50 cm. Similarly, Figures 5.13,5.14 and 5.15 for the five 

minute switch interval and Figures 5.16,5.17 and 5.18 for the ten minute switch 
interval are formed in a similar manner to Figures 5.10,5.11 and 5.12, respectively. 

The discrepancy plots for all switch intervals for both antennae indicate that after 

removing obvious outliers from the data, the accuracy became more homogeneous 

around the cm level. Also, looking at the discrepancy percentile plots, 50% reached 

even the cm, level accuracy, while 95% of the data set reached a few centimetres 

accuracy. This is regardless of the switch interval used. Of course, the exceptions to 

this are a few epochs after switching from the other antenna, which have worse 

accuracy due to the transition time required to fully lock on to satellites with reliable 

observations, which mainly depends on the used receiver hardware. 
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two minute switch interval. Observed epochs in red. Good epochs in blue. 
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Figure 5.11 3D discrepancies for all two minute switch sessions after removing epochs > 50 cm. 
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Figure 5.12 3D discrepancy percentiles for two minute switch interval after removing bad epochs 
> 50 cm. 
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Figure 5.13 Percentage of passing good epochs (less than 50 cm) and total observed epochs for 
five minute switch interval. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure 5.14 3D discrepancies for all five minute switch sessions after removing epochs > 50 cm. 
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Figure 5.15 3D discrepancy percentiles for five minute switch interval after removing bad epochs 
> 50 cm. 
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Figure 5.16 Percentage of passing good epochs (less than 50 cm) and total observed epochs for ten 
minute switch interval. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure 5.17 3D discrepancies for all ten minute switch sessions after removing epochs > 50 cm. 
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Figure 5.18 3D discrepancy percentiles for ten minute switch interval after removing bad epochs 
> 50 cm. 
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Figures 5.12,5.15 and 5.18, indicate that all two, five and ten minute switch intervals 

possess almost the same accuracy. According to our main aim of using a quick, semi- 

continuous single epoch GPS along with sidereal filtering to monitor deformations, 

the longest switching interval will be discarded, which is the ten minute interval. 

From this perspective, the shorter two and five minute intervals are the best intervals 

to use. The remaining question is whether to use the two or five minute switch for 

further studies, especially when applying sidereal filtering to the data. ý Going back to 

the optimum value of the lag being 86154 seconds (Chapter 3), the five minute switch 
(300 seconds) cannot be synchronized with this lag value. In other words, by using a 
300 seconds switch interval (or even using a range of ± 20 seconds), it will be 

impossible to continuously find matching epochs within each station using this lag 

value after an integer number of switch sessions. 

On the other hand, for the two minute switch interval (120 seconds), using a value of 
the lag of 86160 seconds, that is 6 seconds away from the optimum lag, will. provide 

continuous matching epochs starting after 718 overall switch sessions (that is 359 

sessions per antenna). Better still, using a switch interval of 119 seconds (one second 

off the two minute mark), will provide matching epochs after just 362 sessions per 

antenna with a lag value of 86156 seconds (23h 55m 56s). This lag value is only two 

seconds off the previously obtained optimum lag. Consequently, the modified two 

minute switch (119 seconds instead of . 
120 seconds) is the appropriate interval to use 

for many reasons. The first is that it provides an adequate number of correct epochs 

per switch session. Secondly, it is an efficient semi-continuous interval providing sub 

centimetre level accuracy for each antenna, and finally, due to its ease of 

synchronization with the sidereal lag', and thus producing the most accurate sidereal 
filters possible. 

5.6 Switched Antenna Sidereal Filter Application 

After the determination of the optimum switch session observation interval, it was 

vital to illustrate the behaviour of the switched data when applying filtered residuals. 
As shown previously, coordinate filtering gives higher precision than observation 
filtering (Chapter 4), and thus the former technique is used here for the formation of 
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coordinate filter residuals. For the two minute switch interval (120 seconds), the 

residuals of the first day of data for each switch station (z 12 hours of data) were 

applied to the coordinates of the second day of data per station, which are one sidereal 

lag apart. The most suitable lag is used here which is set to be 86160 seconds (23h 

56m 00s). This lag is off the optimum lag by six seconds; however it should not 

significantly affect the resulting precision, as previously shown in Section 3.5.2. 

Another sub-script within the main script MASS is used to automate the whole filter 

application process by inputting the obtained coordinates from GASP into the FAP 

program (Chapter 3). The coordinates are stacked and applied depending on the 

sidereal lag and number of stacked days stated in the main script. After this, the 

hourly and 24-hr coordinate standard deviations are calculated for all three directional 

components and 3D, then plotted automatically for the resulting filtered and unfiltered 

coordinates. This is done while considering several acceptance limitsI, starting from 

the previously used 50 cm, and then 40 cm, 30 cm, 20 cm and finally 10 cm. to assess 

the performance of sidereal filtering using periodic data. Figure 5.19a, b illustrates the 

hourly filtered and unfiltered coordinate standard deviations after removing any bad 

epochs having discrepancies greater than 50 cm for DRME and DRMS, respectively. 

Figures 5.20,5.21,5.22 and 5.23 are formed similarly to Figure 5.19, while using an 

acceptance limit of 40 cm, 30 cm, 20 cm and 10 cm, respectively. 
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Figure 5.19 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 50 cm limit for accepting epochs. Solid 
lines for filtered standard deviations. Dashed lines for unfiltered standard deviations. 
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Figure 5.20 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 40 cm limit for accepting epochs. Line 
attributes as before. 
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Figure 5.21 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 30 cm limit for accepting epochs. Line 
attributes as before. 
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Figure 5.22 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 20 cm limit for accepting epochs. Line 
attributes as before. 
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Figure 5.23 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 10 cm limit for accepting epochs. Line 
attributes as before. 

As seen previously from the 50 cm rejection percentile plots e. g. Figure 5.12, large 

coordinate discrepancies exist in the first number of epochs after switching. This is 

due to the loss of lock on satellites, as some time interval is required to regain 

consistent full lock. Consequently, another set of standard deviation plots were 

formed using all previous acceptance limits, but in addition removing the first 30 

epochs from each switch interval after switching. Figures 5.24,5.25,5.26,5.27 and 

5.28 are formed similarly to Figures 5.19,5.20,5.21,5.22 and 5.23 but with the first 

quarter of each session's epochs removed. Summing up, Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the 

24-hr coordinate standard deviations and variance reductions of the applied day for all 

three directional components, as well as 3D, for DRME and DRMS respectively. In 

addition, Figures 5.29a, b and 5.30a, b illustrate more clearly the 3D 24-hr coordinate 

standard deviations for DRME and DRMS respectively. 
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Figure 5.24 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 50 cm limit for accepting epochs and 
removing the first 30 seconds of each switch interval. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure 5.25 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 40 cm limit for accepting epochs and 
removing the first 30 seconds of each switch interval. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure 5.26 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 30cm limit for accepting epochs and 
removing the first 30 seconds of each switch interval. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure 5.27 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 20 cm limit for accepting epochs and 
removing the first 30 seconds of each switch interval. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure 5.28 Hourly coordinate standard deviations using 10 cm limit for accepting epoebs and 
removing the first 30 seconds of eacb switcb interval. Line attributes as before. 

From Figures 5.19 to 5.30, Tables 5.2 and 5.3, due to the higher noise and multipath 

at DRME (Figures 5.6 and 5.7), applying the one-day stacked filter improved the 

precision of the station coordinates with a 24-hr variance reduction reaching 90% in 

one of the components in some cases, while the maximum 3D variance reduction 

without removing any epochs reached 66%. This again proves the robustness of the 

sidereal filter in reducing the geometry repeating errors, especially multipath in a high 

multipath environment, even when using a large limit for accepting deviated 

coordinates. On the other hand, for DRMS, having a relative low multipath 

environment, applying the one day stacked filter with periodic data did not give much 

improvement in the precision of the coordinates, especially in the up direction, for 

large acceptance limits. 

In other words, the application of the sidereal filter at DRMS added noise to the 

coordinates instead of reducing the aimed sidereally repeating errors (Williams et al. 

2004; Williams 2003). This could be attributed to the small sampling size, and thus, 

more stacked days of data are needed to improve the precision of DRMS. Also one 

can see that after sidereal filtering application on DRME and the reduction of 

sidereally repeating errors, the precision of coordinates reached the same as the 

filtered or in some cases the unfiltered precision level of DRMS. As previously 

concluded, the same level of precision is achieved despite the multipath environment 

surrounding the station. 
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E 
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Figure 5.29 DRME filtered and unfiltered 24-hr 3D coordinate standard deviations for all 
accepting limits. a) without removing any epochs from the switch session, and b) removing the 

first 30 seconds from the switch session. 
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Figure 5.30 DRYIS filtered and unfiltered 24-hr 3D coordinate standard deviations for all 
accepting limits. a) without removing any epochs from the switch session, and b) removing the 

first 30 seconds from the switch session. 
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Moreover, some filtered hourly or even 24-hr coordinate standard deviations are 
higher than their unfiltered counterparts; that is showing worse precision after 
filtering. The reason for that behaviour is the epoch upon which the filter is applied 
being already precise enough, as well as using a large acceptance limit of 10-50 cm 

might result in stacking and applying an imprecise residual (one of the bad epochs 

after switching). This residual could be biased by a value slightly less than the 

acceptance limit, while still being accepted. Consequently, this will degrade the 

precision of the station coordinates instead of improving them. This can be visualized 
for both stations from the existing peaks in the hourly coordinate standard deviation 

figures. 

In addition, Figures 5.31 and 5.32 show a cumulative histogram for the filtered and 

unfiltered coordinates for both stations in all three directional components 

respectively. In each case, the values shown indicate the range within which 90% of 

the epochs lie. These values indicate the same conclusions regarding DRME, where 
filtering produced higher precision, while for IJRMS the precision did not much 
improve due to the reasons outlined previously. 

Looking closely at the behaviour of station coordinates and standard deviations from 

the previous figures and tables at different acceptance limits, the 30 cm acceptance 
limit has many advantages. This limit provides a) a good measure of accepting 

coordinates as evidenced by its reasonably high variance reductions among all cases 

and trials; b) successful application of the sidereal filter and c) useful limit for 

considering deviated or deformed coordinates when monitoring deformations using 

the dual antenna switch array. In addition, removing the first 30 epochs of each switch 

session from the results improved the solution in most cases, when compared to its 

counterpart case where no epochs were discarded. However, this action had no impact 

in some cases and as it decreased the amount of available, data, it was decided to use 

all switch epochs in future. 

Furthermore, comparing the unfiltered standard deviations of both DRME and 
DRMS, one can see the effect of the multipath environment on the actual station 

coordinates as first depicted from Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Finally, the sidereal 
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filter was successful in improving the precision of coordinates in a high multipath 

environment using even a one-day stack filter (12 hours of data) with a large tolerance 

limit for accepting coordinates. Further investigations regarding this matter will be 

carried out in the next chapter, stacking a greater number of days, in cooperation with 

simulating deformations to the dual antenna switch array. 

5.7 Switched Antenna Array Conchisions 

The multi-antenna switch array system provides semi-continuous GPS observations 

resulting in cost-effective reliable results. Unfortunately, switching between antennae 

will result in some poor epochs of data after switching at the start of the session until 
lock is gained on a number of healthy satellites required for reliable positioning. The 

number of these transitional epochs was discovered to be about 30-50 seconds over 

all used switch intervals using the current receiver hardware. Consequently, the one 

minute switch interval (60 seconds) will produce few good epochs after this 

transitional period, which will not be sufficient to produce a trustworthy assessment 

of the results. Comparing the remaining utilized switch intervals, the two minute 

switch interval is the most appropriate session interval to use, producing reliable 

precision when compared to the five or ten minute switch. Additionally, this switch 
interval can be easily operated with the most suitable sidereal lag for sidereal filter 

application. 

Concerning sidereal filtering, applying coordinate-filter residuals improved the 

precision of the high multipath DRME, even though actually stacking 12 hours of data 

(due to switching between antennae). In addition, the filter was successful in some 

cases for the low multipath DRMS. The use of a large acceptance limit for approving 

or rejecting epochs, i. e. 50 cm, although passing some bad epochs, still produced 

reliable solutions especially after filtering. However, the use of an average acceptance 

limit of 30 cm, will be beneficial when monitoring deformations using the dual 

antenna switch array, and still be efficient for sidereal filter application. Lastly, 

removing the first 30 seconds of the switch interval after switching, improved the 

overall coordinate precision in some of the studied cases. Nevertheless, all switch 
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session epochs are to be considered, while bad epochs - especially directly after 

switching - will be rejected through the moderate acceptance limit of 30 cm. 

in summary, the multi-antenna 
' 
array system was fully described here, starting with a 

brief background, and then the characteristics and advantages of such a system were 

explained. Different applied investigations using the multi-antenna array system were 
depicted in brief. Then the dual antenna switch array system used in the research was 
illustrated. After that, the primary investigation of the optimum antenna switch 
interval was described in detail, along with an illustration of the applied test area and 

collected data sets. At the end, the application of the sidereal filter on episodic data 

was given. Accordingly, in relation to the work done in the current chapter, Chapter 

six will deal with the application of sidereal filtering with longer switch data sets, 

while implementing different kinds of displacements of various magnitudes and 
directions. This will construct a full assessment of the performance of sidereal 
filtering on deforming semi-continuous GPS data. 

0 
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DEFORMATION MONITORING USING 

SIDEREA L FIL TER D U4 LA RRA Y GPS 

6.1 Introduction 

GPS has proven to be a reliable technique in monitoring different kinds of 
deformations (see Section I- I). It is an increasingly utilized technique for performing 

a deformation monitoring task 'efficiently. This efficiency can be achieved by carrying 

out the whole process, a) quickly i. e. identifying the movement in real-time or near 

real-time in order to act irýmediately to prevent or at least reduce the impact of 
disasters, b) with minimum cost, as usually the monitoring process requires multiple 

stations which in turn involves an amount of costly GPS equipment, and c) precisely 

such that small as well as large displacements are detected. 

Accordingly, reliable and quick deformation monitoring in a cost-effective way, while 

improving the precision of station coordinates, is the ultimate aim of this chapter. The 

term quick arises from the use of a single epoch processing technique, while cost- 

effectiveness can be obtained when observing semi-continuous GPS data through the 

use of a dual antenna switch array (i. e. two antennae and one receiver, see Chapter 5). 

Precision improvement is achieved by using the sidereal filter methodology. 

Consequently, this chapter is a practical application combining these techniques and 

methodologies together, in order to detect and improve the precision of monitoring 

structural deformations. At first, a displacement simulation platform is illustrated. 

Then, the collected data set is explained, followed by some analysis regarding the 

dual antenna switch array and the implemented multi-directional displacements. After 

that, the performance of sidereal filtering on semi-continuous GPS data for detecting 

and improving the precision of deforming station coordinates is discussed. 
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6.2 Displacement Simulation Plaýform 

Network displacements were implemented in the current research using a purpose- 

built, rigid and adjustable platform constructed in-house, in order to measure the 

amount of actual movements. Thus, one can test the success of' sidereal filter 

application with the switched antenna array system in distinguishing these 

displacements and improving the precision of the final coordinates. The displacement 

simulation platform shown in Figure 6.1 is a tri-axial platform mounted on a pillar 

and fixed with a screw bolt and steel ropes to prevent extraneous movement. In 

addition, some wooden pegs are used to chock the platform on the pillar, as well as 

ensuring the hor, izontality of the platform. Each axis movement is controlled 

separately by a knob connected to a precisely threaded spindle. One complete rotation 

of the knob in any direction is equivalent to approximately 2 mm. However, for 

accuracy purposes, any implemented displacement in the horizontal or vertical plane 

of the platform will be measured by a digital vernier calliper of 0.01 mm accuracy 

(Figure 6.2). The platform consists of two side flanges upon which GPS antennae can 

be fixed. 

'7,! - 

Figure 6.1 Displacement simulation platform. 
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STAINLIOS 
HARDENED 

Figure 6.2 Digital vernier calliper used for displacement measurements. 

6.3 Switched Data Collection 

The switch controlled data set was collected. while mounting two antcnnae on the 

displacement platfon-n fixed on DRME (see Figure 5.5). called DRME_A and 

DRME_B here after (see Figure 6.3). These two antennae are connected to one 

receiver, while another fixed antenna is set on DRNIN connected to a second receiver. 

Data collection started on 09: 52: 50 (GPS Time) on Monday IO'h September 2007, 

logging data continuously for DRNIN, while switching between the DRME 
-A 

and 

DRME_B antennae, until 17: 02: 17 (GPS Time) on Wednesday I 9th September 2007. 

The switch interval used is the modified "two minute" switch interval of 119 seconds, 

as discussed previously in Section 5.5.2. The same type of receivers and antennae 

were used as before. 

Figure 6.3 DRME A and B antennae mounted on the displacement simulation platform. 
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Periodic GPS observations were collected every switch interval between both 

antennae for the first eight sidereal days, after which different types and magnitudes 

of displacements were applied. At first, in the beginning of the ninth day of the data 

set, horizontal displacements (relative to the horizontal XY-axes of the platform) were 

implemented every hour using the displacement platform horizontal knob in X- 

direction, starting with 1 mm, then 2 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm, 50 mm and finally 

100 mm. Then, the next day i. e. the beginning of the I Oth day, the same displacements 

were applied with the same time interval but in the vertical direction (relative to the 

Z-axis of the platform). 

6.4 GPS Processing and Switch Array Analysis 

In relation to the research aim mentioned throughout the thesis, of being able to 

monitor structural deformations in near-real time, the IGS ultra rapid predicted orbits 

are used here to obtain satellite coordinates. These orbits can be extracted in real time 

during the monitoring process without the need to wait as in the case for final or rapid 

precise orbits. IGS ultra rapid half-observed-half-predicted orbits are released four 

times daily (at 03: 00,09: 00,15: 00 and 21: 00 UT) containing two days (48 hours) of 

satellite orbits, named according to the midpoint of the file (00,06,12 and 18) 

respectively. The first half of each file is observed, while the second half is predicted 
(International GNSS Service 2007). Accordingly, for the optimum use of these files in 

real time, the first six hours of predicted satellite orbits after the release of each file 

are extracted e. g. 03: 00: 00 to 08: 59: 59 for file 00, and concatenated to their 

corresponding counterpart of the next file and so on. In this way, satellite orbits are 

available while collecting data, which can then be processed for real time monitoring 

and related safety actions if needed. 

The GPS data were processed for both antennae DRME 
-A and DRME_B, while 

fixing the coordinates of DRMN. For assurance purposes, Figure 6.4a, b are formed 

similarly to Figure 5.9, showing the 50th, 95h and 99h 3D discrepancy percentiles for 

DRME_A and DRME_B respectively, without any filtering of bad data with respect 

to an acceptance limit. This is done of course while considering only the first part of 

the data set for both antennae without implementing any displacements. From this 
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figure, I cm level of precision is reached for 50% of the data after 48 seconds from 

switching, for both antennae. This transitional period of unhealthy epochs being an 

average of what was shown for the two minute switch interval in Section 5.5.2. is 

achieved similarly for both antennae, which can be attributed to the use of different 

cables due to a malfunction of the cables used earlier in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 6.4 3D discrepancy percentiles. 

On the other hand, Figure 6.5 is formed similarly to 6.4. but filtering the data with a 

30 cm acceptance limit (Section 5.7). This figure again shows that similar precision is 

achieved for both antennae at better than I cm level for 50% of all the switched 

sessions' epochs except for a few epochs after switching from the other antenna. 
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Figure 6.5 3D discrepancy percentiles after removing epochs of discrepancies greater than 30 cm. 

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 shows the coordinate time series of DRMEA and DRME_B 

respectively, filtered according to the 30 cm acceptance limit. The time span shown is 

while applying horizontal displacements of seven different magnitudes, in 
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Figure 6.6 DRME 
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coordinate time series while applying horizontal displacements. Black 
dashed lines indicate time of these displacements of different magnitude. Red line shows a 119 

seconds box-car filter. Coordinates are plotted relative to a false origin. (CPS week = 1445) 
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Figure 6.7 DRME_B coordinate time series while applying horizontal displacements. Line 
attributes, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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addition to about one hour and a half of data beforý and after employing these 

displacements. By applying a 119 seconds box-car filter for the coordinates for each 

switch interval, a moving average coordinate is overlaid on the coordinate time series, 

which illustrates more clearly the behaviour of the time series. Note that the Y-axis 

scale is different among all three directional components due to the varying effect of 

the applied displacement in each direction. Similarly, Figures 6.8 and 6.9 are formed 

in the same manner as Figures 6.6 and 6.7, but for the vertical displacements 

implemented one day later. 

While imposing horizontal displacements, one can see that the Easting and Northing 

coordinates are affected while the Up coordinate does not seem to be affected (with a 

certain noise level). On the contrary, while forcing vertical displacements, only the 

Up direction is affected. This has to be taken into consideration during the application 

of sidereal filtering on deforming stations in order to differentiate between noise and 

existing errors in the time series and actual displacements occurring. 

6.5 Sidereal Filter Application with Displacement Implementation 

According to the conclusions of Section 4.4.2, seven days of coordinate residuals 

were stacked prior to the displacement application, at the optimum sidereal lag that is 

possible with the used switch interval, that is 86156 seconds, to form the filter 

residuals. Then, these residuals are applied once on the coordinates while applying 
horizontal displacements and once while applying vertical displacements to obtain 
final filtered coordinates. Similarly to Figures 6.6 and 6.7, Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show 

the filtered coordinate time series while applying horizontal displacements whereas 
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the corresponding coordinates while applying vertical 
displacements. From Figures 6.10 to 6.13, the coordinates after filtering are more 

compact and homogeneous as expected. Consequently, one could preliminary 

conclude that sidereal filtering is useful while applying previously stacked static 

processed residuals to detect and improve the coordinate precision of deformations in 

different directions of different magnitudes, especially in our case here of synthesized 

structural displacements. 
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Figure 6.8 DRME_A coordinate time series while applying vertical displacements. Line 
attributes, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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Figure 6.9 DRME-13 coordinate time series while applying vertical displacements. Line 

attributes, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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Figure 6.10 DRME_A filtered coordinate time series while applying horizontal displacements. 
Line attributes, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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Figure 6.11 DRME 
-B 

filtered coordinate time series while applying horizontal displacements. 
Line attributes, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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Figure 6.12 DRME_A filtered coordinate time series while applying vertical displacements. Line 
attributes, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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Figure 6.13 DRME_B filtered coordinate time series while applying vertical displacements. Line 

attributes, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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Note that some parts of the filtered data were not vastly improved after filtering, 

which is mainly due to the use of a large acceptance limit while filtering the data from 

initial unhealthy epochs, and thus the filtered residuals within'the 7-day-stack may 
include some epochs that are offset by about 30 cm or less and thus affect the 

precision of the applied filter. In addition, the existence of spikes in the coordinate 

time series after filtering implies either that the coordinates to which the filtered 

residuals are applied were off by a large value in which the applied filter could not 

modify, or the filter did not include any applied residuals for these epochs. The latter 

case is possible even while stacking seven days of data, as matching epochs occur at 

the same time portion within the switch session and therefore could exist within the 

first 30-50 epochs after switching from the other antenna, which could be considered 

as a persistent outlier and thus omitted. 

Note that the coordinates after filtering while implementing vertical displacements 

have a slightly lower precision than their corresponding coordinates while applying 
horizontal displacements, which could be attributed to the one day gap between the 

stacked residuals and the applied data, which deteriorates the precision as discussed 

earlier in Section 4.4.3. 

In order io assess the efficiency of sidereal filtering, and visualize and detect the 

displacements occurring in each direction, an hourly batch average is calculated in 

each direction and plotted overlaid by the errors bars of. 36 standard deviation limits 

of each hour. Figure 6.14 shows the unfiltered and filtered hourly average coordinates 
in three directions for DRME_A while applying horizontal displacements, considering 

also one hour before and after implementing displacements. Note that the average 

coordinates are plotted relative to a different false origin to the one used before, in 

order to fit all three directional components on one plot and see the occurring 
displacements clearly. Figure 6.15 is the corresponding figure for DRME_B. Figures 

6.16 and 6.17 are formed similarly to Figures 6.14 and 6.15 but for the case of 
implementing vertical displacements. 
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Figure 6.14 DRME-A unfiltered and filtered average hourly coordinates, while applying 
horizontal displacements. Solid lines and right error bars for filtered coordinates. Dotted lines 
and left error bars for unfiltered coordinates. Coordinates are plotted relative to a false origin. 

Error bars show 36 standard deviation limits. GPS week as before. 
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Figure 6.15 DRME 
-B 

unfiltered and filtered average hourly coordinates, while applying 
horizontal displacements. Line attributes, error bars, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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Figure 6.16 DRME 
-A 

unfiltered and filtered average hourly coordinates, while applying vertical 
displacements. Line attributes, error bars, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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Figure 6.17 DRME 
-B 

unfiltered and filtered average hourly coordinates, while applying vertical 
displacements. Line attributes, error bars, coordinates origin and GPS week as before. 
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After applying sidereal filtering it becomes easier to detect small and large 

displacements, as the noise in the data (being mainly multipath) is reduced. As 

previously, the hourly standard deviation decreased after filtering in almost all cases 

which is clear from the homogeneity of the time series. A very important aspect 

arising here from Figures 6.14 through to 6.17 is the stability of the coordinates after 

filtering which is clearly illustrated especially in the direction with no existing 

displacements e. g. the Up component in the case of horizontal displacements and the 

Easting and Northing component in the case of vertical displacements. In other words, 

sidereal filtering reduces the multipath error affecting the data and thus any remaining 

steps or jumps in the time series are purely due to the component of the applied 

displacement in each direction. This will result in the noticeable detection of sub- 

centimetre or few millimetre levels of movement in the horizontal and vertical 

direction. This was not apparent before filtering as the existing multipath was causing 

noise in the data and fluctuation in the time series, as can be seen from the hourly 

moving average. 

Also from Figures 6.14 to 6.17, one can see that the implemented horizontal. 

displacements are projected on to the Easting and Northing direction with a certain 

azimuth angle, while vertical displacements are fully projected onto the Up direction. 

Consequently, using a long term average for the horizontal plane coordinates before 

and after horizontal displacements, the azimuth angle was found to be 22' 17' 37" 

relative to the Northing direction. 

However, in some cases the improvement in the standard deviation after filtering will 

underestimate the benefit of sidereal filtering because the statistics are calculated 

relative to the observed average value, which in turn gives an indication of the 

homogeneity of the data, yet without any relation to the true coordinates. 
Accordingly, the true coordinates are determined from the long term average and the 

displacement component in each direction using the obtained azimuth angle. Due to 

the fact that during applying horizontal displacements, the Up coordinate is not 

affected, as is the case for the Easting and Northing component while applying 

vertical displacements, more focus is given to the directional components where 

I displacement exists for both antennae, that is the Easting and Northing component 
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while applying horizontal displacements and the Up component for vertical 

displacements. 

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the true coordinates plotted against the observed 

unfiltered and filtered coordinates for DRME-A and B respectively, showing the 

Easting and Northing components for horizontal displacements and the Up component 
for vertical displacements. In each antenna's component, all epochs are plotted within 

each hour before, during and after applying different displacement magnitudes, 

overlaid by the 119 seconds session average and then overlay by the hourly average. 
In addition, the slope of the best fit to the coordinates as well as the overall RMS of 

the residuals to the best fit are given for each of the three plotted cases. 

From Figures 6.18 and 6.19, as the coordinates 
' 
are averaged over each session and 

then over each hour, it can be seen that the RMS of the residuals to the best fit 

decreases. Additionally, the RMS of the residuals for the filtered coordinates is lower 

than for the unfiltered coordinates, when comparing all directional components and 0 
cases. Figures 6.18 and 6.19 indicate also that sidereal filtering in most cases not only 

confines the scatter of the coordinates around the average observed value, but also 

modifies the overall coordinates with minimum fluctuations to the true value. This is 

again essential especially for monitoring purposes, in order to detect true deformation 

magni tudes, while reducing sidereally repeating errors which affect the precision of 
the monitoring process. 

According to Figures 6.18 and 6.19, one can reach an overall RMS for the residuals in 

the horizontal plane of 4.50 mm when considering all epochs, 2.66 mm for the switch 

sessions' average and 0.61 mm for the hourly average, with an average slope of 0.987 

relating the true and observed horizontal coordinates. On the other hand, the RMS for 

the Up coordinates reaches 7.51 mm for all epochs, 5.45 mm for sessions' average 

and 0.85 mm for the hourly average, with a 0.993 slope relating the vertical 

coordinates. 

In summary, Tables 6.1,6.2 and 6.3 show the DRME_A true coordinates for each 
hour and its corresponding unfiltered and filtered hourly average values, accompanied 

with the raw and sessions hourly RMS of the residuals to the hourly true coordinates 
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Table 6.1 DRME_A hourly unfiltered and filtered true versus observed Easting coordinates 
along with hourly raw data and switch sessions RMS, while applying horizontal displacements on 
18/09/2007. 

ue T 
U nriltered Filtered 

Start 
Time 

r 
Coordinates 
(+588746 m) 

Hourly 
average 

(+588746 m) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

(mm) 

Hourly 
session 

RMS (mm) 

Hourly 
average 

(+588746 m) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

(mm) 

Hourly 
session 

RMS (mm) 

07: 27 0.7602 0.7594 2.17 1.96 0.7600 1.61 0.67 
08: 27 

1 

0.7598 0.7598 3.51 2.32 0.7597 2.34 0.97 
09: 27 0.7591 0.7587 2.37 1.98 0.7589 1.58 0.60 
10: 27 0.7572 0.7544 3.77 3.06 0.7572 1.71 0.59 
11: 27 0.7534 0.7531 13.00 6.22 0.7532 3.76 2.33 
12: 27 0.7458 0.7472 3.66 2.95 0.7460 2.67 1.76 
13: 27 0.7268 0.7279 2.15 1.45 0.7276 1.76 1.07 
14: 27 0.6889 0.6904 2.71 

_2.22 
0.6901 2.40 1.5LJ 

Table 6.2 DRME_A hourly unfiltered and filtered true versus observed Northing coordinates 
along with hourly raw data and switch sessions RMS, while applying horizontal displacements on 
18/09/2007. 

T 
U nriltered Filtered 

Start 
Time 

rue 
Coordinates 
(+6093628 m) 

Hourly 
average 

(+6093628 m) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

(mm) 

Hourly 
session 

RMS (mm)l 

Hourly 
average 

l(-+-6093628 

m) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

mm 

Hourly 
session 

RMS (mm) 

07: 27 0.2880 0.2867 6.48 5.76 0.2870 4.01 2.29 
08: 27 0.2889 0.2857 9.18 5.76 0.2880 5.35 1.93 
09: 27 0.2908 0.2894 5.28 4.74 0.2906 3.03 2.2 7 
10: 27 0.2954 0.2920 5.07 4.57 0.2945 2.56 2.26 
11: 27 0.3047 0.3025 13.91 5.32 0.3028 4.44 3.15 
12: 27 0.3232 0.3239 5.00 3.84 0.3232 4.58 3.19 
13: 27 0.3694 0.3686 2.79 2.09 0.3678 2.87 1.83 
14: 27 0.4619 L 0.4623 5.19 4.03 0.4600 4.78 3.63 

Table 6.3 DRME_A hourly unfiltered and filtered true versus observed Up coordinates along 
with hourly raw data and switch sessions RMS, while applying vertical displacements on 
19/09/2007. 

True 
U nfiltered Filtered 

Start 
Time 

Coordinates 
(+124 m) 

. 

Hourly 
average 

. 
(+124 m) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

(m M) 

Hourly 
session 

RMS (mm)I 

Hourly 
average 

I 

(+124 m) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

(m M) 

Hourly 
session 

RMS (mm) 

07: 26 0.9900 0.9902 14.39 7.36 0.9901 5.53 3.82 
08: 26 0.9890 0.9894 12.16 7.54 0.9892 9.80 3.57 
09: 26 0.9870 0.9884 10.84 9.58 0.9883 7.40 4.86 
10: 26 0.9820 0.9880 8.63 7.45 0.9845 6.05 4.38 
11: 26 0.9720 0.9759 12.23 11.19 0.9735 10.30 9.64 
12: 26 0.9520 0.9524 7.70 1 6.30 0.9519 6.52 4.93 
13: 26 0.9020 0.9033 5.67 4.52 0.9041 5.80 4.46 
14: 26 0.8020 0.8027 8.62 7.02 0.8049 9.51 8.30 
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for the considered Easting' Northing and Up directions respectively. Similarlily, 

Tables 6.4,6.5 and 6.6 are formed for the DRME-B coordinates. Again, from Tables 

6.1 through to 6.6, one can see that the sessions residuals RMS are lower than the raw 
data in each hour, as well as in most cases, sidereal filtering shifting the hourly 

average coordinates closer to the true value, which is an indication of an accuracy 
improvement in the coordinates within each hour, which is then verified from the 

reduction in the RMS of the residuals to the true coordinates. Accordingly, successful 

monitoring of deformations can be achieved using sidereal filtering in high multipath 

environments, with a precision better than 5 min in the horizontal plane and 8 mm in 

the vertical plane. 

In relation to the forgoing discussion, note that some parts of the data for DRME 
-A or 

DRME_B are still noisy even after filtering which can be due the use of a large 

acceptance limit or the effect of adding noise being greater than the reduction of the 

sidereally repeating error or even the instability of the antenna, as both antennae are 

not fixed on pillars but on the flanges of the moving platform, which could be affected 
by many factors e. g. wind. 

6.6 Deformation Monitoring Conclusions 

The combined method of instantaneous GPS processing, applying sidereal filtering to 

periodic GPS data, was successful in detecting horizontal and vertical displacements 

in simulated near-real time, to the millimetre level. The applied technique improves 

the precision of deforming coordinates, reaching to a precision better than 5 mm and 8 

mm in the horizontal and vertical plane respectively. Despite rejecting coordinates 

with greater than ± 30 cm discrepancies while forming the filter, the efficiency of this 

combined technique is still evident from the more precise results obtained after 
filtering for most of the data set. Better results can be obtained using a tighter 

acceptance limit as shown earlier in Section 5.6, however this may affect the temporal 

resolution. 

Even though using switched antenna GPS data, which in turn results most of the time 

in the loss of about 45 seconds at the start of each switched session, based on the used 
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Table 6.4 DRME_B hourly unfiltered and filtered true versus observed Easting coordinates along 
with hourly raw data and switch sessions RMS, while applying horizontal displacements on 
18/09/2007. 

T 
Unfiltered Filtered 

Start 
Time 

rue 
Coordinates 
(+588746 m) 

Hourly Hourl 
average avera 
Hour] 
averal 

ff+588741 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

Hourly 
session 

Hourly 
average 

(+588746 m) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

mm 

ourly ourly 
RMS 

mm mm) 

Hourly 
session 

RMS(mm) 

07: 27 1 0.4927 0.4922 2.11 1.73 0.4924 , 2 1.62 0.75 

08: 27 0.4923 0.4930 4.03 2.82 0.4916 3.28 1.20 
09: 27 0.4916 0.4915 2.34 1.95 0.4915 1.75 0.80 
10: 27 0.4897 0.4900 3.04 2.72 0.4895 1.74 0.64 
11: 27 0.4859 0.4817 9.13 5.61 0.4856 4.08 1.30 
12: 27 0.4783 0.4766 3.22 2.83 0.4784 2.42 2.30 
13: 27 0.4593 0.4607 2.51 1.64 0.4601 1.93 1.03 

14: 27 0.4214 0.4223 7.33 2.59 0.4221 7.18 1.69 

Table 6.5 DRME_B hourly unfiltered and filtered true versus observed Northing coordinates 
along with hourly raw data and switch sessions RMS, while applying horizontal displacements on 
18/09/2007. 

T 
U nfiltered Filtered 

Start 
Time 

rue 
Coordinates 

(+6093628 in) 

Hourly 
average 

1(+6093628 

m) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

(mm) 

Hourly 
session 

RMS (mm] 

Hourly 
average 

(+6093628 in) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

(mm) 

Hourly 

R 
session 
NIS (mm) 

07: 27 

1 

0.9344 0.9348 6.00 4.46 0.9342 4.18 1.57 

08: 27 0.9353 0.9352 13.05 5.25 0.9354 12.53 2.83 

09: 27 0.9372 0.9366 7.60 6.47 0.9370 4.17 1.51 

1 0.9418 0.9407 3.64 3.07 0.9408 2.55 1.32' 

11: 27 0.9511 0.9475 8.85 4.68 0.9506 4.10 2.27 

12: 27 0.9696 0.9677 4.61 6.22 0.9694 4.29 5.44 
13: 27 1.0158 1.0158 5.36 1.70 1.0149 5.54 1.79 
14: 27 1.1083 1.1051 15.71 5.95 1.1050 15.71 5.15 

Table 6.6 DRME 
-B 

hourly unfiltered and filtered true versus observed Up coordinates along 
with hourly raw data and switch sessions RMS, while applying vertical displacements on 
19/09/2007. 

e T 
U nfiltered Filtered 

Start 
Time 

ru 
Coordinates 

(+124 in) 

Hourly 
average 
(+124 in) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

(mm) 

Hourly 
session 

RMS (mm)j 

Hourly 
average 

j 

(+124 m) 

Hourly 
raw RMS 

(mm) 

I Hourly 
session 

our'y 
ssion 

RMS mm 
07: 26 0.9934 0.9959 8.37 6.58 0.9954 6.42 5.12 
08-: 26 0.9924 0.9901 9.51 7.25 0.9946 6.03 3.94 
09. 09: 26 0.9904 '0.9914 10.23 8.84 0.9906 7.77 3.77 
110. 0: 26 0.9854 0.9863 6.60 4.74 0.9864 5.30 3.62 
11: 26 0.9754 0.9836 19.29 14.26 0.9760 15.61 7.17 
12: 26 0.9554 0.9548 12.81 4.64 0.9558 5.35 3.28 
13: 26 0.9054 0.9048 6.40 4.46 0.9090 7.01 5. 
14: 26 0.8054 0.8088 10.57 7.76 0.8089 10.37 
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hardware, displacements were detected with an acceptable precision especially after 
improving this precision through sidereal filtering. This implies the usefulness of this 

combined technique not only to monitor horizontal or vertical deformations in near- 

real time, but with reduced error even in a high multipath environment. Accordingly, 

the adopted methodology accomplished the required target of monitoring 
deformations using a quick, cost-effective and precise GPS technique. 

In summary, the current chapter started with a description of the simulation moving 

platform, and then the collected data sets and applied displacements were explained. 
The orbits and processing technique employed were shown next, followed by analysis 

of the effects of the switched antenna array. The chapter concluded with the 

application of sidereal filtering for monitoring deformations and improving the 

precision of station coordinates using semi-continuous GPS data. The next chapter 

will include a brief summary of the work done throughout the whole thesis, followed 

by the main conclusions and related recommendations. 
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SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter gives a brief summary of the topics discussed in the current research 
followed by the main conclusions based on the results obtained. The chapter ends 

with a series of recommendations which could be extracted from the conclusions, as 

well as discussions of some issues and approaches which are not addressed here and 

thus may be suitable for future work. 

7.1 Summary 

The current research aims to improve GPS positioning in three different aspects. The 

first is to use a fast processing software utilizing single epoch positioning, the second 

to reduce the effect of multipath error on the resulting coordinate precision, and 
finally to minimize the cost of GPS positioning used for monitoring structural 
deformations. Quick ambiguity resolution is advantageous especially when 

monitoring deformations in real time or near-real time. On the other hand, multipath 

error caused by reflection of GPS signals from nearby surfaces to the receiver is 

considered one of the major errors among sidereally repeating errors that will hinder 

precise GPS positioning. In addition, the high running cost of continuous GPS 

positioning play an important role in the choice of the deformation monitoring 

technique. 

In the current research, a single epoch ambiguity resolution technique is used to solve 
for the integer phase ambiguity. This methodology is implemented through a GPS 

processing software called GASP. This program operates in a double difference 

mode, adopting the Ambiguity Function Method to solve for the unknown phase 
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ambiguities at each epoch independently from the previous or next epoch. This is 

advantageous because there is no necessity for static initialization, as well as being 

free of cycle slips. 

As GPS satellites are designed to orbit the earth twice a day (half of one sidereal day), 

the geometry constellation of the satellite will nominally repeat every sidereal day. At 

first, an investigation was undertaken to study the actual error repeat interval, called 
here "sidereal lag", using the autocorrelation among station coordinates or carrier 

phase residuals. Given that the GPS receiver's environment remains essentially static, 

as the satellite geometry repeats in the sky, sidereally dependent errors will repeat as 

well, especially the most dominant multipath error. Accordingly, coordinate residuals 
"coordinate filter" or carrier phase residuals "observation filter" were stacked over 

several days at the optimum "sidereal lag", in order to reduce as much as possible the 

sidereally repeating errors. This analysis was not only based on the improvement in 

coordinate precision, but on the processing time required to produce such filtered 

coordinates as well. During these investigations, a comparison between the optimum 

obtained sidereal lag and the known nominal one was undertaken, again from the 

coordinate precision point of view. 

After sidereal filter investigations at the coordinate or observation level, further 

sidereal filter studies were required in order to investigate two main factors. As 

several days can be stacked to produce a sidereal filter, the first study examined the 

optimum number of consecutive days to stack and apply while producing the best 

possible final filtered precision for station coordinates. In contrast, the second study 

considers the relation between the lifetime or age of any previously stacked filter 

versus the improvement in coordinate precision after filtering. In other words, how 

long any filter will last in order to still produce improvement in the coordinate 

precision when applied. 

Several previous applications discussed the use of periodic GPS data especially for 

monitoring different kinds of deformations using the most economic and cost 

effective approach possible. This can be achieved efficiently by using a switched 

multi-antenna array, in which multiple antennae are connected to one receiver, while 
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logging data from each antenna every epoch for a specific period of time. Switching 

between antennae could be done manually or automatically. The current research uses 

a dual antenna switch device operated by a Visual Basic program to switch between 

two antennae. ' However, it was first vital to carry some investigations regarding the 

optimum observation length per antenna before switching to the other one. This was 
done while seeking the best possible precision, efficiency and compatibility with the 

optimum sidereal lag, for the possibility of adapting this technique for use with 

sidereal filtering. After the determination of this optimum session observation length, 

sidereal filtering was applied to periodic GPS data. 

At the, end, the dual antenna switch array was used in conjunction with the GASP 

single epoch processing software, while applying sidereal filtering in order to monitor 
known horizontal and vertical deformations, as well as improving the stability and 

precision of the deforming stations' coordinates. Deformations were implemented 

manually through a platform built in-house. 

7.2 Conclusions 

Based on the work performed throughout the thesis, a number of conclusions can be 

extracted from the obtained results. The following are the main conclusions: 

1. The longer the window size used for sidereal lag determination e. g. 10-hours, the 

more consistent and steady the obtained lag value will be. However, a shorter 

window will still produce a usable value of the lag but with higher fluctuations 

with autocorrelation within 97 % of the longer-term optimum value (Section 

3.5.2). 

2. For double difference processing, the best possible lag to use in order to stack 

coordinate or phase residuals is 23h 55m 54s, i. e. 86154 in GPS seconds, that is 

10 seconds earlier than the known nominal lag, in agreement with Choi et al. 
(2004); Axelrad et al. (2005); Agnew and Larson (2007). This optimum lag is 

stable over at least eight months period including satellite constellation changes 
(Figures 3.24 and 3.25). 
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3. Using a lag value other than the optimum obtained lag within a range of ±5 

seconds does affect the final coordinate precision, when double difference 

processing is adopted. 

4. The multipath environment will affect the determination of the optimum lag. The 

higher the multipath, the less homogeneity and consistency of the lag throughout 

the data set (Figures 3.9 through to 3.11). 

5. Sidereal filtering enhances the precision of station coordinates by reducing the 

effect of sidereally repeating errors especially multipath (Figure 4.1). Using a 

three-days-stack-filter, a daily 3D variance reduction of 50% and 73% is 

achieved in a low multipath environment (DRMS) and high multipath 

environment (NEWC) respectively (Table 4.3). 

6. Coordinate filtering (based on the stack of coordinate residuals) gives slightly 
higher precision of 73% in 3D daily variance reduction in a high multipath 

environment, compared to observation filtering (based on the stack of double 

difference carrier phase residuals) of 71% variance reduction (Tables 4.3 and 
4.5), yet they both give similar hour to hour consistency (Ragheb et a]. 2007b). 

7. Observation filtering takes shorter processing time - approximately one third - 
to achieve final filtered coordinates when compared to coordinate filtering, 

especially if a single epoch ambiguity resolution technique is adopted (Section 

4.3.3). The higher the multipath environment, the longer time required to process 
the GPS data in coordinate filtering, which is not the case in observation 
filtering. This is due to the effect of multipath on the ambiguity search algorithm 
in the GASP software when running regularly in the fixed-base mode. 

8. Stacking more days' residuals improves the overall coordinate precision, which 

remains valid until the optimum case of stacking seven days' residuals (Figure 

4.13). In this case, a 3D daily variance reduction of 61% in the coordinates is 

achieved in a low multipath environment e. g. DRMS (Table 4.9), after which the 

coordinate precision drops with the increase in number of stacked days. In other 

words, stacking seven consecutive days' residuals prior to the applied day 
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produces the best possible precision for station coordinates. On the other hand, 

although stacking 7 days and more (until 21 days-stack) produced lower 

precision, they still all possess better precision when compared to the case where 

no filter is applied. 

9. Considering stacking 3-day batches, as the time gap between any previously 

stacked filter and the applied day increases - the filter lifetime or "age" - the 

coordinate precision decreases. This continues until 23 days for observation 

, 
filtering and 30 days for coordinate filtering (Figure 4.15). At this stage, similar 

precision to the unfiltered case is achieved, and thus applying any filter of longer 

age will worsen the coordinate precision rather than improving it (Ragheb et al. 
2007a). 

10. Although sidereal filtering is efficient in most applied cases, noise is still added 

along with the filtered residuals. Consequently, in particular instances, such as 
low multipath environments or weak multipath signals, the noise becomes the 
dominant error, which leads to the degradation of the efficiency of sidereal 
filtering. 

1. During sidereal filter application of data sets of different satellite constellation, 
the observation filtering technique is the more robust technique to use, as 

common satellite processing between the stacked and applied data is 

unnecessary. On the contrary, for coordinate filtering common satellite 

processing is essential to achieve consistent results. This will save a great deal of 
time in re-processing of data, in order to apply the filter with common satellite 

constellation (Figure 4.15). 

12. The switched multi-antenna array provides semi-continuous GPS data in a cost 

effective manner, due to the use of multiple antennae and one receiver, and thus 

reducing the number of used receivers. However, during switching between 

antennae, a certain transitional time ranging between 30-50 seconds is required 

after switching, in order to gain full lock back on satellites with reliable 

observations. This transitional period depends on several factors, mainly the 
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receiver hardware used. Accordingly, some bad epochs will occur at the start of 

each switch session (Figure 5.9) 

13. According to this loss of lock after switching, the one minute switch interval 

does not provide adequate number of good epochs per switch interval per 

antenna. Hence, the optimum session observation length per antenna is two 

minutes, possessing similar precision to the five and ten minute switch intervals 

but with many advantages. Simply, the two minute switch interval offers a short 

session length, while providing adequate sub-centimetre level of accuracy for 

station coordinates. In addition, this interval can be easily synchronized with the 

optimum sidereal lag with some modifications for the optimum application of 

sidereal filtering. The first is to use a lag value of 86156s, that is two seconds 

away from the optimum lag - which will not have a major effect on the final 

filtered coordinates as stated before - and the second is to use a session'length 

of 119 seconds instead of the proper two minute interval (120 seconds), which 

was then called the modified two minute switch interval in this thesis (Section 

5.5.2). However, the above modifications depend on several factors such as: the 

cable length and material, receiver and antenna type, receiver firmware or the 

signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at the receiver, as well as the environmental 

conditions e. g. multipath. 

14. Applying coordinate filtering on semi-continuous GPS data improved the 

coordinate precision of station coordinates, with higher efficiency in higher 

multipath environments, reaching to 65% variance reduction in daily 3D 

coordinates with a moderate acceptance limit (Table 5.2). 

15. Using a large acceptance limit for epochs to be used in the filter e. g. 50 cm, 

although allowing the use of some bad epochs, still produced reliable results in 

coordinate filtering of the data. In addition, a 30 cm acceptance limit will provide 

a balance between maintaining a large acceptance limit to allow for monitoring 
different magnitudes of deformations, as well as being able to distinguish 

between good and poor epochs to a certain extent. However, deformations 
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occurring with magnitudes greater than the acceptance limit will be considered as 

outliers to be omitted, and thus will not be detected e. g. landslides. 

16. Although the first 30-50 epochs after switching mostly proved to be unhealthy 

epochs, forming the filter while disregarding those epochs did not greatly 
improve the precision of station coordinates. This implies the use of all switch 

session epochs as they are, in which unhealthy ones will be removed through the 

adopted acceptance limit. 

17. As sidereal filtering reduces sidereally repeating errors, mainly multipath, the 

coordinates after filtering before and after deformations are more stable, which 

makes it easier to differentiate between existing noise and occurring 
deformations, especially in the coordinate direction where the applied 
defon-nation has no component (Figures 6.14 through to 6.17). 

18. The combined technique used in the current research adopting single epoch 

switched dual array GPS utilizing sidereal filtering was successful in monitoring 
horizontal and vertical deformations to the sub-centimetre or even the sub- 

millimetre level. The filtered horizontal plane coordinates were related to their 

true value counterparts with a slope of 0.987. The associated average rms for the 

residuals for the total considered epochs, 119 seconds average and hourly 

average is 4.50 mm, 2.66 mm and 0.61 mm respectively. For the filtered vertical 

plane coordinates, the slope of the observed/true relation was 0.993 while their 

residuals' RMS was 7.51 mm, 5.45 mm and 0.85 mm respectively (Figure 6.18). 

19. The use of sidereal filtering in the combined technique improved the coordinate 

precision of deforming stations, reaching to 5 mm precision in the horizontal 

plane and 8 mm in the vertical plane, based on the average of hourly RMS values 
(Tables 6.1 to 6.6). 

Looking at the above conclusions in a wider perspective, the current research provides 

useful methodologies to implement in various applications. One could obtain an 

average value of the geometry repeat interval using a short data set, which can be 

considered constant over a long period, followed by a stack and apply procedure of 
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coordinate or carrier phase residuals, depending on the governing factor being 

precision or processing time. Thus, this will in turn, end up with a more precise set of 

station coordinates with reduced multipath effect. This precision can be enhanced by 

increasing the number of stacked days up to seven days. In addition, in the longer 

term, sidereal filtering is still applicable while producing precision improvement even 

with a lengthy time gap between the stacked filter and the applied data reaching up to 

one month, depending on the type of stacked residuals, without sometimes even the 

need for common number of satellites between used data during processing. 

Using semi-continuous instead of continuous GPS data, through the employment of a 

switched multi-antenna array, proved to be beneficial in supplying adequate and 

reliable data using a short session length, which can be further augmented through 

synchronization with sidereal filtering. And finally, integrating both methodologies of 

sidereal filtering and switched multi-antenna array, will present a cost-effective and 

precise technique suitable for monitoring slow occurring deformations to the sub- 

centimetre or millimetre level, while recovering the stability of the deforming stations 

through the improvement of station coordinate precision. 

7.3 Recommendations and Future Work 

This research recommends the use of a large window size (8-12 hours) for the 

determination of the optimum sidereal lag using autocorrelation. The average 

optimum repeat lag to use to filter the coordinates from sidereally repeating errors is 

23h 55m 54s, while adopting double difference processing. This lag value appears 

stable and usable over time, without the need for further testing. From the precision 

point of view, coordinate filtering is the optimal sidereal filtering technique to use. 
Alternatively, from the processing time point of view, observation filtering is the 

more efficient sidereal filtering technique. The choice of whether to use the former or 
latter technique will depend on the overriding criteria of any project. 

Stacking more days' residuals will increase the overall coordinate precision, with a 

maximum of seven consecutive days to gain best possible precision. In addition, it is 

not recommended to apply any previously stacked sidereal filter on any data set with a 
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time gap of 30 days if using coordinate filtering or 23 days if using observation 
filtering, as the resulting coordinates will be worse than the case where no filter 

applied. 

When adopting the switched antenna array, switching between antennae every two 

minutes (exactly 119 seconds) or a multiple thereof is considered the most efficient, 
due to its rapidity, accuracy, as well as its suitability with sidereal filter application. 
Finally, the adopted combined technique of single epoch switched dual array GPS 

using sidereal filtering presents a quick, precise and economical system, which will 

provide a possible capability of near-real time monitoring of slow moving 
deformations. Consequently, this will in turn make the whole system useful for 

minimizing the severity of disasters. 

On the other hand, while the current research covered many aspects regarding sidereal 
lag determination, filter application, switch multi-antenna array and deformation 

monitoring, there still exist some viewpoints and research aspects which might be 

considered for further investigation. The following is a list of some of these 

suggestions. 

At first there would be, some suggested enhancements to the GPS GASP processing 

software for a more efficient performance: 

* Adopting a methodology in GASP for the rejection of observations from a 

specific or a number of satellites, based on the final position obtained, i. e. the 

usage of the best combination of available satellites aiming for the most precise 

solution. 

e As the current GASP software is restricted for short baselines less than 25 km 

(Corbett 1994; Al-Haifi 1996), further investigations could be undertaken to use 

the GASP software for longer baselines processing. For example one could 

consider the implementation of different types of ionospheric models, the use of a 

more robust tropospheric model with temporal constraints, as well as considering 

the effect of ocean tide loading and solid earth tides. 
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4P GASP operates in a single epoch processing mode and thus each epoch is treated 

independently from the preceding epoch. However, one should look into the 

application - optionally - of Kalman filtering, through the use of any processed 

good epoch data in the subsequent epoch, which could result in reducing the 

search size and required search time, in addition to improving the accuracy of the 

final outcome. This could be examined while using GASP in a static environment 

or more importantly in semi-static or even a kinematic environment. 

The updated GASP software deals only with GPS satellites. Accordingly, further 

modifications are required to enhance the software to process GLONASS 

satellites as well, which will boost the performance and the accuracy of the final 

output due to the increase in number of available satellites. This will of course 

ease the inclusion of satellites of other GNSS systems in the future such as 

Galileo, CNSS and QZSS. 

Some other recommendations are given concerning sidereal filtering: 

Regarding any sidereal filter lifetime, it was seen that as the filter lifetime 

increases, the precision of the filtered data decreases (because of adding noise 
instead of reducing sidereally repeating errors). An effective investigation would 
be to not use a fixed value of the sidereal lag regardless of the filter age. On the 

contrary, change the lag value in order to suit any applied filter depending on its 

age, or in other words reducing the effect of adding noise while stil I reducing 
these errors of which the majority is multipath. The choice of the appropriate lag 

to use could be examined through the autocorrelation methodology. As a result, 

one could apply any previously formed filter on any data set, with no lifetime 

restriction and without degrading the precision of the final station coordinates. 

Further studies could be carried out on how applying sidereal filtering using 

carrier phase residuals could assist in the ambiguity resolution of the GPS 

processing software. In other words, how can carrier phase residuals contribute in 

the reduction of the search size and time, required to obtain final set of correct 

integer ambiguities. 
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During weighting the coordinates while forming the coordinate stack, one could 

use the formal errors of the'coordinates along with a Gaussian weighting as 

function of time, to produce more efficient weighted stacked coordinate residuals. 

For the observation filter, higher weights could be given to stacked carrier phase 

residuals when applied in the re-run of the GASP program, compared to 

unfiltered residuals. Considering both filtering methodologies, older stacked 

residuals could be given less weight than newly formed stacked residuals 

according to the time separation between the filtered residuals and the applied 
data. 

Finally, further recommendations are presented regarding the switched antenna array 

and the use of the combined single epoch dual antenna switch array adopting sidereal 
filtering for monitoring deformations: 

Some useful research could be undertaken to study the relations between cable 
length and type, receiver and antenna type, multipath environment, and the time 

required for the receiver to lock back onto appropriate number of satellites with 

reliable observations after switching from the other antenna. This could be 

extended to study their effects on the switch session length and number of 

unhealthy epochs. 

As the extracted. conclusions for the switched antenna array are general, then the 
dual antenna switch array GPS technique can be expanded to be used with 

multiple antennae to monitor more points, especially when monitoring a large 

structure or area using different deformation test points. 

This combined technique is ideal to be used for slow moving deformations, where 
deformations occurring at periods greater than double the switch interval. 

However, it can also be expanded to be used for monitoring rapid structural 
deformations e. g. strong wind forces or seismic forces due to earthquakes, but 

with data gaps in the time series which may affect the temporal resolution of the 

whole process. 
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* Pre-assessment investigations into the structure under study concerning the most 
influential deformations will give an idea of the expected magnitude of 

deformations. Thus, one could use a more suitable limit for accepting epochs 

while stacking and applying residuals during sidereal filtering and therefore 

further improving the precision of station filtered coordinates. 
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GASP INITIAL FILE 

Input Data 

Base receiver Observation file name: , I ... /DRMN/DRMN0940.05o 
Unknown receiver Observation file name: ... /DRMS/DRMS0940.05o 
output file name: ... /OUTPUT/DRMS_OUT940 
XYZ output file name: ... /XYZout/DRMS. XYZ940 
NEU output file name: ... /NEUout/DRMS_NEU940 
Phase output file name: ... /PHASEout/DRMS_PH940 
Satellite Pairing file name: ... /SAT/DRMS_DD940 
Use SP3 Precise Orbit? (YIN): Y 
Precise orbit file: I ... /PRECISE/igsl317. sp3 
Apply Antenna PCV Correction? (YIN): Y 
Fixed Receiver PCV file name: I ... /PCVC/Leica. AX1202 
Moving Receiver PCV file name: I ... /PCVC/Leica_AX1202 
Apply Phase Residuals Filter? (YIN): Y 
Filtered Phase Residuals file name: I ... /FILTER/DRMS_FL_RES 
Optimum Sidereal Lag (Seconds): 86154 

Fix coordinates of Unknown Point? (YIN): N 
Fixed Coordinates of Base Point: 3666.. -10329.. 124.5.. 

Ignore Specific Satellites? (Y/N)(No. )(SVs): Y 04 07 12 17 31 

Base receiver (S)tatic or (M)oving: S 
Unknown receiver (S)tatic or (M)oving: M 
Search Size: 5 

Reduce search range (YIN): N 

Limit of Maximum Search Size: 8 

Limit of Maximum AFV (%): 95 

Apply Coordinates Continuation (YIN): Y 
Start time (Seconds or DD/MM/YY Hr: Min: Sec): 3/12/2004 11: 00: 00 
Stop time (Seconds or DD/MM/YY Hr: Min: Sec): 3/12/2004 11: 00: 15 
Use code for approx positions (YIN): Y 
Code solution (Pl, P2, Cl, Pj, P5): Cl 

AFM threshold M: 90 

Epoch interval: 1 

Elevation Angle Value: 5 

Average Geodetic Undulation (m): -45 
OutT)ut Data 

Lat/Lon/Ht (YIN): Y 
X/Y/Z (YIN): Y 
E/N/h (YIN): Y 
Number of satellites (YIN): Y 

Number of Trial positions (YIN): Y 
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GASF INITIAL FILE 

Input File Name: 
Output File Name: 
Time of Start Epoch (Seconds): 

Number of Sidereal Lag Increase: 

Total Number of Processed Epochs: 

Minimum Sidereal Lag Period (Seconds): 

Tolerance limit for Standard Deviation (m): 

Steps of increasing Sidereal Lag (Seconds): 

Tolerance Limit for Epoch Coordinates (m): 

Approximate Coordinates (X Y Z): 3667115.02 

/.. /GASF/SN02. xyz 
/.. /GASF/SN02. out 
223200 
60 
7200 
86130 
0.1 
1 
0.2 

-103500.04 5200148.86 
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SIDEREAL FILTER TABLES 

Table C. 1 24-hour coordinate standard deviations in three directions for all six cases based on 
the coordinate filter for the December_05 data set. 

SD CASE Station (mm) Unfiltered Dayl Day2 Day3 Dayl, 2 Day2,3 Dayl, 2,3 
E - 2.2 - 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.8 1*8 1.7 

SN02 N 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.5 3.1 3.0 2.9 
U 6.0 5.7 5.7 5.9 5.0 5.0 4.7 
E 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.6 

DRMS N 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.2 2.8 2.8 2.6 
u 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.3 4.7 4.6 4.4 
E 2.9 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.0 

NEWC N 4.5 3.8 3.. ý 3.7 3.4 3.5 3.2 

Fu 1 8.1 6.5 _ 6.5 6.4 5.7 5.9 5.5 

Table C. 2 24-hour coordinate standard deviations in three directions for all six cases based on 
the observation filter for the April-05 data set. 

SD CASE 
Station (mm) Unfiltered Dayl Day2 Day3 Dayl, 2 Day2,3 Dayl, 2,3 

_ E 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.8 _ 1.7 
SN02 N 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.0 2.7 2.7 2.5 

U 5.6 5.2 5.2 5.0 4.5 4.4 4.1 
E 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.5 

DRMS N 3.3 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.5 2.4 
U 5.3 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.1 4.1 3.9 
E 2.9 2.3 2.0 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.6 

NEWC N 4.3 3.1 3.1 2.8 2.6 2.5 2.4 
U 8.0 5.5 5. 5.2 4.6 4.5 4.2 

Table C. 3 24-hour coordinate standard deviation in three directions for all six cases based on the 
observation filter for the December_05 data set. 

, 
SD CASE Station (mm) Unfiltered Dayl Day2 Day3 Dayl, 2 Day2,3 Dayl, 2,3 
E 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.0 1.8 

SN02 N 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.0 
U 6.0 6.0 6.1 6.1 5.3 5.3 4.9 
E 1.9 2.2 2.1 2.1 1.9 1.8 1.7 

DRMS N 3.3 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.1 3.0, 2.8 
u 5.5 5.9 5.8 5.7 5.2 5.0 4.8 
E 2.9 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.2 2.3 2.1 

NEWC N 4.5 4.2 4.4 4.4 3.7 3.9 3.5 
u 8.1 7.3 7.2 8.2 6.1 6.5 5.8 
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SIDEREAL FILTER FIGURES 
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Figure DA Hourly Easting coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the 
coordinate filter for the December_05 data set. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure D. 2 Hourly Northing coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the 
coordinate filter for the December-05 data set. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure D. 3 Hourly Up coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the coordinate 
filter for the December_05 data set. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure DA Hourly Easting coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the 
observation filter for the December_05 data set. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure D. 5 Hourly Northing coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the 
observation filter for the December_05 data set. Line attributes as before. 
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Figure D. 6 Hourly Up coordinate standard deviations for all six cases based on the observation 
filter for the December_05 data set. Line attributes as before. 
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WEB RESOURCES 

e College of Engineering, University of Hawaii 

http: //www. eng. hawaii. edu/Tutor/csh. htmi 

The C Shell tutorial 

o Department of Geomatics Engineering, University of Calgary 

http: //www. Ileomaties. ucalgarv. ca/links/GradTheses. html 

Postgraduate MSc and PhD Theses in PDF format 

9 Generic Mapping Tools homepage (GMT) 

htti): Hzmt. soest. hawaii. edu/ 
GMT help and tutorials 

0 GPS World Magazine 

http: //www. P-psworld. com/lIlDsworid/ 
GPS news and articles 

o Ordnance Survey 

http: //www. ordnancesurvey. co. uk/oswebsite/2ps 
GPS information and data 

o The SOPAC website 
http: //sovae. ucsd. edu/ 

For satellite orbits, active data and general GPS information 

o The UNA VCO Facility Website 

http: //facility. unaveo. oriz/software/tecic/teqc. htmI 

TEQC documentation and tutorials 

The Wikipedia Free Encyclopedia 

http: //en. wikipedia. orii/wiki/GPS 
Scientific terms and definitions 


